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.... THE-JACOB BLAUSTEIN 
INSTITUTE FOR 
·THE ADVANCEMENT 
OF HUMAN RIGHTS o t THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

165 EAST 56 STREET, NEW YORK, N .Y . 10022 • CABLE WISHCOM, NEW YOR K • TEL. PLAZA 1-4000 

December l~, 1984 

To: Administrative Council of th~ Jacob Blaustein Institute 
for the Advancement of Human Rights 

From: Richard Maas_s, Chair 

MEETING NOTICE 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1985 

la:30 A.M. ~ 3:30 P.M. 

This is to advise you that the winter meeting of the Administrative Council 
will be held on Wednesday, February 27, 1985 fr.om 10':30 A.M. through 
luncheon to 3:30 P.M. I hope you will be .. 'able to attend and will so 
inform us on th~ enclosed reply fonn. 

Enclosed for your attention are several items relating to the work of 
the Institute. These are: 

A. Th~ latest Blaustein Institute publicatio_n, "The Soviet Human Rights 
Movement: A Memoir" by Valery Chalidze, who was the second recipient 
of the Institute's Sakharov Fellowship·. Chalidze's Memoir rais~s 
vital questions about the most effective strategy for achieving 
the aims of the movement. The pamphlet is receiving wide distribution. 
Among other plans for its use, staff is. now discussing a poss~ble 
seminar around the issues dealt with by the author which have great 
relevance to today's challenges re Soviet Jewry. 

B. A paper by Rogers. Clark on Religious Intolerance which reflects 
his contact with the Institute. 

C. The statement of John Roche re the Yosif Begun case to the UN 
Subcommissi~n on Prevention of Discrimination ••• The statement 
came about as a result Qf the input of the Blaustein Fellow 
assigned to John Roche. 

D. A news clip which refers to the Blaustein Institute-supported 
counter reports filed by the International League. for Human Rights. 

cont.---
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E. A Jerusalem Post report of ~ discussion sponsored by the 
Association for Civil Rights in :Israel. 

F. A recent review of the Institute's publication, Essays on Human 
Rights: Contemporary Issues and Jewish Perspectives, edited by 
David Sidorsky. 

G. An interesting exchange of correspondence between Internet's 
Mideast Coordinator and the International Committee for Palestinian 
Human Rights. 

I look forward to seeing you on February 27th. Best wishes 

RM:mb 
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Religious Intolerance 

Roger S. Clark Paper 

A UN Seminar on Religious Intolerance will be held in Geneva on 

December 3-14, 1984, to which 26 states will send experts, and which will 

be attended by prominent non-governmental organizations. Professor 

Roger Clark of Rutgers Uniyersity Law School was asked by the UN 

Secretariat to prepare a paper on remedial action to ~liminate religious 

intolerance. JBI provided Professor Clark with background ·materials, 

drawing on our efforts -- p~st and present -- to advance religious pluralism 

and improve intergroup relations, we discussed with him specific ways to 

promote religious liberty. Attached are excerpts from Professor Clark's 

broad-ranging paper which reflect his contact with JBI. 

JBI prQvided similar assistance to the U.S. Government expert, 

James Finn, editor of Freedom at Issue (a publication of Freedom House), 

who also has been asked to prepare a paper for the December UN seminar .. 

The JBI advisory group for our religious intolerance projects 

(Professor Clark, Mr. Finn, JBI grant recipients Professor ·Leonard Swidler, 

Father Frank Parker, and former Sakharov fellow, Professor Vratislav 

Pechota) met in November and consulted with Mr. Finn oh his paper for 

the UN Seminar. 

·. 
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UNITED !'iATIONS SEMINAR 

ON 

THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING, TOLER..~CE AND 

RESPECT IN MATTERS RELATING IO RELIGION OR BELIEF 

Geneva, Switzerland, 3-14 December 1984 

Background 

By 

Professor Roger S. Clark 

Rutgers University School of Law 

Camden, New Jersey, . U.S .A. . 

. . . 



Commissioner, the other a several-member collegial.Commission), .a special quasi-judicial 

tribunal, and finci~ly the regular cour~s, but in this case a specialized di vision of the 

' court of general jurisdiction with particular expertise in the administrative law ~rea . 

There is much exper~ence also in the work of Race Relatiqns Commissions in Australia, .. 

Canada, the· United Kingdom and tl)e Unit~<;l - ~tates . . ~ha~ may b.e dra~n upon i .n the present 

context • . · 

4. Legal and Social Aid Arrangements 

What has been -said ·in Chapter :III; ·section 6 about legal and social aid arrange.'llents 

applies as equally to religious intolerance in the private sector as i~ .appl~es to such 

intolerance in the public sector. 'nte roles of the legal profession, including the 
. . 

provision of legal services to those who car.mot afford them; and the roles of support by 

religious _groups t by coalitions of such groups o~ by . non-denomi~~~ional .. huma~ rights 
:· . · : 

organizations and of trade union and youth groups, are of inestimable importance • . 

CHAPTER V PROMOTIONAL INSTITUI'IONS 

1. Educational Institutions 

A very good summary of the role of educational institutions in the promotion of hUB3n 

rights in general wa~ provided by Ms Leah Levin of the United K~ngdom at the 1978 Seminar. 

Her summary applies accurately to rights involving freedom of religi.on or belief : 

"Methods, contents and curricula .for .human rigbts education must be develope9 and 

should 'be adapted to . national and . regional realities. Thus hum.aQ ~ights ~ducation shoullJ 

be part of primary and secondary school curricula and an essential ~omponent of teacher 

training and also of school education. At university level it is conceived as both part of 
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the teaching of separate discipl~nes as well as 'a separate course. Non-governmental 

organizations, trade un_ions, churches, play an important r.ole in the field of adult 

education. An alert and educated public opinion and the involvement of the private citizen 

are basic eiements in the promotion of human _rights. H~? rlghts education .should .be 

provided ~or special profe.ssfonal g·roups and particularly in the law enfor.cement sector. 
. . 

· Special courses should be included in police and illilitary training. Mi~itary training 

should also. include human_· rights education . Special attention in this field should also be 

paid to'W'.ards protecting and promoting the rights of victims exposed to discrimination. 

These are areas that require both special national and ·1ocal institutions. Literacy is an 

essential basis and the promotion of literacy through national and international 
---· 

institutions is a high ··priority." (1~78 Report page 26.-) 

During the discussion of this item at the 1978 Seminar the point was also 1!¥lde that 

professional groups have a responsibility for developing codes of ethtcs for their own 

_professions and for making them widely known, especially as part of the continuing 
..... ,:,.. · .. 

education of the group. (1978 Report page 35.) 

UNESCO material such as the Recommendation concerning Education for International 

Understanding, Co-operation and Peace and Education relating to Human Ri_ghts a.IJ.d .. 
/ 

. . 
Fundamental Freedoms · adopted by the UN~SCO General Conference in 1974 and the Final Report 

of the Internat~onal Congress on the Teaching of Human Rights sponsored by _UNFSCO ai:id held 
. . 

in Vienna from 12 to 16 September 1978 emphasizes the broad dimensions of the educational 

issue along the lines also discussed at the 1978 United Nations Seminar .• for example, the 

1974 Recommendation notes the need for action in various sectors of education - primary, 

secondary, post-secondary and .technical. Stressing ~hat "fundamental attitudes, such as, 

for example, attitudes · on race· '[and the same surely applies to religion or belie_f] are. 

often formed in the pre-school years" the Recommendation suggests that the pre-school level 
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' 
"should be designed .and organized as a social environment having its own character and 

value, in which various" situations, including games, will enable children "to be aware of . 

' their rights, to assert themselves freely while accepting their ~espo~sibiiities, and to . . . . . . . . 

improve and extend through ·direct experience. their sense of belonging tQ larg~r and larger . . . ' . 

communities - the farilily, the school, th~n the ~ocal, riational and world ·communities." 

.. Teachers should be properly .prepared to deal with intolerance of religia"n and ·belief.. 

·Educational material should be carefully scrutinj,_zed to he sur~ that it does not foster 

misunderstanding, hatred or qistrust • . ~e~earcQ ~nd international collaboration on iss~es . . . . . 

of intolerance should be stimulat~d. 

' 
Many kinds of teaching aids need to be pro~uced to deal ~ensit~vely with the matter 

of into).er~nce bas~d.· .o~ r~lig~on or ~elief - films; pamphl~ts, video-taped_ role-plays all 

have a part to play. Even radio, talk-ba~k shows can be .. us~d in the . necess~ry e~ucational 

process . 

One important way in which_·.so~e religious groups l,n . Europe and North Amertc~ have 

already stimulated efforts in this area is by self-study of their teaching m~ter.ials for 

negative stereotypes or other derogatory attitudes toloiards people of . a different religious 

persuasion . More of this might be done. Careful self-study on a voluntary basi~ is likely 
I 

to_ . .succeed where confrontational complaints by outsiders might only breed greater 

defensiveness~· Another ioodel of activity which inight be helpfu~ is·· meetings of ,tea,chers 

and above all of students . at the . in.stitution~. of learning that are maintained by the 

various ·religions. Joint courses might even be organized among such institutions . 

Contacts fo~ged in such a setting where a maxi.mum effor-t is made at understanding could be . 

of considerable value to the future rel~tions of various religious groups. 

. . 

2. Human Rights Committees, Canmissions. Boards and the Like 
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Members~ip of national institutions should reflect in its composition wide 

cross-sections of ·the public. 

Appointment of such national institutions should be for a fixed term and persons so 

appointed will not be removed arbitrarily. or without good cause. 

National institutions should be adequately staffed in ord~r to enable effective 

discharge of their statutory functions. 

National institutions should function regularly and should make adequate provision 

for immediate access to it by any member of the public or public authority. 

Nationai institutions should, in appropriate cases, have local or regional advisory 

organs to assist them in discharging their functions. Whenever practicable, these bodies 

should issue publicly available reports to the nationl institutions. 

Wherever practicable, nationa~ institutions should be established as local or 

regional organs comprising persons familiar with local problem5." 

This set of guidelines should stimulate further discussion at the present Seminar. 

3. Non-governmental Organization5 

A.wide range of non-governmental organizations has a role to play in promotional 

efforts involving freedom of religion or bel.ief - religious groups, human rights groups and 

educational groups in particular~ Indeed, much of what may be said under this heading 

over-laps what has been said under the heading of Educational Institutions. But there are 

plenty of new points that may be made. 

At the 1978 Seminar on National and Local Institutions the view was expressed that 
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one of the main res-po~sibilities of np~-governmental organizations. ~s to contribµt~ to 
' . . 

public consciousness and awareness of human rights and fundamental freedoms, as elaborated 

in national and international instruments . It was also pointed out that in a number of 

coun·tries , legal aid is provided by non-governmental groups which in addition seek to focus 

attention on the existence of remedial aid for those wh·o need it. 

The New South Wales Ariti_:Discrimination Board' s Report," to which reference has 

previously been made, .asserts . ~t page 280 that : '.'I.t . is a matter of s~me cor:icern that there 
. . . . . ·. . . .. . 

is no no~-government organiz~tion. in New South Wales primarily concerned· with religious . . . . 

free~om . . . . Many of th~ minor_ity religious groups th~t made submiss~ons to the Board have 

done so on an. :i,ndividual ~sis,. concerne4 . . pr_inci~ally with _the .particular problems that -. 

have beset their group." I.~. the opini.on of the. authors- of t~e. Report, "ThE!re is a need, . 

therefore, . for a voe a~ on~gover.runent org~nization w:_ith- a wide· represenation, from both 

minority and main~tre~ . relig~ous gr.9ups . ~nd o~her. interested .groups and. indiv~duals, which . 

would b~ con~erned with. the ge~~ral issue of religioµs :freedom an4 whitjl would con~ribut~ 

to unbiased and informed public awareness about religious. groups and. th~ maintenance pf . .. 

civil liberties." Report page 281. The hope was expressed that the publication of the 

Report itseif would stimulate the for~ation ·of. such a group Within ~he communi~y. One 

might ho.pe for a 5·i:mi1ar impact in some coimt.ries .from ,the pro~~ig~tion of the 1981 

Declaration or from this Sem.l.nar. There is ·m~ch materiai in the lite~ature of 
. . : . 

non-governmental or·ganizations concerning the importance . of . !'networking" or 

"coalition-buiiding'' on issues of common concern. Reli.gious groups and non-sectarian human 
. . 

rights organizationS .have an e~ormous stake in .the religious freedan of what might appear 

to them.to be fringe groups. One is reuiinded of the words of Past9r Niemoeller, a victim 

of the Nazis 

' 'First they came for the Jews and I did not speak out - because I was not a Jew. 
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Then they came for the communists and I did. not speak out - because I was not a 

commooist. 

Then they came for the trade unionists and I did not speak out - because I ~s not a 

trade unionist. 

Then they came for me - and there was no one left to speak out for me." 

One of the most i.inportant ways in which many religious grou·ps have already endeavored 

to contribu~e ·to the preventing and combatting of intoierance is by .engaging with oth~r 

groups in what is ofteri ' called "constructive dialogue". There are many possible ioodels for 

dialogue that ·have proved beneficial. A typical model involves an honest exploration of 

· the common ground and the differences between those of different persuasions. The object 

is to explain, to understand, but not to try t.o convert otheTs. Diversity is seen by this 

model as an accepted fact. By .engaging in dialogue one re-affirms one's own identity but 

seeks a ·greater unity in diversity. Diversity can be a sou~ce of strength. It need not 

iead to discr'ililination and intolerance. 

One immed.iately_ beneficial result of dialogue is that the groups concerned mig~t 

agree to wor~ on, or make joint statements concerning, social or. human rights issues of 

particular conc~rn to each of them such as refugees, h~nger, peace or self-determination. 

It is not a necessary result of dialogue that this should occur. It might, and, if it 

does, it is likely to lead to further undertanding. It is .also possible that some 

continuing structure of cooperation and discussion may be created ~ a commission, a 

committee, a secretariat. Again this is not necessary, but may be useful. For example, 

such a . structure could serve both as an early warning system for difficulties that might be 

in the course of .arising between various religious communities and even as a forum to deal 
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.· 
with them should they come to pass. 

Dialogue can and should take place at various levels. It can involve figures in the 

. organized hierarchy of religious bodies which have a hierarchical structure. It can · 

involve lay-people at the lowest grass-roots level of the system. The understanding that 

emerges is hard-won; creation of a favourable climate requires much time and the good faith 

efforts of many people. · 

Among the other efforts on which non-governmental organizations might work are : 

(1) The celebaration of commemorative days such as November·2S, the date of the· 

adoptio!1. of the ·19a1 Declaration.· 

(2) The holding of international,· national and local conferences on i,ntolerance of 

religion or belief. 

(3) Encouraging professional bodies such as universities, and associations of 

lawyers, anthropologists, social psychologists, and community relations specialists to 

engage in relevant activities including conferences and research. Universities might be 

encouraged to create specia_i departments or prestigio~s professorships devoted to a study · 

of the issues. 

4. k Print and Electronic Media 

Ignorance, misinformation and downright prejudice may be generated as a result ·of the 

way in which the p~int, radio and television media approach those having an unusual 

religion, or none. Attitudes of intolerance may be created by the choice of what is 

reported, by the choice of what is not reported, by the way in which the material is 

presented, by the repetition of stereotypes whether verbally or through ·cartoon 
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OfflCE OF TH~ R~CTO::t 

31st October, 1984.· 

.. 

Mr. Sidney Liskofsky 
American Jewish Committee 
165 E. 56th St. 
New Yor~, N.Y. 10022 
USA · 

Dear Sid: 

. 
• 

lt.2195 - 112<;> .8 

.· ' 

. . 

. I sent you a letter the day before yesterday, but 
this morning I received the text of John Roche's statement 
re Begun. It is very, very good and should be given the widest 
possible circulation. Congratulations • . , 

\ . : 

• 

tD/bb 

" 
Cordially yours, 

. . ,~""" . 
Professor Yoram Dinstein 

Rector 

• ... 
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THE AMERICAN ·JEWISH COMMITTE;E 

date October 16, 1984 

to Richie Maass 

from Sidney Liskofsky 

subject 

last year, the Blaustein Institute, under the formal umbrella of ~he 
Washington-based international Human Rights Law Group, sponsored a .seminar 
of legal scholars to draf~ an appeal to the Soviet Procurator-General on 
behalf of Yosif Begun. The appeal was widely disseminated and publicized, 
including a formal statement at the UN Human Rights. Conmission in .Geneva 
last spring. 

It was again publicized last August through extensive coverage in the 
principal address of Professor John Roche, U.S. member of the UN Sub
commission on Discrimination and Minorities. How this came about is 
of interest: Last year, the Blaustein Administrative Council approved 
a modest $2,000 grant toward the expenses of .a "Fellow" to assist John 
Roche and John Carey, his alternate, with speech-writing, research and 
other chores. In view of the availability of several high qualify appl i
cants for this unique learning opportunity, we divided up the $2,000 into 
two in order to make available two fellows. Both, fo.rtuitously', were very 
knowledgeable about Soviet 'Jewry issues and one, in particular·, about the 
case of Yosif Begun. The latter, in preparing a draft of John Roche's 
principal address before the Subcommission, on the omnibus question of. 
human rights violations, included a substantial s·egment of .Yosif .Begun, 
and on Soviet Jewry generally. · Roche retained this segment in ··toto, ·thus 
presenting Subcommission with the fullest exposition it (and any:. ~·ther UN 
body) had ever had on the case of .Yosif ·eegun. · 

A copy of Roche's s.peec.h, copied fr.om his marked up tex.t, is attached. 

Encl. • 
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Rough Transcript of John Roche, U.S. expert on UN Subcorrunission on Prevention 
of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities 

August 198.4 Session, Geneva 

Mr. Chairinan: 

I shall not .attempt a tour d'horizon. Mr. Whittaker has lucidly done · 
so. But I want to make clear at the outset that I utterly reject the use 
of .a moral double standard in approaching deprivation of human rights. I 
have no favorite butcher nor do I accept my Soviet colleague's promise that 
moral standards are subject to national jurisdictions -- a statem·ent of 
ethical relativism so well formulated in 1970 by V.M. Molotov (who recently 
returned from the ranks of the "disappeared" to a position of honor in the 
U.S.S.R.) that 11facism 11 

-- as he put it -- is a matter of taste." 

Thu.s, if we oppose repression in South AfriCa we should equally oppose 
it in the U.S. or the U.S.S.R. And when we condemn various nations for 
sustaining the vile practice of apartheid, we should not overlook, say 
Mozambique or Zimbabwe. · 

Obviously, we live in a diverse world, but there must be a certain 
agreed upon framework o~ where local customs {say, chopping off hands for 
larceny, slavery , ejecting poor refugees) and local laws lose their 
legitimacy in an international set of normS:- If the people of 11 Rurna·nia 11 

have for centur.ies murdered Romani gypsi~s, it is no .defense in the inter
national forum to say, "but that is an old Ruritanian custom and we cannot 
interfere in the internal · a·ffairs of Ruritania." ••• 

•• • for intervention by this body in the case of .an American Peletier 
who is an alleged political victim. My response is that the U.S. should in
vite these Nobel laureates {perhaps including Andrei Sakharov, which would 
serve as a separate function) to visit Peletier {as Soviet journalists have 
done), to inve~tigate the records in the case {which l think is still sub 
Judice) and reach their own conclusions. _All I ~equest in return is similar 
Soviet ppenness. If there is nothing to hide, why not? As the Bible puts 
it, "the wicked flee where no one pursueth. 11 

Now to specifics: It seems to me the violations befo.re us fall into two 
major categories: 

. . 
1. Situations in which a state is virtually powerless irmiediately to 

cope with a human ·rights problem, but does not provide legitimacy .to ·it. 
For example, in India, there are perhaps SO plus million Harijians -
untouchables. Through the efforts of Pandit Nehru and the great Heriyan 
leader Dr. Ambedekker, discrimination against "untouchables" was mad~ a 
crime. Yet we know illegal acts, inclt,iding murder·, continue. Mrs. Gandhi 
does not condone them. But one can only have so '.many police and ~oldiers. 
There are so many de~ands for self-determination in Punjab, Northeastern 
Frontier, Kashmir, and now Suden Pradesh, that they can't be coped with 
at once. 
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The situation in Sri Lanka seems to me analogous. I would suggest 
that Turkey and El Salv~do: fall into this same category •••• 

There are. states, however, where deprivation of human rights is an 
aspect of public policy. We have heard enough of a somber epic of suffering 
today, so I will spare the odious details. Chile, South Africa and Iran 
will serve as one set of unaligned models, while the Soviet Union and its 
associates will serve as another • . What can match the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan where the whole country has been turned into a "free fire zoneir? 

Internally in the U.S.S.R., I am distressed by .the sad and deteriorating 
state of affairs for members of ethnic and religious groups in the Soviet 
Union who wish to exercise their rights to participate in religious and 
cultural activities of their group -- as guarante~d by a number of inter
national conventions to which the U.S.S.R. is a party. This must be of 
special ' concern to this Sub-Corrunission given it~ mandate • . 

The case of Yosif Begun exemplifies one pattern of gross violations 
of human rights by the Soviet government against those of its Jewish popula
tion who wish to practice their religion and participate in Jewish cultural 
activities. For the third time, Dr. Begun, a Ph.D. ·mathematician, Hebrew 
teacher and Jewish cultural scholar, was in October 1983 tried and con
victed on the basis of expression of opinjons, writings and possession of 
.written materials concerning the Jewish religion, culture and history. In 
a closed trial, held in prison, Dr. Begun was convicted of "anti-Soviet 
agitation and propaganda" and sentenced to 12 years of prison and internal 
exile (the maximum sentence). His treatment this year in the Perm Prison . 
Camp has been particularly harsh. Denied personal visits with his wife and 
family, he was forced to resort to a hunger strike •••• 

The Soviet government has declined to respond in a substantive manner 
to numerous appeals on Dr. Begun's behalf: · 

-- All 100 members ·of the U.S. Senat~ have signed a statement expressing 
concern over Dr. Begun's treatment. NO RESP.ONSE; · 

-.- A number of NGOs have protested Dr. Begun's third conviction and 
previous extended inconmunicado detention before this Sub-Corrunission and 
elsewhere. NO SUBSTANTIVE RESPONSE. . .. 

1·am disturbed by reports in the international press that there is 
occurring a crack-down on Soviet Jews who wish to practice their religio~, 
or engage in ·cultural pursuits . in the u.s.s~R., and who have applied to· . 
emigrate to a p 1 ace where they may freely do so. ·or. Begun' s case is · 
illustrative; Anatoly Shcharansky, who has already served some seven ·years 
in prison and internal exile because of his activities in the Jewish · . · · 
emigration movement, has recen~ly been placed on "strict regime 1!· in . 
Chistopol prison and m~y face an extended sentence under a recently ~n.,. ·. : 
acted law apparently designed · to penalize, in particular, prisoners of . 
conscience who do not "repent." 

• 
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I regret the virtual cessation of Jewish emigration from the Soviet 
. Union to Israel. Some nine years after the Helsinki A~cords were signed 

by the U.S.S.R., establishing the principle of re-unification of families, 
hundreds of Jewish individuals and families have been waiting for exit visas 
under dire circumstances, including loss of employment and other punitive 
restrictions. 

I r~quest the Special Rapporteur on Current Trends and Developments 
in the Right to Leave and Return to Any Country, Including One's Own, · · 
Without Discrimination, Mbonga-Chipoya, to examine the subject of Soviet 
Jewish emigration as a case study. 

Apropos of the Helsinki Accords, Yuri Orlov, the former head of the 
Helsinki Watch Group in Moscow, remains incarcerated for his activities on 
behalf of huma~ rights. · 

Members of other ethnic groups in the Soviet Union, who have exercised 
their right to participate in cultural and religious activities, have not 
escaped increased repression by the Soviet authorities, among them 
Evangelical Protestants, Latvians, Crimean Tartars, Uniate and .Lithuanian 
Catholics. · · · · · 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, what are we to make of the D.G.R.'s remarkable 
initiative to revive the slave-trade? At roughly $50,000 a head the · 
East Germans have been selling those who wish to leave to the F.R.G., . a 
practice dating back more than 20 years. Does this not fall into .the: · 
jurisdiction of our Working Group on Slavery? · 

I could continue this gloomy catalogue, but -- to revert to my initial 
taxonomic point -- I suggest that a line, often slightly fuzzy, can and 
shoul(f. be drawn between states where huinan rights are by accident, or 
incompetence, violated and those which trample on human rights as part qf 
their standard posture in this world, and in dealing with their own ·people. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

August 22, 1984 
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Sov.iet repott or righ~ actM°ri 

:~~~~~ 
AD official Soviet human rights re

port ~ bitterly criticized \\oednes· 
day by four dissident emigres in a 
stat.ement to the United Nations Hu· 
man Rights Committee. . 

The So\-iet report. submitted ear· 
lier this year. details alleged mea
sures taked by the Soviet government 

I 
over five years in compliance with a 
1976 International Covenant on Civil 

I 
anc! Political Rights. We5U!rn observ
er.; to a three-week session of the UN 
panel, nearing its end. called the re- . 

# '1>: 

port a whitewash of the Soviet human 
rights situation. · 

/'. six-member Soviet delegation 
will answer questions from the UN 
committee t.oday. Key areas of inter· 
est to the committee. are the condi· 
tions in Soviet prisons and labor 
camps. practices in psychiatric clin· 
ics, and the treatment of .religious 
.grous)s. . 

.· 
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,,qv~v~ t" l-=11 I 'i;"' f · 1... • ----··-·· , _____ ...;.. __ _ 
'Legal means needed tO fight open racism' 

The netd to create lttal tool!- to 
fight orent~· e:oiprt!.SCd ra.:t ~m was 
emph412ed ycs.terday at a rublic 
discussion in Jerusalem spon~red 
by the ~w>£iat1on ·for Ci\'il Rights~ 
ls_IK.l. 
"11\e Acri pre~dent. former Sup

reme C'oun Justice Haim Cohn . cal
led the dn that Rabbi Meir K~hane 
became a· Knesset member as "tht 
modem Tisha Be·A,· of the State of 
Israel.·· Kahane·s success granrs 
legitima~y to anti-Stmitcs and ra
cists. he added. 

Cohn was critical of the chief rab
bis for their silence on the matter. 

Such silence gj\·es comfon 10 thOS<e 
v. ho pre)ent Judaism in an 
erroneou.; and cnn1empt1ble li~ht . 
he said. He called for an eiuens1\·e 
educational camr:iign to keep young 
people from being attached to 
Kah.ane·s ideolo2V. 

Professor Yehoshua Arieli. re
.cently rerired fTom rhe Heb~~ Uni
\'C'1it\'. said that orunizations 
whose' stated purpo~s- contradict 
democratic principles and ,·alue~ 
should be declared ille2al. The fear 
of u~'"' legislation for this purpose is 
a we:ikness of liberalism. be said. 
(ltiml · 

"E" 
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F.ssays m1 l/uma11 Ri1:hrs: C'nlll<'lllJ•ort1ry /rs111·s and 11·wish Pcrrpectives. Edited by 
David Sidorsky. Philadelphia : The k"'ish l'uhlil'ati11n Sodcty of {\merica, 1979. Pp. 359. 
Sl2.00. 

This rnlkc1i11n of 1v.·enty--0nc essays c:in h1· <liviJe1l into two parts on the basis of 
theme, but not on the basis of quality , which is uniformly excellent . The fust thirteen were 
contributed mostly by scholars and leaders who have played a role in human rights affairs in 
the United Nations. The last eight arc devoted tu Jc:wi.~h perspectives on human rights per
spectives developed in llebrew Scripture, early rahhinic lit~rature . medieval.speculation, and 
the modern Jewish experience. for me, the latter section held the most interest; yet, 1 must 
first comment on two c .xC'\'llenf ess:iys ap r earini: i11 Part One. 

Jem1m: She.stack and Shimon Shl·trcet hoth J l·al with the 4uc,ti11n of human righh in 
Israel. Shestack focuses on Israel's rule of the West Bank and Gaza ; Sheueet evaluates Cr~
dom of conscience ~mJ religion in lsrar l. Undeniably sympathetic to Israel, these writers 
nevt·rthclcss a~rei: on one sensitive subject : alth11uvh :i retreat from the West Bank poses a 
ph)'sical threat to Israel. expansion there poses ;1 spiritual one. 

In the second part of the book, llcrber1 l!richtu am.I David Daube consider the biblical 
and rahl>inic perspectives respectively on human rij!hts. llrichto, free of glib apologetics, 
examines the v..:ry real problems of women's rij:hts. slavery, hrrem (utter extirpation of 
peoples), etc. Understood in the context of 1he tirn..:s. these problems can be at least par· 
tially resolved. The basic dignity of wom~n is boldly ••Sserted, e.g., in the stazk 'phrase, "Male 
and female he created them," but Brichto admits that :i practice such as herem must frankly 
be recognized as an inheritance from lsucl's pagan past. Simi.Inly, Dau be shows that though 
the phrase "human rights" was not used in rabbinic literature, concepts such :as kevod 
haberiyyoth ("the honor of human o.:reaturcs") ;ind mippe11e darke fhalom ("fur the sake 

of peace") servcJ t<> preserve human d~nitr. II>• contrast, Jewish thought in the Middle 
Ages, according to S. I>. Gottcin. was more preon·upicd with Christian and Islamic thought 
of the times. 

Writing on the post-cmancipati<>n era. ho.:oh l\a1z maintains that secular liberalism. 
hal'ing achieved kwish l'111andpa1iun. v.·as 1h,·n rewarded with the si~ific;int innux of 
Jcwi.~h encri:~· and su1111<1r1. Moreo..;cr. in c.;pt111sinµ lhc liberal cause. Jews felt they were 
fu lftllin)! 1hc historical 111i~si1111 uf lhl•ir (ll'<>pk : wnsit i:f.ini: the world 111 human acwuntahil · 
i ty and to the absolute valur 11f this lill'. 

Salo IJaron. however, points uut 1ha1 J1"fitit'al c111am:ipati1111 meant tittle 10 Jews living . 
in authoritarian Russia. Austria. a.nil Prussia. In fact . traditional Jews were often fearful 9f 
political emancipation. l>ccausc its liberal ~en tile pro~1nents often assumed the tolal assimi· 
lat ion of the Jewi.~h people as a ronscquenl'C! A motto of lhe French Revolution was: 'Tu 
Jev.•ish indiviJuah. all : to Jewish nation. nothinl!!" Even the l>utch Jews of Amsterdam 
11l>Je,·tcd in 1796 to t he l>cdaration of Fqu31ily of Rii;hts: how much more the Polish Jews 
wh11 fasted and rai~cd funJ~ t<i rrev,·n1 puliti.-:il emancipation in Poland! Jacob Tabnon. in 
his essay un Antisemitism. knds ll:imn supp11rt l>y dting the many j:l.'ntilc champions of 
ninetecn1h-century liberalism who man:ii:l·d to he antisemitic. Unfurtun:itely, nationalism 
was born twin to liberalism. !Jut. says Baron. o\I ing to i:ruwth in population lEuropcan 
Jewry <.louhlcd between thl' scvcntcrn1h and nineteenth l"Cnturics). the Jews needed their 
d1•i/ r ifht~ the rii?ht IO 11111\'e 1<1 urhan arl•as. the rii:hl 111 attend the universit~s. the rii-:ht 
tu d iversify their ol'rnpatiuns. Sinn· ri•·il anll pnliti1·al rii:hts wc1c inlcrtwined, 1hc Jews 
CVl'lltuall}' fn11gh1 for both. 

One c.-annot do justice to all th'-' valualik i.nsights of these essays. Let this review serve 
as sample, rather than summatiun. 

Uir/wr/ 7.r!~ . Mar) n11•u111 C oUei;e. Turytown. NY 

ToLAc 1'10. l ot s~~M~Y); CAl/ StLAo11-es 

Vo/ . ~I Ve J. / Sq>•;n~ l'MJ.j 
' Ye}'() p ).e_ u Y)).H_( s 't( ( ~h1'~) 

~ 
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International Committee for 
·Palestinian Human Rights 

Dear Madam, 

5, rue Dupont des Loges • 75007 PARIS 
. Telephone : 555.10.23 

555.01.49 
551.02.81 

Mrs Helen M. Kramer 
Coordinator, Africa, Asia and the 
Middle East 

. HUMAN RIGHTS INTERNET · 

I338 G.Street, S.E. 

Washington DC 20003 
U.S.A. 

November I4, I984 

Thank you for drawing my attention to the very 
stupid mistake in our communique of October 3I. This arose 
because words designating ethnic groups are always lower 
case in French ;what is particularly irr1tating is that 
Arabs should have appeared with a capital letter. 

To make matt~r even more confuse4 the word 
•juifs• was printed with a capital letter in the French 
text, which is equally wrong ! 

We should hardly be involved in ethnic slurs 
ot this kind when members of our French section are 

•themselves Jewish. 

Yours sincerely 

[. 

• 

Elisabeth Mathiot 
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Human .. Rights-Intemet 
1338 G SCi't'ld, S.£. • Washington, D.C DXJ3 USA • (202) 54.l-9200 • Cable ~ • Telex 499 2822 HUMAN RlGtTs 

Mme. Elisabeth Mathiot 
International Co11DDittee for 
Palestinian Human Rights 
5, rue Dupont des Loges 
75007 Paris 
France 

Dear Madame: 

November 7, 1984 

We have just received your Communique of ~October 31, 1984 
and· wish to call your attention to the fact that your use of the 
lower case "j" to write the word "Jews" is likely to be viewed by 
the .international community as an ethnic slur. We note that you 
have properly used the capital l _etter "A" to write the word "Arab." 
Capitalization of the words "Jew" and "Jewish" is universally accepted 
as correct usage, except among bigots who use the lower case to · 
denigrate a people. If your use of the lower case ~as a typog~apbical 
error, please accept our .suggestion that someone proofread the texts · 
before you send them to the public. 

Belen M. Kramer 
Coordinator, Africa, Asia and 
the Middle East' 

· ·~ 

HR1 has awultative status with the United Nations (ECQi()C) 
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Ilia 15001 

3el9ium : · 
3etty Leirens 
~3 rue Tollenaere 
ro2J Bruxelles 

~itain 

.. 

J. Reddaway, CMi, OBB 
IO w:xxlsyre 
Sydenham Hill 
t.ona:m 91 I9 

Italy 

International Committee for 
Palestinian Human Rights 

s. rue Dupont des Loges • 75007 PARIS 
Telephone : 555.10.23 

555.01.49 
651.02.81 

October JI, 1984 

e<:Mv1UNIQUE •. 

Israeli jews attercpting to def end the rights of 
Palestinian Aral:6 are themselves subjected to intimidation 
aid, on occasion, to arrest. 

?fr Valabrega 
ilia 'l'eulie 20 
ioI36 Milano 

Australia 
::. Graham 
PHIC 

~lve ~s of the Israeli_ cnmdttee for SOlidarity 4 
with Bir zeit wliversity were ~ested and taken from 
Dleisheh refugee carrp on October 14 and IS. Members of the 
anti-occupation oomnittee were denonstrating against recent 
harassment of carrp residents by Israeli settlers and mili~ 
authorities. 

aox 146 
2040 Petersham 

. Dheisheh carrp was recently subjected to severe 
restrictions_ by the.military following a ·sp:>te of stone
throwi.ng by refugees. The restrictions included a t:hr~ 
day curfew and closure of eight entrances to the canp 
leaving only be oi;en. Settlers were given permission by 
Defence Minister Yitzhak Rabin to run vigilante patrols 
in front of the carrp in an attenpt to· deter yquths fran 
stoning passing Israeli cars. 

Q\ Q:tober IJ, J<nesset's nember Matti Pelecl of the Pregiessive List for 
E'eaOe arrived at the canp with a delegation from his party. On the following 
~y, Gideon SpirO brought a group of rnernrers fran the carmittee for SOlidarity with 
air .Zeit University and they derronstratei carxyi.ng anti~pation s~. 

According to Spiro, several canp residents gathered around the protesters 
in a stXJW of solidarity \tbile settlers passing by on the main Hebron-Jerusalem 
coad yelled obsceniti~ at them. · · 

' An hour after their arrival; torder p:>lice cane and ordered them to disperse! 
3piro refused and got into an argument with Bethlehem's military govert¥)r Hiarn Aviv ~ 
3piro was arrestei as a result and charged with participating ill an illegal 
iemristration, insulting the military goveroor by calling him "an occupation fe>rce" 
.mi resisting arrest. He was releasecl o..o hours later on ISIOO,CXX> ~. 

'Jbe arrests suggests that the new Israeli coalition <JOvernaent is slxJwing no 
siqns of softening its p:>licy. ~ 

Please make this incident widely krown and write a letter ~f -~thy t.o : 

Gideon Spiro . 

• 

GENERAL Matti Pelecl 
Member of the Knesset 
Israeli Knesset 
Jerusalem 

Israeli COmnittee ~or SOlidarity· . 
with Bir Zeit Uni~sity 
P.O. Box 3742 

Israel. . J&usalem 
Israel. 



III. G. 

Human Rights and Science and Technology 

At the January 1984 meeting of the Blaustein Institute 
the Council requested staff to solicit possible project 
ideas on the effects on human rights of science and 
technology advances. 

Attached are some general thoughts and possible 
project ideas from Alexander Kiss of the International 
Institute of Human Rights and Kathie Mccleskey of the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) . 
The letter of June 15 from AAAS is amplified upon in the 
June 20th letter from that organization. 

The Council is asked for its expression of interest in 
any o~ all o~ the ideas suggested. Of course, the 
Council ma¥ its~lf recommend additional topics in this 
area on which appropriate proposals may be solicited. 

June 1984 

· 1 
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INSTITUT INTE.RNATIONAL DES DROITS DE L'HOMME 

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

Dear Sidney, 

fonde par I founded by 

Rene CASSIN 

Strasbourg, December q, 

III. G. 

Thank you for your letter of October 3 which posed ' several questions about our 
proposed external session. After considering the issues you raise and t h e suggestior1 
you also made, I would like to suggest that the proposal be modified for pr.P.sentatior\ 
in the following manner: 

1. The session is to be scaled down from two weeks to one week. 

2. The subject matter will concentrate on the human rights affected or threatene 
by scientific and technological advances and reorganized under three specific head
ings: right to life and personal security, right to privacy, and freedom of 
information. 

Thus ,in a major section on the right to life and personal securi t .y we 1,;ould 
consider the topics of medical dev!=!lopments in both physical and mental healt.h, 
9enetic engineering and ecological alterations. Under right to privacy ti;e subj ect$· 
of data banks , space satellites (remote sensing)and other high technology issues 
would be addressed. Finally, under freedom of information, development:; :in <: nmmu
nications and the media, including direct broadcasting, would be covered.. fn P.ach 
case, the concern would be to discuss the scope of the right and how :..c.i c r. ti fi c-
and technological advances are either enhancing or threatening (or botliJ ! t:s enjoy
ment; with a major aim being to bring together scientific and technical persons 
with those working in human rights to better inform those actually engaged i .n pro
ducing scientific advances of the hwnan rights concerns raised by their work. 

3. It is to be hoped that some practical suggestions may come out of the sessior: 
for incorporating human rights concerns not .only in foreign assistanc~ detP.rminations 
but also in domestically funded projects of scientific merit . 

4. As far as the organisation is concerned, the Institute woul.d undertakP.. to 
invite all the speakers, prepare the program, · arrange for copying of papers to be 
prese~ted and work with the publishers of the Human -Rights Journal (Engel ~erlag) 
for publication of the proceedings. We have an arrangement with Engel Verlag for 
publication of Institute research and meetings and i .t was through this forum that 
the proceedings of the Strasbourg meeting on economic and social rights was publishen 
What we would hope for from you wouid be assistance in arranging facilities to hold 
the meetings and housing for the particip~ts 1 perhaps both could be done through a 
local university or · college. · ' 

If you agree on these premise~, I could send you a revised draft orogram 
with the corresponding financial i~plications. 

In the hope that you find this more appealing to 
hearing from you again soon. 

Mr.Sidney Lifskofsky 
The Jacob Blaustein Institute 
165 E. 56 Street 
New York,New York 

Alexandre KISS 
Secretary General 

10022 USA I. Quai Lezay-Mar,nesia - 67000 STRASBOURG - France 

Tl:leohone (88} 35.05.50 - Adresse Telegraphique: JURAHOMINIS : Cable Address 

look forward to 
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American Association III. G. 

for the Advancement of Science 
I s l s M A s s " ·: H u s e T T s A v e N u e . N w . w A s H I N G T 0 N • 0 . . c . . 2 0 0 0 5 . 

Phom .. 467·4400 ( Aree Code 2021 

Mr. Sidney Li skofsky 
Executive Director 
Jacob Blaustein Institute for the 
Advancement of Human Rights 
165 E. 56th Street 
New York, New York 

Dear Sidney: 

15 Ju11e 1984 

Ceble Addreu: Advancesci, Washington, 0 . C. 

Thank you very much for your attendance at our recent AAAS 
Clearinghouse workshop on scientists and human rights. From the comments 
we have received, both speakers and participants enjoyed the lively 
exchange of ideas and strategies during both . the morning and afternoon 
sessions. 

Presently we are reviewing workshop recommendations for possible 
future implementation by either the AAAS clearinghouse ~r its affiliates. 
For your information, I have outlined below some suggestions from the 
workshop. 

o Robert Lawrence, Director of Primary Medicine, Harvard Medical School, 
in his talk on Af.rica and human rights, presented the idea of a 
scientifi-:- mission of enquiry to Africa. Thus far no major 
scientific organization has sponsored a mission of enquiry to Afric3. 
Lawrence mentioned the case of Dr. Kamoji Wachiira, a biogeographe:- de
tained without charges since July 1982 in Nairobi. Although Dr. 
Wachiira' a detention was initially linked to student unrest at Kenyatta 
University, a Hay 1983 article in New Scientist stated his arrest 
stemmed more from his stated criticism of the environmental policies of 
the Kenyan government. 

o Thomas Eisner, Chair, AAAS Subcommittee on Science and Human ·Rights, 
in. his remarks to the workshop participants, suggested the 
establishment of a lecturership in human rights and scientific freedom 
in the United States. Persons knowledgeable of the issues of human 
rights and scientists would present lectures at various U.S • . universi
ties. Eisner's idea was to enkindle the interes~ of younger Am~:-ican 
academics in taking up the cause of human rights _on an individual basis 
or through their scientific ~cieties. 



. 2 

o Other workshop participants suggested the compilation of information 
presented at the workshop by clearinghouse affiliates and individual 
scientists, into a brief manual. A case study approach could be used to 
emphasis the difference in human rights and scientific issues ~ithin 
various geographic areas, as well as in different political systems. 

o Eisner al so suggested that the issue of emigree scientists be 
examined. What problems face the foreign scientist up-:; ;'} arrival in a 
host cou'."ltry? How well or how poorly have emigree scientists fared? 
What approach to this issue should . be taken by scientific societies? 
One study approach was suggested of conducting oral history interviews 
with a S'Tlall group of emigree scientists. These scientists could be 
identifled with tte assistance of clearinghouse affiliates or through 
the appropriate committ~es of the International Council of Scientific 
Unions. 

I 
of the 
future 
Would 

have only listed a few preliminary recommendations to come out 
clearinghouse workshop . Each recommen-jation could be considered a 
mini-project sponsored by the AAAS or a clearinghouse affiliate. 

the Jacob Blaustein Institute be interested in considering any of 
these projects for future funding? 

Thank you for your consideration of this · matter. I look forward to 
hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

~IY/V#M~//.
Kathie McCl~~k';';~ v~ 
Program Associate 
AAAS Clearinghouse on Science 
and Human Rights 

I 
,,,; ~4.. ·-
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Anierican Association 
/or tbe Ad1)a11ceme11t of Science 

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW. WASHINGTON, 0. C . , 20C05 

Mr. Sidney Liskofsky 
Executive Director 

Phone: 467-4400 (Area Code 2021 

20 June 1984 

Jacob Blaustei~ Institute for the 
Advancement of Human Rights 

165 E. 56th Street 
New York, New York 

Dear Si_dney : 

Cable Addrci1a: Advancnci, We&tlington, 0 . C. 

Upon review of my letter of 15 June, I thought that I should amplify 
a bit on. the proposals outlined in the letter. I've jotted down some 
additional details below • 

••• With regard to Bob Lawrence's idea of a mi~sion of enquiry to Africa, 
no major sc.ien·tific group has sponsored a. mission on enqu,iry to this 
area. Although the .AAAS Clearinghouse has sponso~ed miss~on- of enquiry 
on behalf of individual scientists on three occasions to Latin America> 
Africa has never been the focus of a mission. The usual procedure is 
to appoint a delegation of t~o eminent scientists and one staff person, 
and to arrange beforehand and with the cooperation of the U.$. State 

. Department, appointments with government authorities, family members, 
U.S. Embassy personnel and scientific colleagues in the country in 
question. Kamqji Wachiira, a Kenyan biogeographer is the strongest case 
of concern in Africa that the Clearinghouse monitors. Since his still 
unexplained qetention without charges i~ 1982, both the AAAS and the 
National >Acade~y of Sciences has monitored and enquired about his situ
ation ._1th no success . Bot·h the AAAS and the National Academy of Science 
might be considered as sponsors fer a mission of enquiry on his behalf, 
provided financial backing for the mission was obtained • 

••• With regard to the lecturership on human rights and scientific freedom> 
an eminent scientist/human rights advocate, such as Lipman Bers or Sidney 
Drell or others would be appointed to present two or three lectures at 
U.S. universities or other appropriate fora . The subject of their lec
tures woul d be human eights of for~ign scientists and engineers, and the 
issues of scientific freedom and responsibility faced by these scientists. 
Tom Eisner's idea Wa$ to enkindle the interest of younger American scholars 
by tapping on the years ·of experience and expertise of elder American 
scholars and scientists who are strong human rights advocates . These 
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older scientists could encourage the involvement of younger scientists 
in human rights work on an individual basis or through their . sc~entific 
societies • 

••• With regard to the production of a manual on human rights strategies 
for individual scientists and scientific societies, the recent AAAS 
workhop held at our annual meeting pointed out the diversity of human 
rights problems faced by scientists in different areas of the world and 
the variety of opinion as to how best address these problems. In order 
to,first of all,put do•"?l the many ideas and strategies expressed at the 
meet·ing, it was thought to be a good idea to produce a brief manual. 
Second, in order to explain the different approaches taken with regard 

. \ ~·\. 

to different political systems and geographic areas, a case study approach 
for the production of the manual was suggested. Inilis manner, the 
problems faced by Central American scientists can be focused on, as 
well as the problems faced by Asian, African and Soviet and Eastern 
bloc scientists. The manual vould be used by individual scientists and 
scientific groups in their human rights advocacy • 

••• Eisner's idea· of the study of emigree scientists would be to produce, 
once again, written material or evid~nce of the problems conf~onting 
emigree scientists both in the U.S. and in other countries. This issue · 
has never been examined, as far as we know. The oral history approach 
would be utilized, to provide the raw mate.rial for a subsequent short 
brochure. To lend an international perspective to the subject, Canadian 
and European scientific counterparts would be asked · t~ identify candidates 
for interviews. The project would be organized by the Clearinghouse. 

I hope that my additional remarks are useful. Thank you once again 
for your attendance at the AAAS workshop on scientists and human rights. 

cc: Eric Stover 
Jeannette Wedel 

Sincerely, 

<au, ;'1 Yl1r.JJ1.M1hv
Kat~~eskey~-~ ·. 
Program Associate 
Clearinghouse on Science 
and Human Rights 

American Association .for the Advancement 
of Science 
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THE JACOB BLAUSTEIN INSTITUTE FOR .THE ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN RiCHTS 

Meeting of the Administrative Council 
Wednesday, July 11, 1984 

SU"'4ARY 
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THE JACOB BLAUSTEIN INSTITUTE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

Administrative Council . Meeting 
July 11, 1984 

Summary of Major Decisions 

TERMS OF OFFICE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL. Adopted a change in the 
By-Laws with respect to the terms of office of the chair and the 
members-at-large who are now to serve a three-year term and not more 
than two three-year terms. 

SURVEY OF PALESTINIAN WOMEN IN THE OCCUPIED TERRITORIES. Allocated 
S 12, 000 and authorized a subcommittee to proceed with the grant 
provided that it was satisfied that the study could be carried on in 
accordance with the Council's directions. Subsequent to the July 11th . 
meeting, the project was put into motion. 

PROPOSAL ON KEEPING THE RECORD STRAIGHT (COUNTER REPORTS TO GOVERNMENT 
REPORTS.) Allocated $15,000 to International League for Human Rights 
for its program of critiquing government documents which report on the 
country's adherence to human rights principles in international law or 
treaties. 

"SOVIET DISSIDENTS, THEIR STRUGGLE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS." Approved a grant 
of $2 ,000 to support the preparation ·of a new edition of Joshua 

· Rubenstein' s volume tracing the history of the Soviet dissident 
movement. 

CZECHOSLOVAKIAN HUMAN RIGHTS MOVEMENT (CHARTA 77). Approved a grant of 
$9,000 to the Charta 77 Foundation for two projects which together will 
provide a history of the huma~ rights movement in Czechoslovakia. · 

RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE . The Council gave its general approval to .the 
project for which it had already allocated $25,000. It requested the 
formation of an advisory group to consult on the specifics of the 
project with the project director. The advisory group was given the 

· authority to proceed with the project when it was satisfied that its 
concept met the criteria of the Council. 

CONFERENCE ON RELIGION, ETHNICS ANO NUCLEAR DEFENSE (Columbia 
University). Old not allocate funds for the proposed conference. 

HISTORY OF LIBERTY AND HUMAN RIGHTS. The Council did not provide a 
grant at this time for this particular project but did not formally 
approve or disapprove it •. 

HUMAN RIGHTS AND SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. Reserved $10,000 for work in 
this field to be utilized to explore the subject with a view toward the 
presentation of project ideas to a future Council meeting. 
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Thomas Buergenthal 
Bertram H. Gold 
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Rita Hauser 
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David Hirschhorn 
Charlotte G. Holstein 
Rita Kaunitz 
Leo Nevas 
Arthur E. Roswell 
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Sidney Liskofsky 
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Meeting of the Administrative Council · 
Wednesday, July 11, 1984 

Sun111ary 

Absent 

Horris B. Abram 
Howard I. Friedman 
E. Robert Goodkind 
Howard L. Greenbe·r·ger 
Philip E. Hoffman 
Robert S. Jacobs 
Robert S. Rifkind 
David Sidorsky 
John Slawson · ·" 

I. ADMINISTRATIVE ·MATTERS 

Financial Report 

. . ·~ 

; .. 

The meeting opened with a summary by Phyllis Sherman of the Instltute's 
finances. Referring to the financial schedules t"hat had been sent to the 
Council in advance of the meeting, she reported that total funds carried forward 
from 1983 amounted to $"148, 766. Investment income for 1984 was projected at 
$115,000. This projection ts less than the 1983 actual income because it is 
expected that the market ~ill not be as favorable in 1984. Expenses for 1984 
were projected at $189,458, leaving an excess of income over expenses of $74,308 
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through 12/31/84. The total available funds for 1985 are estimated at $189,308, 
less $30,00Q fixed expenses, leaving a total available _ thro~gh 1985 of approxi
mately $159,308. 

David Hirschhorn asked whether the projected exp~~ses for the Human Rights 
and Latin Amer.ican Jewry Conference ($2,735) would actually be 'expe·nded in .1984. 
Mrs. Sherman responded that it was unlikely that the total would be utilized. 
However, the coordinator of the conference has indlcated to us that there may 
still be some outstanding expenses. Therefore, we have carried the amount 
forward until we are certain that no further bills will be forthcoming. (See 
attachment A for Budget and Expenses as of 9/84.) 

Terms of Office for Administrative Council ' ... ' 

Phyllis Sherman outlined the recommended changes ·1n the. ~Y'."La~.s ··with . 
respect to the terms of office of the Council and its members-at-large. Under 
the existing By-Laws, th~ chair .and the members-at-large serve ·a t~o~year term 
and not more than two successive two-year terms. The new terms of office 
recommended to the Council were: one three-year term and not mor·e than two 
successive three-year terms. ·· ' .. 

Mrs. Sherman explained that under the new plan the chair ~nd t~e members
at-large who are serving their second terms would have their "terms extende"d two 
years, giving them a total term of six years. All members who ."are serving their 
first term would have the term extended .for one year, giving them a three-y~ar 
term of off ice to which they may be reappointed for a second three:year term. 

The longer terms of office, she said, would allow Council ·memb_;rs to ·become 
better acquainted with t°he work of the Inst ltute, and the : complicated issues 
with which it deals, and would provide better continuity for · t~e Institute. 

The Council, on motion made and seconded, unanimously adopted the recom
mended chan e in the B -Laws with res ect to the terms of office of the chair 
and the members-at-large. See attachment B. 

.. . 
II. FOLLOW-UP OF ONGOING PROJECTS 

The Councll received in advance of the meeting a summary of recent activi
ties of the Institute. Mr. Maass called for q·uestlons on the report. Dr . Morton 
Blaustein asked if any ' of the projects were "in trouble." Sidney. Liskofsky said 
that the study of the pol icy of NGOs by Lowell Livezey ls late. · We have 
followed up . with Dr. Livez~y who has promised that he will have the study 
completed for us within ·a couple of months. Since our· grant ~o him, he has 
obtained other grants, including one from the Ford Fo~ndatlon, and the project 
has expanded much beyond our original request to Di. Livezey. 

Also somewhat behind schedule ls the volume 6f readings· o~ human rights for 
college students being prepared by Professor Claude. He tells us the volume 
will be finished by the end of the summer. Houghton Mifflin has expressed 
interest in publishing it. 
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David Hirschhorn then asked about the $7,200 that had been allocated for 
the preparation of a proposal to counter the cdlTlpalgn to delegltlmlze Israel in 
the UN. Phyllis Sherman responded that $500 of the $7,200 ls to be applied as a 
st lpend for an intern who has prepa·red documentation of anti-Semitic statemen~s 
in UH records. The remaining amount ($6,700) would be applied to the funds 
requested for the proposed Survey of Palestinian Women should the Council 
approve it. 

III. NEW PROPOSALS 

Survey of Palestinian Women in the Occupied .Territories 

The Council then opened its di~cussion on the merits of the .proposal by 
Mala Tabory for a Survey on Palestinian Women in. the Occupied Territories and a . 
comparative study on Arab women. Rita Hauser expressed concern about the 
study's methodology and its objectivity. She thought that preparation. of the 
study might .help to further politicize the Nairobi Conference • . 

As to the study's objectivity, Barbara Hirschhorn cautioned that the 
Institute should not cast itself in the role of apologist .for Israel. The study 
should therefore be conducted so as to point out not only Israel's positive 
treatment of Palestlnlan women in the "occupied" territories but also any 
negat l ves. The study should be prepared so as to 'contribute to possible 
remedies of any deficiencies. 

As the discussion progressed, it became clear that the .Council. preferred to 
have the researcher first focus her attenti~n on a point~by-polnt response to 
the UN Secretary-General's Report on the subject with additional materials 
(data) as might be necessary to fill in omissions and to balance the Report. · 

Mimi Alperin suggested that the data should include ·comparison of Pales-
tinian women with Israeli women where this was appropriate. · 

Messrs. Nevas, Buergenthal and several other ·members of the Council 
expressed the view that a point-by-point response to the Secretary-Ceneral's 
Report was ·needed since, to their knowledge, no other group -- government .or 
volunteer - - · was undertaking such an analysis. Moreover, the majority of the 
Council members thought that it ~ould be useful also to the attendees at. the 
Nairobi Conference. There are already signs that the conference will be 
politicized. Our d~ta would be available to refute any unfounded charges which 
are likely to be made against Israel at that conference or. subsequently. 

The Council agreed that a subcommittee should meet with the researcher, 
Mala Tabor to discus~ methodolo and the Council's view about the necessit 
for ob ectlvlt • The Council decided to allocate 9· 0.00 for ex enses and 
stipend for the researcher and an additional 3,000 to be reserved for publica
tion and distribution -- total grant $12,000 -- $6,700 of which ls to be 
expended from funds previously allocated to the project to cou.nter the Campaign 
to Oelegitimlze Israel ln the UN of which the study on Palestinian women ls a 
part. The subcommittee was authorized to proceed with the grant if it ls 
satisfied that the study will be carried on in accordance with the Council's 
direction. 
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Mr. Bl inken ·said that he would be meeting with Kenneth Bialkin of .AOL and . 
would discuss with him whether AOL or any other Jewish .organization was prepar
ing such material. [Mr. Bli~ken informed staff after the Council's meeting that 
Mr. B ialk in had expressed ''-great enthusiasm about hav.ing the material. He 
indicated that as far as he knew nobody was uodertaking a point-b~-point 
respons~ · t6 the Secretary-Gerie~al's Report. A meetln~ ~as h~ld ~it~~al~ Ta~pry 
on July 18 and the project was put into motion. See attachment C.] 

Pro osal on the Record Strai ht (Counter Re orts to Government 
Reports 

Mr. Maass explained that in 1982 the Jacob Blaustein. Institute. had proposed 
to the International League for Human Rights the preparatioh of critiques of 
official government human rights rep.orts to treaty-monitoring committees· ~ The 
JBI provided two grants to the league for this purpose~- $5,000 in . 1?8~ and . 
s·10,000 in 1983. The record to date of the project has .been ~mpr.essive. The 
League, based on a two-year experience has expressed its desir~ to expand ~he 
pro.gram. It has requested a .grant from the JBI. for ::Ju.ly 1984-85 in . the amount 
of $10,000-$15,000 for this purpose. 

In the discussion on the proposal, Mr. Liskofsky and several members. of the 
Council said that they viewed the program as very worthy of. t~e JBI's continued 
support. · The Council was in general agreement; the only issue was the amQunt 
to be allocated. After some further discussion, The Council, on motion made and 
seconded, detlded to allocate $15,000 -- a $5,000 increase over ~ its last gcant 
-- ta the International League for its program of critiquing government docu
ments which report on the country's adherence to human rights principles in 
internatlonal law or treaties. The grant to the League is to run from July . 1984 
to June 1985. 

"Soviet Dissidents, Their Struggle for Human Rights" (Joshua Rubenstein) 

Joshua Rubensteln had asked the Jacob Blaustein Institute to ~upport the 
preparation of a new edition of his book which was or lginally pu.bllshed in 1980. 
The book has been used in a number of college-level courses. Mr. Rubenstein 
plans to up~ate the volume through interviews with individuals .from the Soviet 
Union who have · arrived in the United States in recent years and has requested 
$2 ,000 from the JBI to complete the rev ls ion·~. 

Messrs. Nevas and Shestack spoke in favor of the project, pointing out that 
Mr. Rubenstein ls an acknowledged scholar and historian qf the. Soviet human 
rights movement and that the revisions would be particularly appropriate ln view 
of the severe crisis now facing the mov~ent. The book would be an invaluable 
resource, they pointed out, to h~lp bring before the public · th~ issue of human 
rights· and Soviet Jewry; 

After brief discussion the Council · on motion and seconded a roved a 
grant of 2,000 for the project as outlined above. 
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Czechoslovakian Human Rights Movement (Charta 77) 

Charta 77, the Swedish-based foundation of the Czechoslovakian human rights 
movement, had requested JBI support of two projects which t~gether provide. a 
history of the human rights movement in Czechoslovakia • . · The first project 
involves the autobiographical notes of a human rights advocate still living in 
Czechoslovakia who describes his experiences from World War II to the present 
time. The funding request was for $3,000 to $3,500 per year for two years (total 
$6,000-$7,000). 

The second project involves the completion and editing of a manuscript on 
the origin and meaning of human rights. The manuscript was written in 1979 by a 
Czech member of the Charta 77 movement and is to be published· by a European 
publishing firm. The grant requested was $2,500. 

The Council was very interested in helping to provide a history of the . 
human rights movement in Czechoslovakia. A question was asked ab~ut whether the 
Institute might be endangering the lives of the grant recipients by supporting 
the project. It was pointed out that Charta 77 would seek funds for this 
purpose from another source if the JBI decided not to p.rovide. them. Moreover, 
if the JBI decided to provide the grants, its funds would be funn~led direc~ly 
~o the Charta 77 foundation in Sweden which would disperse them as. indicated in 
its proposal. Charta 77 ls a recognized human rights foundation with an 
excellent reputation. Its d~rector was introduced to Sidney .Lis.kofsky by 
Helsinki Watch. · 

After discussion and on motion made and seconded the Council a roved 
both r.o · ects. The · total allocated for the ro ects was 9 000 • . The first 
ro ect ls to be funded at the rate of 3 250 er annum for two .. ear's and the 

second for 2,500 for one year. The grant ls to be made with the· understanding 
that the histories are to be translated into English and that the funds are to 
be paid to the Charta 77 Foundation in Sweden for .dispersal by that organiza
tion. 

Religious Intolerance (Temple University) 

The Administrative Council at its last meeting had before it a· memorandum 
on the projected UN study of religious intolerance. The JBI at ·that time, and 
at previous meetings, had decided that the Institute should give high priority 
to the development of a proposal, or proposals, which would contribute to the UN 
study and to the understanding of the concepts in the Declaration .on R~llgious 
Intolerance. The projects undertaken with support of the JBI~~titute were to 
address the problem beyond the UN study. 

Staff has been exploring various approaches to the subject with a number of 
knowledgeable. persons within and outside of AJC. Of late, Mr. liskofsky has 
been working with Dr. Swidler of Temple University whose most recent proposal 
was sent to .the JBI several days in advance of this meeting. 

In this proposal, Dr. Swidler has identified three major categories of 
religious intolerance, that ls nation against nation, within nations, and within 
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religions. He suggests that one should study these forms as "model,s" anc! in ~he 
context of the first world, second world and third world. Dr . Leonard Swidler's 
project deals primarily with "root causes" and with "remedial action" (with 
emphasis on interreligious dialogue). · Mr. Liksofsky told the Council that he 
thought there was further n~ed for discu~sion with Dr. Sw~dl~r pn ·a number of 

. matters· in the proposal,. l.ncluchng the er i ter'.i.a for . seie"ct'fon of the· "model" 
cases. 

' 
Several members of the Council expressed the view that the case studies 

should be of situations which are currently high on the agenda of international 
bodies, for example, Latin America. Moreover, some members of the Council 
thought that consideration should be given to the political, psycDological. and 
social dimensions of the · problem. 

In general, the Council agreed that the proposal should be refined so that 
it would deal adequately with the subject from the point o( view o.f. the UN . 
study; including legal issues, and so that it also would contribute to ~he 
promotion -0f the concepts and principles in the Declaration • . 

The cosponsoring institute, Temple University, was thought to ~e a good 
auspices, providing that a suitable proposal can be · arr.ived at in ·consultation 
with Dr. Swidler. 

The Council asked staff to continue its consultations with Dr. Swidler and 
ave its eneral a · roval to the ro ect to which it had al-read . allocated 

25,000. It requested the formation of an advisory group to consult with Dr. 
Swldl"er or others as appropriate. The advisory group would have the authority 
to proceed with the project when it was satisfied that the .concept : me~ the 
criteria of the Council. 

In the course of the discussion on the project, David Hirschhor~ ~aised the 
issue of religious tolerance within Israel. He made the point t~at ~he subject 
was a very important one which, while lt might not be an appropriate topic for 
the JBI, especially with respect to this project, should be tackled head on b~ 
the AJC. Several other members of the Council seemed to share Mr. Hirschhorn ··s 
view -on the matter. 

Religion, Ethics and Nuclear Defense 

A conference on this .subject to be held at Columb1a University was p~oposed 
by Dr. Louis "Henkin. Or. Henkin requested a grant of $25,000 from the JBI for 
the conference expenses -- papers, etc. 

The Council after some discussion decided not to allocate funds for the 
proposed conference. Its decision was based on several factors. The Council 
took cognizance of the fact that the subject has been studied by a wide variety 
of auspices -- religious (Jewish and non-Jewish), aqademic and civic groups, 
including AJC. The Council thought that the Institute's limited funds could be 
better utilized in projects central to its priority concerns. The issues and 
the context in which they were to be addressed in the Henkin proposal did not 
seem to ·meet this criterion. 
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Several members of the Council expressed a special desire to maintain the 
close relationship which has been established with Dr~ Henkin. The Council 
noted that it looked forward to future collaborations with him on other matters. 

History of Liberty and Human Rights 

Karel Vasak requested $20,000 from the JBI for a meeting to be held in 
Madrtd in December 1984 which would be the first stage ·of the publication in 
1989 of a four-volume "History of Liberty and Human Rights in the World." The 
history would be the first project of an International Academy of Human Rights 
which Karel Vasak proposes to create. · 

The. discussion on the proposal focused on three major concerns: First, th~ 
International Academy of Human Rights is still in its gestation period .and it ls 
not clear at this time whether it will in fact co~e into existence. It was . 
reported that some monl~s for it had been obtained from Armand Hammer. The 
Academy's future, however, was still uncertain, as was the precise form it ·would 
take, and the personalities who would be associated with it. 

The second concern centered on the project itself. While several members 
thought that such a history would be valuable, others ·were of ·the view that 
similar h_lstories were being written, 9r had been written in the ·past, and that 
·a new one might not contribute .much to the knowledge of ttie ·field. · ... The Council 
did note, however, that Karei Vasak's work is of . unusually . hi~h 6~liber and 
therefore that this project would be distinguis~ed by his dire~torsh~p of it. 

Third, the Council was concerned that Mr. Vasak's career plans were in a 
state of flux and that this might affect his abllity to carry the project 
forward. 

The Council, however, expressed great interest in continuing its excellent 
relatlonshlp with Mr. Vasak whom they recognized as an important fig~re ~n the 
field of human rights. Whi1e not supporting this project ·at this time, . the 
Council members said that they would be glad to give consideration to future 
proposals from Mr. Vasak as the Academy's future and his own plans are nearer 
definition. 

The Council asked staff to convey the sentiments expressed ·above and to 
indicate to Mr. Vasak that the Council would not provide a. gr.ant at this time 
for this particular project. But it did not formally approve or disapprove the 
project. 

Human Rights and Science and Technology 

The Administrative Council was presented with several ideas for possible 
projects on the subject of ethical concerns and human rights in the new era of 
technology, but it was not asked for a final decision on any of them. It 
expressed interest in the topic and had a number of suggestions as to possible 
approaches to it. The Council recognized that issues of technology and human 
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rights were of .interest worldwide. These matters ~ould be approached globally 
or the JBinstitute could pick topics that ~re of special Jewish .6oncern or those 
which might be approached uniquely from a Jewish perspective. 

Bert Gold suggested that we might initially commission a bibliography on 
the subject. Another suggestion was that we might .commission someone, such as 
Alvin Toffler, to do a survey of the field which would help us to determine 
where we could make a special contribution. One Cou~cil member spoke for a 
~roject that would be particularly applicable to the United States, either in 
addition to the Jewish perspective, or instead of it • . 

Phyllis Sherman thought that the subject should be dppr.odched ·not only .from 
a Jacob Blaustein Institute perspective, but also from an AJC perspective. She 
noted that the Jewish Communal Af falrs Department was already dealing with 
certain aspects of the problem but the issues cut across many of .our concerns -
civil liberties, etc. She wondered if we might consider instituting ~ithin AJC . 
a staff task force of an interdepartmental nature to take a look at the problem. 
The Jaeob Blaustein Institute might then take the recommendatl.ons of_ the task 
force into consideration in developing its specific areas of concentration. 

It was finally agreed that a subcommittee of the Jacob Blaustein Institute 
should be formed to explore the subject and to come up with project ideas which 
would be presented at a future meeting of the Council. Jhe Council reserved 

.$10,000 for work in this field. It was understood that the $10,000 was neither 
a minimum nor maximum am.aunt but rather a pool whiph might be utilized, if 
necessary, . for the p~eparation of a proposal, or propQsals. 

IV. PUBLIC RELATIONS FOR THE JBI 

The Council, having acted on the proposals before i~, then. turned to a 
consideration of how the Jacob . Blaustein Instltute's work might be made better 
known within AJC, ·as well as outside of it. Several suggestlons . wer~ made ~s to 
how its programs might be integrated into AJC's chapter work, including holding 
regional meetings around AJC' s human rights concerns • . The effor.ts of the Jacob 
Blaustein Institute would be used as a basis for the agenda of these meetings. 

The discussion about visibility for the Institute ste~m~d riot .only from 
public relations concerns, but also from concern about the best use of the 
important work of the Institute, including its publications. It was felt that 
we should begin by creating greater knowledge about the Institute in AJC as, for 
example, when the JBI was highlighted at the NEC session at Constitution Hall in 
Philadelphia. 

PS:ls/ar 
84-900-50 
September 1984/Q011 



THE JACOB BLAUSTEIN INSTITUTE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

Summary of. Income and Expenses 
1983-85 . : 

Actual Projected Projected 
1983 1984 1985 

Funds Carried Forward from Previous Year -- - --~~ 145, 196 -- - 148,766 99,057 

Investment Income I .. \ \ ·r·- -.) l-If, ,'J\1 I _[.; .~ .... I I,"[ 121,290 1-y J SS 115,ooo 115,000 
--

Total Funds Available ,1~\ i~ er~ 266,486 
17 ( 

·214,057 !r< t" r f 263,766 

Expenses I ~J ~J I ' ' (117' 720) _) ( 164' 709) 94,014* .._, 

c:1" ~ --C• ,,-- ' 1-1~ L 

Excess of Income Over Expenses \\ __ \\ ... \\~ 148,766 J I j 
99,057 120,043* 

(Carryover to-Next Year) 

* This figure includes $63,314 representing only 1984 and prior budgeted projects which have expenses 
projected into 1985; plus $30,700 in fixed 1985 expenses (staff,. administration and travel). It 
does not, therefore, take into account new projects which may be ·approved for 1985. 

84-900-52 
MB/Sept. • 84 
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THE JACOB BLAUSTEIN INSTITUTE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

Current Projects -- Budget and Expenses 1984-85 

Assn.for Civil Rights in Israel 
Charta 77 .Foundation (Proj. 1) 
Gharta 71 Foundation (Project 2) 
Constitutional Law & .Human Rights 
Counter Action Campgn . to Oelegit. Israel 
Counter Reports - Critiques (Int. League H. R.) 
Fellow to U.Sr Member UN Subcom. on Minorities 
Guide to Soviet Criminal Law & Procedure 
Human Rights Education Projects Coordination 
Human Rights Education - Europe (Int.Inst. H. R.) 
Human Rgts. - Latin Am. (Inter-American Inst . ) 
Human Rights Ed. - U. S. (UCLA) 
Human Rts. & ~at . Am. Jewry Conference 
Humanitarian Law Seminar (NYU & ICRC} 
Index on Censorship (W.S.E.T.) 
Interns. for Peace · 
JBI Pamphlet Series 
Legal Briefs 
NGO Pol i cy Study 
Practice Manual on H~m. Rgts. Law 
Religion and Human Rights (Columbia} 
Religious Intolerance 
Right to Leave.: Uppsala Revisited 
Sakharov Fel lowship 
Science & Technology and Human Rights 
Soviet Dissidents ... , Volume on · 
Strasbourg Fellowships 
Travel Expenses JBI Staff 
Administration 
Staff 

Bal .Carry 
Forward 

12/31 /83 

1, 500 
7,200 
5,000 

2,000 
2,500 
5,000 
6,800 
2, 735 
2, 000 
5,000 
5,000 
2,791 

17,471 
3,000 
3,000 
5,302 

25 , 000 

459 

Budget Budget 
1984 1985 

12' 500 
6,500 
2, 500 

5,300 
15,000 
2,000 
1,000 

4,000 

25,000 
10,000 
10 ,000 
2,000 
2,500 

700 
10,000 
20,000 

700 
10,000 
20,000 

Total Actual · 
Funds . Expenses 

A~ailabie l/i-8/1/84 

12 ,500 
6, 500 
2, 500 
1,500 

12 , 500 
20 , 000 
2, 000 
l,000 
2, 000 
2,500 
5,000 
6, 800 
2, 735* 
2., 000 
5, 000 
5, 000 
6, 791 

17 , 471 
3, 000 
3, 000 
5, 302 

25 ,.000 
25,.000 
10, 000 
10, 000 
2, 000 
2,500 
1,859 

20,000 
40,000 

9,375 

1 ,500 
3,062 
5,000 
2,000 

2,500 
6;800 

2,000 
5,000. 
5,000 

780 
12 '172 

1,050 

10,000 

2,500 
229 

5,830** 
11 , 660 

101,758 129,000 30,700 261,458 86,458 

* Project completed under budget; balance {$2,735) returned to available funds 
** Estimated 

Attachment "A" . 

Projected 
Expenses 

8/l - '12/31 /84 

3'125 
1 ,624 
l '100 

3,000 
9,000 

l ,000 
2,000 
2,500 
2,500 

6,011 
5,299 
3,000 
1,950 
5,302 

10,000 
. 5 ,000 

1 ,000 
.1 ,400 

930 
4,170** 
8 ,340 

78 ,251 

Projected 
Expenses 
1985 

4,876 
l,400 

6,438 
6,000 

15 ,000 
10,000 
10,000 
9,000 

600 

700 
10,000 
20.,0·00 
94 .. ~0l 4 

84-900-51 
MB/Sept.' 84 
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III. STRUCTURE 

Attachment 11811 

A. The Institute shall be governed by an Administrative Council composed 
·as indicated under IV, below, 

B. The Institute .shall operate as an arm of The American Jewish Conwnittee. 
The implementation of its activities shall be under the direct supervision of 
the Executive Vice President of the Committee with members of its staff serving 
as Director and Coordinator of The Institute. 

//IV. THE ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL 

A. The Administrative Council shall consist of the following categories of 
members: 

1) At least two representatives of the 
Blaustein Family. 

2) The President of The American Jewish 
Committee. 

3) The Executive Vice Presldent and the 
Executive Vice Presidents Emeriti of The 
American Jewish Corrmlttee. 

4) The p'ast Chal.rpersons of the Admini
strative Council. 

5) Twelve members-at-large. 

B. The members-at-large shall be appointed by ~he Chairperson of the 
Administrative Council of The Institute in consultation with the President and 
Executive Vice President of The American Jewish Committee. Members-at-large 
shall 'be appointed for a period of three years and for no more than two suc
cessive terms. The term of off ice shall begin at the June meeting of The 
Institute. 

C. The Chair of the Administrative Council shall be appointed by the 
President of The American Jewish Committee in consultation with the rep
resentatives of the Blaustein Family and the Executive Vice President of The 
American Jewish ColTllllttee. The Chairperson shall be appointed for a term of 
three years and for no more than two successive terms . 

O. The Administrative Council shall meet twice a year -- in the ·spring and ~ 
in the winter. // 

V. THE STEERING COMMITTEE 

A. A Steering Committee of The Institute shall advise the Administratl ve 
Council. It shall be author !zed to meet , as deemed necessary, between the 
meetings of the Administrative Council . It shall be empowered to screen prQject 
proposals and to make decisions on proposed projects which in its judgment 
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THE JACOB BLAUSTEIN INSTITUTE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

Meeting on Study in Response to Secretary-General's Report 
· and Study of Arab Women 

Ju 1 y 18, · 1 984 
. .. 

, .... 
STUDY GUIDELINES 

Present: Mimi Alperin, Kenneth Sandler, Sidney Liskofsky, Phyllis Shenna_n, .· 
Mala Tabory 

·.' .· ..... . . 
1. . Point-by-Point Response to Secretary-General •·s Report. ·.· 

: ... : ·:· . :. , ., 

Ms. Tabory will first undertake .the point-by-point resp·onse to "~he" 
Secr~tary-General's report in ·as objective a manner as possible· (See 3 :
Methodo 1 ogy) • 

.: . 

As the infonnation (data) is gathered and analyzed by the researcher, 
polished drafts of the point-by-point response to the Secretary-General's 
report will be sent to the Blaustein Institute. The researcher has indicated 
that she would find feedback on the drafts useful to the progress and 
direction of the research. 

Material will be added on points not covered by the Secretary-General's 
report where this is found t.o be useful, especially that which relates to 
Palestinian women in the "occupied" territories, but also possibly including 
infonnation on women in Arab countries. Target deadline for a final draft 
of the point-by-point response is February 1985. This draft will be submitted 
in a suitably edited form for publication or other public uses. 

2. Study of Arab Women in Arab Countrie~ and in Israel {Where Relevant) 

The comparative study of the overall status and cultural milieu of women 
in Arab countries will be selective -- n~t eihaustive -- depending on the 
material that is available. 

Sections of this study {individual subtopics) will be submitted to the 
Jacob Blaustein Institute as they are readied. 

Target date will be the deadline for submitting material for the NGO
Nairobi meeting (date not yet known). It is expected that a first "polished" 
draft of the full study will be readied no later than May 1, 1985. (It is 
further understood that the study may be enlarged or elaborated beyond the 
needs of the Nairobi Conference if sufficient additional material is available 
and there is interest in having the researcher do so.) · 

3. Methodology 

The study will strive for objectivity and will include both positive 
and negative aspects of the subject with sources cited. It will present 
conflicting sources only for data where no definitive analysis can be 
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made . The study will, of course, have to rely on data available and on the 
cooperation of individuals with firsthand knowledge of the situation, 
both Israeli and Arab. · 

4. Auspices 

Decision as to the aus~ices for the publication and dissemination of 
the study, or its parts, will be made by the Blaustein Iristitu1:e in consulta·
tion with the researcher at a later date when the study is well underway. 
In the interim, ·the following possibilities should be explored: Bla~stein 
Institute, AJC, non-Jewish women's groups, a social work group,' a. university, 
Israeli government, U.S. delegation and/or other government delegations,- :· 
or any combination of the above. 
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Internationai Conference for the Freedom of Jews in Syria 
Paris, November 18, 1984 

The International Conference for the freedom of Jews in . Syria was a 
success, far beyond the most opt lmistic expectations. · It was truly inter
national, with the participation of representatives ·from 20 countries; it had a 
.packed and overflowing audience through the entire day (well over 500 persons, 
almost double the hoped for 300); it had many prestigious speakers and other 
personalitie~ who came just to show solidarity; finally, there . was good press, 
radio and television coverage. SIONA could not have asked for more -- and the 
sile~t and avowed .trepidations by the sponsoring organizations could not have 
been more assuaged. 

· All this in spite of the fact that French Senate Presldent Alain Poher, 
around whom the entire conference was built, did not come .after all. The 
off iclal excuse gi.ven was that he had to be in ·-Hetz · for an important com
memoration; obviously a diplomatic ploy, and rumor has it that he was "per
suaded" to stay ·away. Quite possibly this · was done by ·those who believed his 
participation could harm President Mitterrand's forthcoming visit to Syria, and 
because Poher· ls in the government opposition, also hurt lon_g-term· relations 
with that country. · · 

As for the conference ltsel f: There were ·very few remarks made of ·the kind 
we at AJt particularly feared, namely exaggeration about the pllght of Syrian 
Jewry. Inevitably emotion or conviction carried a few speakers in this direc
tion~ but without excess; and the theme agreed to "let them go, ea~h to the land 
of his choice," was adhered to, with the addition of repeated pleas to at' least 
'let ·out the 400 unmarried girls. In· over seven hours of interventions -- and 
there were many more than just those listed on the agenda -- the sole and truly 
jarring note came from Rabbi Abraham Hecht (an Ashkenazi rabbi who heads the 
la.rgest Syrian synagogue in New York) who not only described the situation over
dramatically, but used words of contempt about Arabs, calling then an inferior 

· peopl~. Fortunately, these remarks were not picked up by the press •. 

Senator Orrin Hatch, who had called to say he ·would come to the conference, 
did not show up. · But both Senator Arlen Specter and Congressman Stephen Solarz, 
wi~h wh·om AJC' s Israel and Middle East . Division have been in · close contact, were 

· th.ere; ·. and US Ambassador Galbral th (who was in Washington) sent an Embassy 
representative. There were a number of senators and deputies from European 
countries, former ministers -- like Simone Veil, Sonia Seite, Leo Hamon; local . 
mayors, city councillors, political party representatives (Socialist, Radical, 
RPR, UDF); and for the Catholic Church, the Rev. Father Rlquet made a point of 
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saying he was representing Cardinal Lustiger and the French Episcopate. In 
dddition, of course, community leaders from France and other lands, as well as 
several rabbis (the chief rabbis of France and Paris, but also .of Luxembourg and 
Holland) . In the audience were many writers, artists and .other personalities, 
and an avalanche of messages kept coming in with good wishes and support 
declarations. Among them were Elizabeth Taylor, Joan Baez, former French 
Minister Jean-Pierre Fourcade, Socialist Deputy _Georges Sarr-e, Jacques Chirac, 
etc. 

The recent escdpee from Syria -- Halm -- spoke to hushed listeners with the 
hall darkened and a request to the press not to photograph~ He did a creditable 
job , conquering all when he burst into tears at the end as he addressed the 
Syrian government t~ ask whether he will ever again see his family. 

One could expect the speeches to be of virtually identical content, yet 
there were some moments of greater interest • . Mrs. Veil polnt·ed up the disparity 
of opinion and ideology among the politicians present and noted how thls .dts
dppeared on . occasions when all could be united in their fundamental belief in 
human rights and democracy. An excellent and realistic note was injected by 
Maurice Duverger, well known expert on Constitutional rights: Syria is Israel·' s 
major adversary since the Egypt-Israel peace agreement, its regime a harsh one. 
He reminded the public that 2/3 of the signatories of the Declaration of Human 
Rights did not respect them. Yet President Assad, while holding all the power, 
represents a minority group, the Alawites. Hard, . implacable, but very in
telligent, Assad rides the crest again, holding Lebanon in a tight. vise as a 
protectorate. Nonetheless, Assad will take note of those who came to speak 
here; and further interventions must -take place, car-efully prepared and backed 
with a serious dossier. France says Duverger, ls presently in ·a good position 
to help; and so wi.11 the U.S. be, for it too must develop reiatlons with Syria 
in order to advance in the Middle East. Duverger also believes that Israel will 
have a role to play eventually, for there will be relations between it and 
Syria. But, he warned, Assad will make no gifts, not for human rights, not for. 
conscience: he will deal only on a give and take basis. 

A surprising presence and intervention was .that of an officer of th~ 
Christian Lebane~e forces, who made an impassioned appeal for getting at the 
root of evil in the Middle East, namely Syria, which is holding the entire · area 
hostage and ls no~orious for its intolerance of its neighbors. (He repeated 
this lateri on the Jewish radio in Paris.) Israel's Ambassador to France, 
Ovadia Soffer, injected a strong plea for peace and cooperation between Jews and 
Arabs. · 

Adding some excitement to the meeting was the radio interview on the same 
morning by Fr.ench journalists in Damascus with President Assad, who when 
questioned about the meeting declared that Zionism, a racist movement, inspired 
manifestations such as the SIONA conference; and that such meetings were an 
interference in internal affairs of Syria, a gross provocation, causing pre
judice for Jews throughout the world and constituting a dangerous precedent. 
Were this to become a rule, he said, Syria too should take an interest in the 
fate of Jews, Christians or Moslems in France. As for the Jews in Syria , they 
have the same rights as other citizens, the majority among them less obliga
tions. "They study in our schools , in our ·universities, some are state func
tionaries, others in liberal professions; and you have seen their commercial 
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half are women. None have dsked to serve in the army, but if such a request 
were addressed to me I will not fall to examine It." (He made no mention of the 
restrictions on emigration.) 

. . 
Participants felt that had nothing else been accomplished by this Confer

ence, there ls the fact that Syria did indeed notice it at the highest level. 

Several speakers at the meeting, notably former Gaulllst Minister Leo 
Hamon, forcefully rejected the accusation .of interference In interndl affdirs -
"It is the duty of free countries which observe hwnan rights to cry out against 
v lolations elsewhere." · · 

The resolution proposed at the end of t~e conference was slightly amended 
to ref er to the presense of international r~presentatives of governments dnd 
organizations; to ask other world leadecs to Intervene ~1th President Assad; and · 
in the last paragraph, a phrase was added to include Jews and non-Jews forbidden 
free emigration from countries of their nationality and residence --an opening 
for Soviet Jews and all other suffering minorities. The resolution was unani
mously voted. (English translation of the final text incorJ>9ratlng the changes 
ls attached.) · 

It was further agreed that a number of suggestions made during Interven
tions be considered at a future date by a Permanent Comnittee, whose on the spot 
creation, under the chairmanhip of Roger Pinto, also was unanimously voted. The 
Committee's composition ls that of the representatives of the 20 countries at 
the conference, very light in structure, but with regular contact, to decide 
future action. In terms of immediate action, It wds also agreed that each 
representative, upon his return home, would request meetings with the respective 
Foreign Ministers to ask intervention on behalf of Syrian Jews; and with the 
Syrian Ambassador to their country, as had been arranged by Dr. George. Gruen for 
the U.S. organizations in Washington before the conference. 

Additional action promised by speakers .during the meeting was: from Rabbi 
Abraham Soetendorp (Holland) to ask the Dutch Council of Churches to act on · 
behalf of Syrian Jews; from Leon Tamman, UK Presid~nt . of WOJAC, to enlist the 
help of the churches for getting out the unmar.rled Syrian girls. CRIF' s 
President Theo Klein will ask an intervention of President Mitterrand. In this 
connection, I urged and have been assured that in the presentation of restric
tions against Jews in Syria only the paper prepared by George Gruen for the 
AJC/NEC meeting in Chicago be used. · 

Among the more spectacular and wildly applauded suggestions was that of 
Jean-Pierre Bloch (President of LICRA) "France sent boats to get Arafat and the 
PLO out of Lebanon when they were in danger -- let her do the same for the Jews 
of Syria!" More rational, but very hard to put into effect, is to have a 
fact-finding mission go to Syria. Finally, the possibility of France agreeing 
to take in Syrian Jews ln transit to whatever the country of their choice. 

To conclude: misapprehensions dbout the appropriateness of holding this 
meeting now were unwarranted . The recent announcement that President Assad's 
brother Rifat will be returning to Syria and put in charge of the state's 
security affairs in itself justifies the conference. The nllnber of persons and 
personalities that came to address the meeting or sent messages of solidarity 
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·and support Wi!S impressive; the . many wh~ · c.ame to listen to so many speeches, 
perforce repetitious ones, a proof that there was d latent need 'for the gdther
ing. As Senator Specter remarked: 11 i see a lot of cl.ippings in your dossier, 
but they are all quite old. We must have fresh clippings and keep the Jews of 
Syria and those of the Soviet Union in the headlines." The Chad criSis stole 
the headlines; but the Conference was reported by all the French dailies ·(except 
the Communist) an4 .one expect;s ~overag~ "in some of the weeklles as well. .. . .. , . - . •. . . 

Delegates came from .far ~way places · like Australia (also representing New 
Zealand), Argentina, Mexico, Panama. The ·1ast two·, informed by our Mex"ico 
office , told me that had there been more advance notice many more would have 
come from Central and Latin America • . The interest and profound concern among 
Syr idn~ aQroa.d over the f .ate of t;heir brethren · stll 1- in · Syr la was dppdrent 
during my conversations with Mess.rs. · Harari dnd Sitt. Tt\ey· k'now pr-a.cticdlly 
eac~ family, some are distant relatives, ·and Syrian Jews obviously 'remain· a very 
close~y . . krii t commun l ty in spite of d lst.ance. Both Harari and Sitt want a 
m~ximum 'of facts; both are determined to work on the problem of Syrian Jews in 
their ·areas,_ perhaps with similar meet;ings. AJC should follow-up ~ith them.- dnd 
guide them toward success. · 

NF:ar/el 
cc.: ~~re Tanenbaum 

.George Gruen 
Sergio Nudelsteje~ 

1111# 

P. S. ·i just .h~d. a telephone call from Roger Pinto, to inform me that 
Olivier Stirn, forme~ Minister during Ciscard's regime, now a Deputy (center
left of C:iscard 'Party) will raise a quest ion at·. the National . Assembly this 
coming Wednesday, about Syrian Jews. 

I took the occasion to ask· Pinto for the real story on Poher, and he 
pro~ised 1 t, but ·not over the telephone. Pinto h~s been v~ry praising of .AJC, 
thanked us pub! icly for our help and cooper at ion and has made no· bones about · 
declaring on every. possible occasion that the American Jewish ·Co111nittee, wds the 
only U.S. org~nlzation tha~ . act:ively helped with the Conference. · 

64-580-4~ 
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CONFERENCE INTERNATIONALE POUR LALIBERTE DES JUIFS DE SYRIE 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE FOR THE FREEDOM OF JEWS IN SYRIA 

AN APPEAL. ~O. ALL .PEOPLE OF GOOD WILL 

The International Conferenc~ .for the . Freedom of Jews iri Syria . 
gathered in Paris, November 18, 1984, under the distinguished 
Chairmanship of French Senate President Mr. Alain Poher, and · 
in the presence of interna tipnal ·represen ta ti v.es · of _gover-runen ts 
and organizations. Deeply ~oncerned with the plight of· Syrian . 
Jews and in solidarity with them, the Conference · 

-- Appeals to all people 0£ good ~~ll·, interpational ~o4ies 
and freedom loving nations to join in the .struggle for the 
right of Syrian Jews to emigrate as .stated in thi funda~ental 
principles of the· Universal Declaration o~ Hwna~ Rights, sub
scribed to by Syria, 

-- Calls upon the President of the French Republic, Vigilant 
champion of human rights, to urge President Assad on the occa
sion of their forthcoming meeting to put an end to the discri
min~tory practices against Syrian Jews and thus allo~ them to 
emigrate to countries of their chqice, and calls upon leaders 
of other lands to make similar appeals to ihe Syrian authori- . 
ties, · · 

-- Requests Mr. Hafez El Assad, President of. the R~public · o~ 
Syria, to finally .recognize and grant the right of Jews to · 
~migrate, as a humani-tar.ian . ~ct and in respect ·of hum.an dig- . 
nity, 

- - Commits its elf to continue. waging this battle . . unc;eas.ingly, 
on all fronts, until the Jews in Syria an4 other Jews and non 
Jews forbidden ftee emigration from · their count~ies of nation
ality and .residence enjoy in deed the ·principles of. freedom 
and dignity set fprth .in articles 13 and ·14 of the U~iversal 
Declaration of Hwnan Rights. 

Adopted unanimously 
Paris, France 
November 18, 198~ 

84-580-45a 

(Translation from the French) 
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date January 3, 1985 

to M.arc Tanenbaum 

from Allan Kagedan 

subject Meeting with M' bonga-Chipo.ya (.Zampia-) Special Rapporteur for 
UN Rfght to Leave Study 

Sidney Liskofsky arranged to meet with Mr. M'bonga-Chipoya on December 20, 
and asked several memb.ers of the International Relations -Department (David 
Geller, David Harris and Allan Kagedan) to accompany him. 

Mr. M'bonga-Chipoya e~pr.essed his satisfaction in meeting· with representatives 
of the Jewish community. After some pre-arranged (by us·) di.scussion of the 
problem of hunger in Africa, conversation turned to the plight of Soviet Jews, 
specifically,· the reasons they wish to emigrate; . anti-Jewfsh discrimination, 
cultural deprivation, the difficulties en.countered in initiating the emigration 
process, and the punitive ·consequences of applyfng for emigration. Mr. M'bonga
Chipoya, referring to Soviet claims that Jews· were a 11 prfvileged 11 group, ex
pressed particular interest ·in background information of the problems facing 
Soviet Jews . · · 

Mr. M'bonga-Chipoya mentioned that his own busy .schedule and his location 
(Lusaka) made it difficult for him to acqui.re and analyse the material needed 
for his study. The UN Secretariat would provide him with some assistance, but 
he was eager to obtain additional hel_p. · David Geller presented to him some 
materials assembled in advance relati_ng to Soviet Jewry. He asked that additional 
materials on the Soviet Jews• desire to leave be sent to him in Zambia . He 
mentioned that he had been in touch with Hurst Hannum of PAIL, and that it 
was possible that a seminar on e~igrati~Q....W9Ul9_b~ held in Lusaka, Z~~· 

!
. Mr. Hannum is receivi_ng· from JBI a grant f.or a stueyO'n""fnengfitOf emigration 
but we are not publi:ci.zi.ng that information. 

The meeting was cordial and Mr. M'bonga-Chipoya was receptive to our views and 
materials·. We plan to follow up his· request to furnish scholarly materials 
for possible use in his study. 

AK:DG 

cc: David Gordis 
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III. A. 

THE RIGHT TO LEAVE ANY COUNTRY 

A Recear~h Proposal 

by 

The Procedural Aspects of International Law Institut~ 

December 1983 
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THE RIGHT TO LEAVE ANY COUNTRY 

i. human . being should be free ••• to leave his country of 
tesidence • . The freedom to leave one country for another allows 
an individual to choose the societv in which he will live. Even : 
if a:1 indiviudal never avails. himself of that right, ··the feeling 
that he is free to go is important for his psychological well- . 
being. But for the individual who finds his society intolerable, 
and who has made the difficult decision to expat~iate himself, · 
denial of this right may be tantamount to a total deprivation of 
liberty. Without the right to leave, a person may be subject to 
political repression, may be prevented from Qbserving his reli
gion, from bbtaining an education o~ a job of his choice, or may 
be frustrated in his efforts to enjoy marriage· and family life. · 
Denial of this right is the source of much unnece~sary su~fering 
~hroughout the world. 

Stig Jagerskiold, The Freedom of Movement, in THE 
INTERNATIONAL BILL OF RIGHTS: THE· COVENANT ON CIVIL AND 
POLITICAL RIGHTS 166, 166-67 (L. Henkin ed. 1981)-

The right to leave any cou~try, including one's own, is 

regarded in some quarters as a secondary, rather than a 

fundamental, right. Moreover, there always have been widespread 
. 

violations of this rig~t by certain countries, and current 

effor.ts in the United Nations to restudy the right, taking into 

account alleged adverse effects of the nbrain drain,a may 

represent a more broadly-based attempt to restrict its breadth 

and application. Such developments are unfortunate, since as the 

above extract indicates and Professor Nanda suggests it "is one 

of .those basic rights, the universal recognition of which is 

likely to be a major accomplishment in accepting the importance 

of the individual as 4 subject of international law." The 

purpose of this two-stage research proposal is, first, to 

contribute to .the clarification and direction of the. forthcoming 

study of the right by a Special Rapporteur of ·the UN 

Subcommission on the Prevention qf_Jli.s~c.r.imina.ti.on-ancLP.r.o.t.ecti~n - . 
of Minorities , the Bon. C.L.C.· second·, to 

. . 
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research the origins, applications and current developments 

surrocnding the right with the object of producing either- a 

series of articles or even a monograph on it to guice the UN in 

1ts efforts and to contribute to the evolution and · e~forceraent 9f 

t he right. 

I. Normative Status of the Right 

Article 13(1) of the Universal Peclaration of Human P~ghts 

provides, inter .ali.a, that "[eJveryone has the right to leave any 
... 

country, including his ~wn •••• " This provision, along w~tp 

Article 12(2) of the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights, Article 2(2) of Protocol No. 4 to the Europ~an 

Convention on Human Rights and Article 22(2) of the American 
. ··--------------= 

Cpnvention on Human Rights, replicates the Universal Peclaration. 

Most recently, Article 12 (2) of the African CharJ:.e.r_o~_B.um.an_:.an.a.,,. -
.E.e..Q.P.!es' Rights, adopted ;n 1981 and soon to come in force, 

contains similar language. Thus, on the normative level, the 

right to leave is weli established. 

Unfortµnately, various limitations on the exercise of the · 

right are present in all ~he above international human rights 

instruments. Article 29 (2) of the Universal Declaration, for 

instance, contains a gene;al limitation provision as follows : 

In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone 

shall be subject Qnly to such limitations as are 

determined by law solely for the purpose of secµring 

due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms 

of others and of meeting the just requirements of 

2 
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morality, public order and the general ~elfare in a 

donestic society. . 

The above-cited treaties contain even more expansive limitation 

provisions. Thus, Article 12 (3) of the Civil and Poli t .ical 

Covenant permits restrictions "which are provideQ by law, are . . .. ~. . . 

necessary to protect !:_ationalt\,t:i)s~curity, pubiic .order {ordre 
> 

public), public health or morals or the rights and freedoms of 

others. " • • • 

As Professor Humphrey, former Directo~ of the UN's Divisi9n 

of Human Rights, ha~ written: •The limitaton.s permitted by the 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights are much more far-reaching 

than those permitted by the Declaration ••• ."; there are 

therefQre greater possibili~ies of abuse and the legal problems 

involved in their interpretation are more difficult." To support .. : 

this v'iew, he calls attention to the fact that "[a]rticles that 

appeared in Soviet press ~fter the Soviet Union ratified the 
, 

Covenants in September 1973 interpret the limitation clauses· to 

- permi.t the restrictions imposed on the enjoyment of human rights 

in that country." The soviet Union, as well as other countries, 

have pressed this view before the Buman Rights Committee after 

the coming into effect of ,the Covenant. Similar limitations 

appear in the other international human rights instruments. 

Moreover, they all -- tracking Article 4(2) of the Covenant 

.) permit c~untries to derogate from the right to leave when they 

\ consider such derogation necessary. Thus the right is far more 

\qual~~-ied than many o.bservers think desirable. 

3 
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In recent years, efforts to enforce the right have fo~useQ 

pr i mar i ly on the Soviet Union and Rurnania, both countries that 

deny or restrict the right of their citizens to emigrate. 

Unhappil y, the UN Qodies charged with developing and· enforcing 

the r i ght have shown little epthusiasm wpen the quest~on of its . 

violation has been raised. The United St~tes, through the 

Jackson-Vanik Ame..n.dm.en.t. to the Trade Reform Act of 1974, which 

prohibits, inter .a.l:iA' the granting of most-favored-nati.on 

__, treatment to ~nonmarket countries that infringe upon this right, 

has tried with mixed results to bring economi~ as well ~s 

political pressure to bear upon such coun;ries to se~q~e ~heir 

compliance with their international obligations. Sadly, its 

initiative has received little support from other sources. 

l!zn;feed, current proposals before UNCTAD for a •brain drain" t~x 

cut, indirectly if not directly, against the right ~o leave one's ..--

country. Another possible danger arises from the ON 

Subcommission's study of the right, which mandates its Special 

Rapporteur to examine it "taking into account the need to avoid 

the phenomenon of the brain drain from developing cou~tries anp 

the question of recompensing those countries fo~ the loss 

incurred, and t9 study in· particular the extent of restrictions 

permissible under Articl~'l2(3) of the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights. " The Subcommission's • • • 

instructions to its p~cial Rapport~ur to pre~ent to its ne~t 

August session "recom~endations for promoting and encouraging 

respect for and observance of this right" serve to highlight the 

need for the initiatives suggested below. 

4 
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II. Clarification and Enforcement · of the Right 

Since the UN published the Ingles study on the right to 

ieave (see item three in the Selective Bibliography attac~ed as 

Appendix A) in 1963, · there has been a fair amount of ·writing on 

the right to leave, mostly focused in the right 6f Soviet 

citizens to leave that cquntry. ~uch of it, ho~ever, has" beeh 

advocacy writing rather than dispassionate analysis. With the 

exceptfon of the · Vasak-Liskofsky colloguium (see item four in tile -
attached Selective Bibliography) and the Ja9erskio~d chapter 

cited at the end of the introductory extract, it has been 

descriptive rather than prescriptive in nature. The 

Subco~mission study just 9etti.n9 under·way offers the op.portunity 

to marshal! international support for the clarificatlon and the 

deve~opment of the right to leave, in an action-oriented fashion, 

while at the same time producing a substantial body of 

scholarship on the right to leave. ---Initia.lly the Institute, which already ·has established a 

working relationship with th·e ·subcomm{ssion's Special Rapportuer, 

the Bon. Mubanga-Chipoya, through several conversatio~s at bo~h 

the .1982 and 1983 sessions of the Subcommission and regular 

correspondence and transmittal of materials thereafter, proposes 
. 

to spend three months researching the .right in preliminary 

fashi~n, conferring with the S~cial Rapporteur at Geneva in 

February a~out the scope and nature of his study and following up 

with suggested outlines of the subject matter and treatments 

thereof to assist him in getting his study underway in satisfac

tory fashion. Also, the research done during this period will 
. 

serve as the basis for a short note or comment, to be publisped 
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in the American Journal of International Law, survey~ng the evolu-

tion and status of the right to leave and calling attention to the 

UN study underway. A tentative budget for this small, three-month: 

pilot project is attached as Appendix B. 

Additionally, the I~stitute proposes to undertake a full~so~le, 

comprehensive study of the right to leave, including the limitations 

thereon and, more specifically, the "brain drain," over a one-year 

period beginning l Marqh 1984 and ending 28 February 1985. This stu~y, 

portions of which will be made available to the UN's Special Rapport~ur 

in advance for his use i~ pre~aration of his own report, eventually 

will be published in a series of law review articles or, alternativ~~y, 

as a monograph in the PAIL Series. The study will attempt to cover 

the origin, development and present and future contour of the righ~ 

in definitive fashion, taking into account not only' the substance of 

the right but the reach o·f legitimate restrictions and problem~ re

lating to its enforcement. It also will examine implementation of 

' the recommendations of the 1963 Ingles study and 1~72 U2P.sala Declar~-

tion to suggest whether it would be helpful to draft additional inter~ 

national instruments to ensure the protection of this right. A 

tentative budget for this one-year project is attached as Appenqix C. 

Respectf~lly submitted, 

~:t.-R. ~~<-
Richard B. Lillich 
President 
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APPENDIX B 

Tentative Budget 

RIGHT TO LEAVE STUDY 

February - April 1984 

Preliminary research (equivalent of two weeks 
full-time research) 

Secretary and research assistance (part-time 
secretary and PAIL Research Assistants, 
150 hours at $8 per hour) 

Xerox, postage , telephone, etc . 

Overhead (10%) 

$ 1,800 

$ 1,200 

$ l,000 

$ 600 

$ 4,600 
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APPENDIX C 

'Tentative Budget 

RIGHT TO LEAVE STUDY 

Mar~h 1984 - February 1985 

Research and writing (equivalent of one-half time 
of PAIL Executive Director Hurst Hannum, Esq.) 

Secretary and research assistance (part-time 
secretary and PAIL Research Assistant, 
BOO hours at $8 per 'hour) 

Travel (one trip. ·to Geneva and several trips 
to New York) 

Working meetings of experts to review drafts 
and final work product and to advise on 
possible follow-up actions 

Administrative Expenses 
Xerox, postage, telephone, supplies, etc. 
Reproduction and dissemination of study 
and proposals (This does not include 
publication costs in final book or pamphlet 
form) 

Overhead (10%) 

$ 22,000 

$ 6,400 

$ 3,000 

$ 5,000 

$ 5,000 

$ 4,140 

$ 45,540 
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APPENDIX A 

A Selective Bibliography on the 
Right to Leave 

by Margaret ·Aycock 

BQoks and Documents: 

Goodwin-Gill, G. International Law and the Movement of 
Persons Between States. London, Oxford University 
Press, 1978. 324 p. 

Henderson, G. The Emigration of Highly-skilled Man.power 
&om the Developing C~:rnntries. New Yo·rk, UNITAR, 1970. 
213 p. (UNITAR Research Reports, 3). 

Ingles, J. Study of Discrimination in Respect of the Right 
of Everyone to Leave Any Country, ·Including His Own and 
to Return to Bis Country. New York, United Nations, 
1963. (U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/220/Rev.l (1~63). 

International Colloquium, Oppsala, Sweden, June, 
Right to Leave and to Return: Papers and· . 
Recommendations. Edited by K. Vasak and S. 
New York, American Jewish Committee, 1976. 

1972. The 

Liskofsky. 
570 p~ 

· p1ender, R. International Migration Law. Leiden, Sijthoff, 
1972 . 339 p. 

Shindler, C. Exit Visa: Detente, Buman Rights, and the 
Jewish Emigration Movement in the USSR. London, 
Bachman and Turner, 1978. 291 p. 

Solyom-Fekete, w. Legal Restrictions on Foreign Travel by 
the German Democratic Republic. Washington, D.C., 
Library of Congress, 1978. 132 p. 

Solyom-Fekete, w. Legal Restrictions on Foreign Travel and 
Emigration in the Hungarian People's Republic. 
Washington, D.'C., Library of Congress, 1977. 1.20 p. 

Solyom-Fekete, w. Travel Abroad and Emigration under New 
Rules Adopted by the Government of Hungary. 
Washington, D.C., Library of Congress, 1979. · 104 p. 

A study of Jews Refused Their Right to Leave the Soviet 
Union. Montreal, Canadian Jewish Congress, 1980. 
618 p. 

Turack, D. The Passport in International Law. Lexington, 
Mass., Lexington Books, 1972. 360 p. 
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U.S. Congress. Commission on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe. Report on the Right to Emigrate for Religious 
Reasons: The Case of 10,000 Soviet Evangelical 
Christians~ Washington, D.C., G.P.O., 1979. 201 p. 

u.s. Congress. Bouse. Foreign Affairs Committee. Human 
Rights: Sovie~ Union; Bearings February 3, April l, 
1982. Washington, D.C., G.P.O., 1982. 52 p. 

U.S. Congress. House. International Relations Committee. 
Anti-Semitism and Reprisals Against Jewish Emigration 
in~the Soviet Union: Bearing, May 27, 1976. 
Washington, D.C., G.P.O., 1976. 26 p. 

Articles: 

Aybay, The Right to Leave and the Right to Return, 1 COMP. 
L. Y.B. 121-136 (1977) 

Berman, Right of Convicted Citizens to Emigrate: a Comment 
on the Essay by V. N. Chalidze, 8 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. 

_· REV. 15-20 (1973) 

Chalidze, Right of a Convicted Citizen to Leave His Country, 
8 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. 1-14 (1973) 

de Rouw, Some Aspects o; the Right to Leave and to Return 
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NETH. Y.B. INT'L L. 45-71 (1981) 
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Dinstein, Freedom of Emigration and Soviet Jewry, 4 ISRAEL 

Y.B. BUM. RTS. 266-274 (1974) 

Expulsion and Expatriation in International ~aw: the Right 
to Leave, to Stay, and to Return, 67 AM. SOC'Y INT'L L. 
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Garvey, Repression of the Political Emigre, the Underground 
to International Law: A Proposal for Remedy, 90 YALE 
L. J. 78-120 (1980) 

Gitelman, Exiting from the Soviet Union: Emigres or 
Refugees? MICH. Y.B. INT'L LEGAL STUD. 43-61 (1982) 

Gould, Right to Travel and National Security, 1961 WASH. u. 
L. Q. 334-366 (1961) 
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Granier, Human Rights and the Helsinki Conference on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe: An Annotated 
Bibliography of United States Government Documents, 13 
VAND. J. TRANSNATIONAL L. 529-573 (1980} ... 

Guggenheim, Of the Right to Emigrate and Other Freedoms: 
the Feldman Case, 5 HOM. RTS. 75-87 (1975) 

~iggins, Buman Right of Soviet Jews to Leave: Violations 
and Obstacles, 4 Israel Y.B. BUM. RTS. ·275-287 (1974) · 

Hood, Buman Rights Research in Periodicals: A Bibliographic 
Note, 13 VAND. J. TRANSNATIONAL L. 519-527 (1980) 

Buman Rights and the Helsinki Accord ••• ~ Symposium, _13 VAND. 
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Knisbacher, Aliyah of Soviet Jews: Protection of the Right 
of Emigration Under ·International Law, 14 HARV. INT'L 
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Laursen, Constitutional Protection of Foreign Travel, 81 
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Mr. Chairman, at th~ time of its approval by the United Nations 
General Assembly, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was 
hailed as a significant milestone i n humanity's quest for a better 
world order. Today, close to 36 years later, we continue to 
recognize it as such . At the same time , we must concede that a great 
many of its provisions are often honored more in their breacn than in 
their observance. 

A critical review· of the individual articles of th~ Deciaration 
from the perspective of our experience 0ver the last 36 years will 
q~ickly reveal a fundamental problem which that document presents. 
It is that a good many of its articles provide for limitations on the 
powers of government that a great ··number of governments are simply 
unwilling to accept. If challenged on the ground that they have 
violated the Declaration , these governments will, if they bother to 
respond, point to the escape clause, Article 29, Section 2, which 
·allows individual rights to be limited if that is necessary in order 
to meet "the just requirements of morality, public order and the 
general welfare in a democratic society." Some of the most egregious 
human rights violations are justified on that ground, and the world 
stands by because, in truth, universal acceptance of the specific 
standard that has been violated has been lacking. 

But there are a few standards on which there is a truly· universal 
consensus I standards whose 'v1olation. does indeed sear the conscience 
of humankind. One of these is the standard contained in Article 5 of 
the Declaration, which pro~ides that "no one shall be subjected to 
torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment." 
It is, indeed, fair to say that torture is universally held in 
abhorrence. 
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That, regrettably, does not mean that the world has, in fact, rid 
itself of that odious practice or is, at least, approaching that 
desirable goal. Today torture continues to be frequently resorted to 
by government agents to pun_ish or to obtain confessions or 
information. But revulsion against such practices is so widespread 
that there is, indeed, a chance that a strong and concerted 
international effort can greatly reduce their incidence and 
ultimately come close to eliminating them. 

It is to attain these objectives that the United States has 
supported and participated actively in the preparation of a draft 
convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment. Over seven years of arduous negotiations, a 
Working Group of the Commission on Human Rights has grappled with the 
task of developing an instrument which appropriately takes into 
account the concerns of the various states. We welcome the end 
product of these long deliberations, the draft c_onvention which has 
been submitted with the report of the .Working Group. Seven years of 
effort have, indeed, produced a document, which fully merits the 
support of this committee and which should be recommended for 
adoption by this session of the General Assembly in the form in which 
it has been presented. 

My own country, Mr. Chairman, has by law pledged itself to give 
full support to the goals and objectives of the draft convention. A 
Congressional joint resolution, signed by our President as recently 
as October 4, 1984, states: 

"The United States Government opposes acts of 
torture wherever they occur, without regard to 
ideological or ·regional considerations, and 
will make every effort to work cooperatively 
with other governments and with nongovernmental 
organizations to combat the practice of torture 
worldwide." 

Mr. Chairman, the United States firmly believes that the adoption 
of the draft convention against torture will be a decisive step in 
combating these evils •. Nevertheles.s, even the addition of a new and 
more effective legal instrument will not abolish these practices 
overnight. There are men and women who have already suffered at the 
hands of torturers, and we would be deluding ourselves if we did not 
expect there to be additional victims in the future. For this 
reason, the United States supported the establishment in 1981 of a 
voluntary fund within the United Nations system to assist victims of 
torture. At the sa~e time, as we pursue parallel efforts to 
eradicate torture altogether, we believe that it is within the best 
tradition of ir:iternational humanitarian cooperation for the United 
Nations to assist the unfortunate victims of torture. I am glad to 
say that the most recent session of our Congress appropriated an 
initial United States contribution to the United Nations Voluntary 
Fund for Victims of Torture. 
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Turning to the specific provisions of the draft convention, we 
want to call attention to the fact that Articles 5, 6 and 7 provide 
for a workable, effective system of universal criminal jurisdiction. 
The arm of the law will be able to reach the torturer wherever he may 
tje, which fact, we hope, would over time constitute an added 
~et~rrent. It is in this fashion that this draft convention reaches 
beyond mere hortatory language to put some teeth into the instrument. 
' I 

I 

! We also welcome, for the same reason, the proposal to create a 
Committee against Torture and to equip it with a limited 
implementation mechanism. That mechanism constitutes a well 
conceived system to encourage compliance with the convention. It is 
in this context that we strongly support the full text of Articles 19 
and 20, including the sections which appear in brackets in the report 
of the Working Group. We believe that these articles provide for 
relatively modest and carefully limited measures of implementation, 
less than what a good many supporters of . the Convention initially 
hoped for. They are clearly compromise provisions. Nonetheless, 
they are concrete and significant steps forward and merit support as 
such. 

The authors of the Charter, Mr. Chairman, hoped for meaningful 
action by the United Nations to advance the cause of human rights. 
The draf~ convention, as prepared and submitted, would indeed 
constitute a valuable contribution to that cause. 

* * * * * * * 
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Mr. Chairman, freedom of religion is one of the most important 
human rights, a right to whi~h this organization committed itself 
when the General Assembly approved the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights. Article 18 of the .Declaration, let us note, reads as 
follows: 

"Everyone has a right to freedom of thought, conscience and 
religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or 
belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others 
and. in public or private, to manifest his r:eligion or belief in 
teaching, pract1ce, worship and observance." 

-Following adopt~on of the Universal Declaration, the. General 
Assembly requested the Commission on Human ·Rights to elaborate the· 
rights provided for in Ar.ticle 18 -- as was the case with other 
rights set forth in ~he Declaration. As a result, 'the Commission 
undertook the task of providing a more detailed statement of 

_principles. After 20 years, agreement was reached on a document 
· which came to be known as the "Declaration on the Elimination of All 
. Forms 0£ Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religion or 
Belief ." Proclaimed by the General Assembly on November 25, · 1981, 
the Declaration serves to spell out in some detail the essential 
ing_redients of the right set forth in the Universal Declaration 1 s 
Article is·. 

· ~e highlights of the 1981 Declaration, beyond its restatement 
of some of the principles contained in the Universal Declaration , 
include the following: · 

1- the right to ... worship or assemble for religious. purposes and 
to establish and ~aintain places for these purposes; . 

2- the r.igh t to issue and disseminate relevant publications on 
the subject of religion; 

-3- the right to teach a religion or belief; 
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4- the right of a child to have access to education in the 
matter of religion or belief in accordance with the wishes of 
his parents. 

It is fair to say., Mr. Chairman, that the rights guaranteed by 
Article 18 of the Universal Declaration are more widely respected 
than a good many other rights which that Declaration sought to 
guarantee . There are quite a number of countries that permit 
freedom of worship even though they severely curtail other human 
rights, particularly political rights. 

It is because religious freedom is so widely respected that 
massive violations which occur in some .states stand out with 
particular clarity. In using this forum to speak of these 
violations, we have only one purpose and that is to appeal to the 
countries in question to end these violations, to permit .all their 
citizens to worship in peace, without government interference, and 
to end all practices of discrimination based on a person's religion. 

I shall today offer only two examples of very serious violations 
of Article 18 of the Universal Declaration and of the Declaration 
Against Religious Intolerance, one of them because of the large 
number of persons affected, the other because it involves by far the 
severest form of brutality. 

The most massive scheme contravening the Declaration Against 
Religious . Intolerance is the body of law and regulations in effect 
today in the Soviet Union. It places extraordinarily restrictive 
limitations on the exercise of religion in ·that count~y, authorizing 
such exercise only within a very narrow framework and outlawing all 
religious activities which take place outside it. This system of 
state· control of religion was anchored in law 55 years ago, during 
the heyday of the Soviet campaign against all for.ms of religion. No ~ 
effort has been made in the intervening period to bring this set of 
laws into conformity- with either the 1948 Declaration or the 1981 
Declaration. 

It is quite possible tha.t we shall be told that the mere fact 
that the Soviet scheme to regulate religion is provided for by law 
means, ~ ~' that it cannot be in violation of the Declaration 
against Religious Intolerance because Article 1, Section 3 of that 
Declaration permits governments to impose legal limitations on 
freedom of religion. · 

The argument which I am here anticipating is one which the 
Soviet Union has used with regularity to avoid the obligations which 
it has assumed in the area of human rights. It is an argument 
without validity. 

Close examination of the Declaration's clause which authorizes 
limitations on religious freedom reveals that it authorizes such 
limitations only if they "are necessary to protect public · safety, 
order, health or morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms of 
others." The mere fact that a government states that a particular 
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regulation is necessary to protect public order, Mr. Chairman, does 
not mean that further inquiry is foreclosed. Such a claim could 
easily be made by South Africa for its nefarious schemes of 
discrimination, which have rightfully earned that country universal 
condemnation. We submit that just as South Africa's legally 
authorized scheme of discrimination is appropriately subject to 
review by international agencies so is the Soviet Union's legally 
authorized scheme for the regulation of religion.· 

As I have already . indicated, the Soviet Union's limitations on 
the free exercise of religion is con~ain~d in a law first enacted in 
1929 and amended from time to time since : then. That law permits the 
conducting of religious activities by groups only if they are 
registered as "religious associations." : Religious associations, in 
turn, are rigidly controlled through a b9dY of rules enforced by a 
state bureaucracy wh1ch is head~d by the , so-called Council of 
Religious Affairs. Working under the Council of Religious Affairs 
are regional commissioners, with whom religious associations must 
register. A commissio~er can refuse ~o register an ·association or 
can cancel the registration without citing any reason. Through this 
process, · the commissioner can also regulate the selection of 
clergymen to any church position. 

Furthermore, as all real property, including ancient church 
buildings, is owned by units of government, the religious 
association must sign an agreement with the local government before 
it can obtain possession of the building. That agreement will often . '.! .. 
add to the limitations placed upon· the association by the national 
bureaucracy. 

Generally speaking , the regulators will authorize liturgical 
services at designated hours in designated places, namely the 
officially authorized plac~s of worshjp. All other religious 
activities are forbidden. Thus, a11 · persons whose personal 
commitments or the r~les of whose religion call for religious· 
activity and experience beyond those sanctioned by the bureaucracy 
must forego the demands of their conscience or risk punishment at 
the hands of the state. Moreover, in a $pecial effort to prevent 
parents from pas·sing on their religious beliefs to their children,. 
membership in · religious associations is denied to persons under the 
age of 18. · Every effort is made to discourage all forms of 
religious instruction. · 

Religious associations are thus . left, to use the American 
vernacular, between· a rock and a hard pl~ce. If they don't register . 
and engage in religious practices they f~ nd themselves in violation 
of the law. If they register, they are subjecting themselves to 
government control, particularly as to the selection of their 
clergy, and are submitting to a large body of rules imposed upon 
them from the outside. Violation of the rules can lead to loss of 
registered status and thus, once again, to violation of the law. 
Our vernacular has a term for such an arrangement as well. It is 
what we call a "Catch-22" situation. 
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It is worthy to note that as the police is evidently kept busy 
pe'rforming functions other than the enforcement of the laws on . the 
subject of religion, a special volunteer spy system has been created 
for that purpose. Neighborhood ~ommittees which are called "Public 
Commissions for Control over Observance of the Laws about Religious 
Cults" watch their neighbors and report their violations· of the laws 
on the subject of religion to the appr~priate authoriti~s. 

This, then, is the system which serves primarily to deprive 
those persons of religious freedom who look to their religious 
associations to provide them with more than a government-approved 
ritual ceremony in a government-approved location during a . 
government-approved time period~ Evangelical Christians, Mennonites, 
Baptists, and Pentecostals, all · of whom have refused to register, 
are most often the victims of government persecution of religious 
activists. Roman Catholic priests in Lithuania have in recent years 
also more and more frequently been severely punished for engaging in 
religious activities and for the violation of government edicts. So 
have Jews, whose legally authorized synagogues have been reduced to 
50 throughout the Soviet Union and whose training institutions for 
rabbinical students have long ~een closed. 

To the chagrin of the authorities, interest · in religion on the 
part of the Soviet people has been on the increase rather than on 
the dee.line. Violations of the law are thus too numerous for these 
laws to be enforced rigidly • . Instead, as· students of the subject 
have noted, a good many minor violations will simply be ignored. 
But when the KGB's patience runs out, its agents clamp down hard and 
the person guilty of the illegal practice of religion ~s sent off 
for years in a prison, a forced labor colony, or in exile, most 
often on a trumped-up charge. And in those cases in which it 

. app~ars inconvenient to · invoke "soqialist legality" through a 
criminal proceeding, the luckless religious pra~titioner is - sent 
off to ari ins~itution for the mentally ill. 

Deprivation of rights under Articles 1 and 6 of the Declaration 
· Against Religious Intolerance, the articles dealing with religious 
practices, is not the only cons~quence of· religious activism in the 
Soviet Union. The activist al.so suffers discrimination in his 
workplace, in violation of Articles 2 and 3 of the Declaration. It 
can take the form of not being hired in the first instance, being 
fired from a position or not being promoted.. Of course, as a 
religious believer will not be granted memb.ership in the Communist 
party and as. such membership is a sine gua ~ to elevation to 
leading positions, a religious activist's chance of rising to an 
important position in the country is nil. 

Baptists, Pentecostals, and other religious activists are 
discriminated against for being just that, activists • . They are 
being discriminated against for having made a personal choice, not 
for having been born into a family of Baptists or Pentecostals. It 
is not that way with the Jews of the Soviet Union. The policies of 
discrimination that were initiated in the 1930.'s, stepped up after 
1948, and reinvigorated during the last few years are not tied to 
religious activism, but to ethnic origin. In resemblance of the 
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status. of nonwhites in South Africa, a Jew in the Soviet ' union , 
clearly marked as such in his official identity card, is set aside 
as a person of lesser rights. He is discriminated againstf, in terms 
of his job opportunities , his promotion opportunities, an~/his 
educational opportunities . He is vilified in books, maga z i nes, and 
newspapers. ·,! I / 

To be sure, such vilification is screened by t~e use . ~f coJ e 
words. The anti-Jewi.sh campaign of 1948 and 1949 was a campaiS{n 
against cosmopolitanism . The most recent anti-Jewish campaign / 
purports to be anti-Zionist. It is, in fact, directed against / Jews 
irrespec t ive of their attitude on the politics .of the Middle East. 

Most disturbing indeed, are the· caricatures of Jews appearing in 
the Soviet press. Anyone who is familiar with the anti-Jewish 
cartoons which . appeared in the newspapers of the Nazi era will 
recognize the racist character of similar material distributed in 
the Soviet Union today . 

Nor is anti-Jewish discrimination in the Soviet Union limited to 
persons both of · whose parents were Jewish. Again resembling the 
status of persons called "colored" in South Africa, persons of 
partially Jewish descent in the Soviet Union are also the subject of 
discrimination. Their ancestry is usually gleaned from their names ·, 
their looks, or quite often, by inquiries as to their mother's 
maiden name. It is because of such indications as to their ancestry 
that they will find themselves less able to obtain coveted seats in 

' institutions of' higher learning or to rise to positions of 
leadership than those as to whom there is no doubt as to what the 
Nazis called "racial purity." 

Mr. Chai.rman, if past experience i-s to serve as a guide, w~ 
shall before long. be treated to an angry reply to the presentat ion 
which I have just made. Let me, therefore, make it clear that it is 
not our intention to engage here in a verbal slinging match. Our 
purpose is simply, as I noted before, to lay out certain facts anq 
thereby draw attention to practices which contravene internationally 
recognized standards of human rights. We have presented this case 
mindful o ·f the text of ·Article 3 of the Declaration Against 
Religious Intolerance, .w~i.ch reads as follows: 

"Discrimination between human beings on grounds of religion or 
belief constitutes an affront to human dignity and a disavowal 
of the principles o.f th~ Charter of the United Nations, and 
-shall be condemned as a violation of the human r ·ights and 
. fundamental freedoms proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights and ·enunciated in detail in the International . 
Covenants on Human Rights, and as an obstacle to friendly and 

· peaceful relati<:>ns between nations." · 

For the sake of friendly and peaceful relations between nations, 
let · us hope that th~ Soviet .Union might reconsi_der its position and 
give life within its borders to the provisions of the Declaration 
'Against Religious Intolerance. 
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Mr. Chairman, we all know that the world today is far from the 
goal of human brotherhood envisaged by the authors of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. We know that in many countries .some of 
the most egregious violations of human rights, including murder and 
torture, are often resorted to. But usually these most extreme 
violations take place under the authority of a government only when 
that government believes that such practices are essential measures 
against its polftical enemies, who are . suspected of plotting its 
overthrow. 

But there is one case today in which murder and torture are 
being practiced by a government against a friendly, kind-hearted, 
and totally peaceful group -- and the world stands by, evidently 
incapable of doing anything about it. I am referring, Mr. Chairman, 
to the fate of the members of the Baha'i religion at the hands of 
the Iranian government. 

There are approximately 350,000 Baha'is in- Iran, about 1 percent 
of the country's population. They are, as I have indicated, a 
peaceful group, which believes in equality of the sexes, racial 
harmony, and universal education. The Baha'i religion teaches them 
not to involve them~elves in politics, but to accept whatever laws 
and rules a government might lay down. In fact, submitting to the 
rules laid down by the present government of Iran, the Iranian 
Baha'is have ended the terms of office of all their elected leaders 
and have abolished all the administrative institutions related to 
their faith. .- . . 

Nevertheless, the persecution of Iran's Baha'is, initiated in 
1979, continues. News of the latest round of executions has been 
received within the last few weeks. It is estimated that more than 

. 170 Baha'is have been executed or have died in prison as a result of 
torture during the last ffve ·years. Many others have disappeared 

·and are p·resumed dead. " A substantial' number of those executed were 
women, including some teenage girls. At' this moment approximately 
750 Baha'is are imprisoned. About 30 of them have been sentenced to 
death. The reports of the torture inflicted on these prisoners are 
truly frightening. . . 

~· .. ~ ... - . : ·. . 
In each instance, let me say, the reasons for imprisonment and 

possible execution is not even religious activity. It is mere 
belief. All that is necessary for incarcerated persons to obtain 
freedom is for them to recant, to repudiate their religion. The 
fact that most o ·f them do not take that step is indeed one of the 
most amazing stories of heroism of our time. 

. . . . . . . . 
Mr. Chairman, I have not recounted in detail .. the reports of the 

nature of torture inflicted on these innocent victims. Let me 
simply say. that if any set o~ human· rights violations in the world 
today cries to high heaven, this one surely is it. And if this 
organization . finds itself unable to do anything about a set of 
violations so free of East-We.st implications, we ·indeed have a right 
to wonder whether it can be expected to accomplish much in the field 
of human rights. Fortunately, the Commission on Human Rights has 
authorized the appointment of a Special Representative, whose 
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responsibility it is to investigate all human rights violations in 
Iran, including those against the Baha'is. It is to be hoped that 
after all the relevant facts have been formally presented to the 
Commission on Human. Rights, it will be possible for the Commission 
to take steps which can lead to amelioration of· the conditions which 
I have described. 

· Thank you, Mr • ·Chairman. 

* * . * * * *' * * * * 

. · . . ·. · .. 

: . 
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Mr. Chairman, we h~ve once again completed the annual ritu~l of 
approving a set of resolutions which were tabled under the heading 
"Isr_aeli Practices in the Occupied Territories." Hardly anyone 
believes that we have thereby helped solve the problems ·discussed by 
these resolutions or advanced towa r d the goal which we are pledged 
to seek, that of peace in the area here in issue . At best, the 
resolutions, repetitions of resolutio~s passed on a number of 
occasions in previous years, will have no practical effect. At 
worst, they make progress toward peace more difficult than it is. 

My country, Mr . . Chairman, has a deep commitment of more than 
thirty-six years' standing to the cause of peace between Arabs and 
Israelis. Our President reaffirmed that commitment before the 
General Assembly a.s .recently as two months . ago . The principles 
which he restated then are the principles which govern our policy, a 
pol icy wh~_ch we be 1 ieve could at long last bring tranqui 1 i ty to the 
region. We believe· that a~ter having endured a state of war -for 
more than a generation, the people most directly affected, the 
people on both sides of the dispute, yearn for a genuine, · 
long-las~ing peace. Real opportunities to advance the pe~ce process 
now exist. We stand ready to assist in that process, b~t are 
convinced that what is . needed is a de-escalation of rhetoric, so as 
to enable the parties directly concerned to undertake useful 
d·iscussions. 

It is because of our commitment ·to peace; and because of our 
view as to the road which all concerned parties need to travel to 
get there, that we have voted on ·- the- resolut~ons-as we did. Our 
concern with their texts is twofold. First, we disagree with what 
we deem inflammatory rhetoric and unjustified allegations, which 
render the texts so affected counterproductive in the quest for 
peace in the Middle East. Second, we regret these one-sided 
resolutions and the disproportionate emphasis given to them because 
of the harm they do 
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to ·the credibility of the United Nations. Our votes, Mr. Chairman, 
should be read as votes for the peace process in the Middle East and 

·for pr~nciples of fairness in the proceedings of the United Nations. . . . . 

Most of "the resolutions, as I have alreadi observed, are 
repetitions of last year's re~olutions on this topic. In general, 
we have voted as we did last year and, general.ly speaking, our 
explanafions of last year apply equally this year. One resolution, 
the resolution concerning the . assassination attempt on the 
Palestinian mayors was~ we note~ reworded in· the light of the~ 
developments of the last year. We, in turn, have taken into account 
the facts that certain persons have now been charged with those 
reprehensible crimes, have been apprehended and have been put on 
trial. We see no reason to believe that Israel's legal system will 
fail to produce a just and fair re~ult. Under the circumstances, we 
consider any interference by the United Nations .in that judicial 
process highly inappropriate and wholly unju.s.tified. I,t is for that 
reason th~t we have voted "no". Th~nk you, Mr .. Chairman. 

· .. : ' 
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HOlO DIFFERING POLITICAL MD IDEOLOGICAL VIEWS, THERE CAN BE RO· 
JUSTIFICATION FOR RACIAL AND REUGlOUS ART1-SBU'.TISH VHICtt 
CONSTITUTE A FLAGRART VIOLATIOli {)f THE MORAL AAD SPIRITUAL 
TRADITIONS. OF TifE TORAH AND THE KORAN REVEALED ntROUGH THE 
PROPHET iiOJWttED. A FORTitRIGHT DECLARATIO~ BY TOUR CONFERENCE 
REPUDIATING ANTI-SEMmSH lN THOUGHT AND IN PRACTICE MOULD BE 
ENTIRELY CONSISTENT WITH THE PRIRCfPlES OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
CHARTER U ON HUMAN RIGliTS AND t:IOULD CONSTITUTE A SIGNIFICArlT 
CONTRIBUTIOM TO ADVANCING THE CAuSE OF PEACE AND RECONCILIATION 
IN THE RIDDLE Ef'51' AND THROUSHOUT ntE WORLO. WE RESPECTFULl Y 
AWAIT YOUR RESPOHSE. . . 

EU4ER WINTER,. ~RESIDENT 
8ETRAM H. GOLD, EXECUTIVE V!CE-PRES. 
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E~BBI MA~Q_!h~!~N~N~!gM 

I am delighted to .welcome you to this first public tribunal in prepa

ration for the hearings of the Helsinki Accord. As you know, our 

purpose is to "gather testimony from first hand experience as well 

as evidence from experts regarding the status of human ri~hts and 

r~ligious freedom of Chri~tians and Jews in Eastern Europe as well 

as in the Soviet Union. 

This past November, in 1976, the National Interreligious Task Force 

on Soviet Jewry, a coalition of Roman Catholics , Greek Orthodox, 

Protestants, Evangelicals and Jews, directed by Sister AmGillen, 

held a Consultation in Chicago. There the Staff Dir~ctor of the 

Congressional Helsin~i Committee, Mr. Alfred Friendly, Jr., delivered 

an address before that body and at the close of the Consultation he 

proposed to the Interreligious Task Force that it assume responsibili

ty for convening ·the hearing on April 28 in Washington, D.C . for the 

Joint Congressional Commission's hearings in relation to the Helsinki 

.Accord. 

on ·April 28, then, .. this b~4Y will have the respon~ibility of bringing 

together witnesses and expert testimony to provide data regarding 

the Helsinki Accord and the status of religious liberty in Eastern 

Europe. · Our purpose today is to prepare for that April 28 meeting 

in Washington . The testimony we receive today will be tape-recorded, 

assembled, evaluated and reported to the Helsinki Commission in 

Washington. 

Here to receive the testimony today are: 

SISTER ANN GILLEN, 

HON. RITA HAUSER , 

DR. DAVID R. HUNTER, 

HOfil.THOMAS P . MELADY, 

BAYARD RUSTIN, 

RABBI MARC H. TANENBAUM, 

Executive Director, National Interreligious 
Task Force on Soviet Jewry 
Former United States Ambassador to the United 
Nations Human Rights Commission 
Director of Education, Council of Religious 
and International Affairs 
President, Sacred Heart College, Bridgeport, 
Conn., & former United States Ambassador to 
Uganda 
Executive Director, A. Phillip Randolph 
I~stitute 
National Director of Interreligious Affairs, · 
the American Jewish Committee 
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Professor Thomas E. Bird 
Profe~sor .of $lavic languages at Queens College, .·city 
University of New York; also a member · of a point Roman 
C.atholic-Eastern Orthodox Dialogue .Consultation. 
Professor Bird is knowledgeable · in Russian and Slavic 
languages, as well as Yi~dish. · · 

~· In th~ time allotted to me, I would like to try to ~o four things: 

· .1) ' Identify the commuµitie~ of believers · in the Soviet Union; and at 
·this point I will not burden you with statistics; you may wi~h . to 
have some numerical data later in the proceedings, and I will be 
glad to give you what is currently available, as you feel . that would 
b~ useful. - · · · 

' 2) .I would like to sketc~ the pre~ent state of Soviet legislation re
garding religion, worship and freedom of conscience in the Soviet 

.Union. 

3) Focus in a general way on the Roman Catholic ·groups found in .the 
USSR today. 

4) Conclude bt sugg~sting h~w I ' think the ~elsi~ki Final : Act . ~ight be 
helpful in our considerations . 

The groups into · which believers fall in the S6viet Union ar~ four :(in 
the . order of size): . . . . 

1) The Christian· coiiimuni ty· ).s di·vided into Russian O~thodox and G~o~gian 
Orthodox, Evangelical Christians and Baptists, Evangelical Lutherans, 

·Roman Catholics . i~ the republics of Lithuanian, Byelorussia, ~he 
Ukraine, ·Armenia, Esthonia and Litvia, the Armenia~ Apo~tolic 
Christians, Pentecostals and Jehovah's Witnesses. 

2) The Jewish religious community. 
3) The Muslim religious community. 
4) The Buddhi~t religious commun·i ty ~ 

In the second half of the 1950's Nikita Kruschev ' s government launched 

the third religious persecution in the history of the Soviet ·un:ion._ The 

virulence and brutality of that campaign rivale4 its pr.edecessor of · the 

1930s. No faith . escaped. · Christian, Jew, Muslim, Buddhist, .all fell 

victim to the determined effort · to eradicate_ rel~kion from Soviet life. 

This campaign lasted into the ea~ly 60s, and during thi~ period, an 

unprecedented nu~ber of churches, synagogues · and mosques were closed · 

down. Since the mid 60s we have observed a holding aQtiori there h~s 

been no fur~her large-scale institutional persecution, but there has 

also .been no oppo~tunity t6 re-open the th~usands - of bourses of worship 

~which were closed during that brief period of · p~rsecutiori. 
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Soviet legislation on religion can· be s~e~ as a progressive attempt to 

undermine the temporal ~nd spiritual power of the various faiths. ·· w~ile 

··the ·first decree on the subject in 1918 established the theor~tical · 

separation of Churc·h and State and permitted persons to give ·or receive 

·Teligious · instructions in a private way, according to Article 9, · it deait 

.. a grave blow to the religious communities e~onomica~ly . by · pronouncing .the 

. ·property of all religious ass6ci•tions. to be the property of the people; , 

. under Art"icle 13, i.e • . in brief, it w~s nationalized. This confiscation 

:·pf property ~ffecte~ the Orthodox Church most severely, and . it .served as 

a pretext for the subsequent campaign for the · .liquidatio~ of that Churc~ 

during the 1920s. 

The Baptists ·and other P~otestant sects fared better~ mainly b~cause they 

were relati.vely· recent comers to the Russian religious ·scene and because 
. . 

.their persecution under Tzarism had given them no identif~cation with · 

autocracy.. For the J"ews, the 1918 decree meant the abolition of "the . ·. 

Kahillah, the Jewish commun~l council and the . beginning of the ~tt~ck on 

Judais.m by. the jewish section of the Communist Party. 
. . 

A series · of. opt;imistic proclamations in the· 1920s "led the Muslims· to believe · 

. .that their reli·g~on rrould pe protected by · Soviet law. Any such illusions 

.. were shattered in '25 ana 1 26 · when the canonical Muslim Shar 1 iyah .courts . 
were g~adually liquidated and religious Muslim school~ throughout Central : 

Asia wer~ closed. 
·. 

The decree of 1918 c:rn the Se para ti on of Qhurch from State a·n.d Article 124 

of the ··1936 Constitution of · the USSR are still both in force, but the basic 

legislation is the Law on R.eligious Associations of April, ·1929, slightly 

revised in 1932, and for . :forty-fo~r years, despite radi6al zig-zags in 

~eligious policy, the government has retained that 1929 law vir~ually 

unchanged • 

. 'In July, 1975, the ·government announced revi~ions of that 1929 law which · 

··affected nearly half that l~w's 68 articles and ·included some significant . . . . . 

changes~ The C~uncil for Religious Affairs now has ~ published legal 

·Constitution defining its duties · and powers~ Juridical personality has 

·been almost totally restored to both local executive committees of 

·~·religious .associations and to central Church bodies. · .Some changes . have 

.·b.een made in the procedure.s for registering churches·, . while the already · 

·· l,imi.ted sphere of legitima.te ac::;tivi ty has been circull).scribed ·even more. 

~he _legislation, as updated ·in 1975, can only be called anti-religioµs 

.in character. 

·-:- -·- -·· -- ... .... : .... ··-·· ... --· ··-· ·- ···--. --·--- ·- .... ·-~---· ---.. -···-~·~----·---··.-···--~- -· ---·- --
.· 
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.Let me cite four brief spec~fics: 

1) The registration of .every association of belie~ers, vhich is, · of : course; 
compulsory, is understood not as an act of recognition but as . permission 
for it to exist. In other words, not merely does the legislation not 
guarantee freedom for religious societies to. exist and be tounded, it 
actually declares them outside the law. 

~) Religious societies kre dciprived of property rights and all church 
. · property, ipcluding sacred. vessals, icons and vestments. 

3) Missionary, cultural, philanthrophic activities gre explicitly . 
forbidden, meaning among other things that, in practice, all 
evangelization. is banned. 

. . I 

4) The educational system is defined in a discriminatpry way . Religious 
education is l imited exclusively to ecclesiasti~al educational . 
i 'nstitutions, meaning the handful of seminaries that have been . 
·opened according to established procedure . A believing citizen 
commits a crime if he holds conversations on religious topics even 
with his own children, not to mention his grandchildren, ni~ces, or 
children of .friends. 

It is not unimportant that the 1929 law has long been ~mposiible to .obtain! 

It has not been available ·for decades . even to· teachers in those religious 

seminaries whq must instruct their charges on· Soviet legislation •. Nor has 

this changed. The new 1975 legislation is not ,publicly ·available; copies · 

·are numbered and are . ~reated. as though they were classified documents. 

To turn to the Roman Catholic situation and to gain insight into the. · 

conditions and prospects of this church, let me identify the m~in features 

of Soviet :policy towards Catholicism which contin·ue to shape the fate of 

that chur.ch in the USSR. They are five: . 

1) The atheist ·~ommi tment of the Party . . This has been a constant f"acto_r 

affecting the Soviet treatment of all religious groups. The. :intena.i ty of. 
attack upon _any single denomination has varied, depending on the regime'~ 

policy priori ties,. its perceptio? of donestic s ta bili ty and ex~ernal 

security and the ~nticipat~d reaction from believers both at home and 

·abroad. 

2) The emphasis on Sovi.etization of all religious group;;; and by th1s,, 

· .·r · mean, extending to all groups of believers far-:-reaching controls vhich 

.:can be explained in terms of the nature of the system . · The government has 

insisted on religious bodies accepting as the price of .thei.r le·gal exist

ence a pro-·regime pa trio tic politic al platform and subrai tting to . ac;lininistra

~ive and police controls which go far beyon~ th~ lsgislation ~egarding 
religious bodies which is on the books. · This is _most important~ that 

the way .the Soviet system functions is far byond the letter of the law. 



. . 
'The doc.trinal, canonical and organi zational features of Catholicism, 

including its dependence o~ the Vatican, have made it more difficult 

· for · the Catholic Church than for other denominations ' to accept these 

conditions for. lega~ e:xistence, and at the same t ime ~ ·the se very features 

in the Catholic Church's life have helped it to minimize the impact of 

·.savietization on its int~rnal life, to frustrate ~ome of . th~ regime's 

controls and thereby to retain the confidence of many believers. 

3) The foreign policy considerations, le sser a~d g~eater which have 

figured in· Soviet Church policy. I will summarize this ·point simply ~y 

quoting Prefessor · Fletcher that "a major channel for Soviet influence in 

international' af'fairs is found in their indire.ct relations beyond . the 

. normal bou~darie~ of trade, aid a~d diplomacy. · Public opinion throughout 

the ,globe. and particula:r.ly in the Third World is of overriding importance 

to the Soviet policy-makers and the belief . communities in ·the .soviet Uni.on 

play a major rol e· in the ideological offensive of the Soviet Stat~ vis-a-

vis the Third World . 

. 4) . Nationality policy. A determinant which applies to most but .not to 
. . 

:all groups~ · For examp·le, Soviet policy towards the Eastern Rite. Catholic 

·church has been primarily · an application at nationality policy; This 
. . 

· factor also plays an enormous role in Soviet policy towards the. ·_Roman ·. 
'" 

Catholic Church in Lithuania~ This leads us to the last factor, which · 

.. applies specifically to the npman Catholic Church . 

5) Th~ notion of Catholicism as a foreign and un-Russian faith~ histori

cally· identified with C~rmans, Lithuanians and Poles; i.e. with enemies 

·.ot Russia and, consistently, guided from .an international cent~r • . 

I would like to deal ·with t~e Catholic 6ommu~ities in . three· distinct areas, 

. vhich have varied char~cteristics · and find themselyes in ~uiie di~~er~nt 

conditions: 

1) .Lithuanian a~d .Latvia, where conditions ate least ~bnormal,. where there · 

·is .still a diocesan ~rganization with at lekst some bishops . and or apo~tolic 
. . 

· administrators from whom the Holy See receives reports fr~m .. time to time, 
. . . 

.and where there are institutions for trairiing clergy; · namely iti Kaunas in 

Lithuania and in Riga in Latvia . 

• 2) The ''forgotten Chur~h" as a Polish publication recently called the 

essentially and predominantly Polish Roman Catholic Church in .the Western 

. r .egions of Byelorussia and Ukraine, where there is 'no episcopal ·o.r 

:.diocesan organization, whe r e there is a shrinking number br pa~ishes v~th 
-

a rapidly aging cleTgy, a kind of no~man's-land in a colonial sen~e~ · 

·- ... -····· - .... ··-·. ···- ···- ...... · .. __ ,. ...... . .... - -·· --- ···-·- . . . . 
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~h~~ is. an area which the Polish . Church has been, trying to influence in 

· a positive· sense the . religio~~ life there. This iffort .has been . th~art•d 

.-by Soviet insistence · that thi~ · is a region . in which they will not tolerate 

· .. P.olish interference. In fact,. in recent years an attempt to have a. bishop · 

. ,from the Byelorussian Sciviet Republic consecrated for the . Catholics of that 

R~public was effecti~ely aborte~ by the insistence of the . Polish hier~ 

· archy that only a bishop of Polish ethn~c backgroun~ cou~d be appointe~. : ... 

· To th.at, of course, the Soviet adI!linistration · would not. agree. 
. . 

As far as Western Ukraine is concerned, most of the surviving chu~ches are 

now in ·the old terri tor~es. ·· . . 

In Galicia there a r e three or five priests ·left. ·In the Carpathian region : 

there is a somewhat d i fferent situation, where a general vicania~e for 

. Hungarian Roman Catholics has been operating with relatively .little inter- . . 

ference. 

J. · The Catholic. Di'aspora, Yhich is paz:tly legal in .S-oviet terms, an'd partly 

illegal. Churches exist, some· of which are interconnected, · like · the 

parish church in Leni~grad wit~ Riga, or the church in Moscow with - the 

church in Lithuania, or the i solated parishe.s in Kishinev, Moldav.ia, .. 

. . . Tblisi, Georgia and F~unzi-:.Ti:rgizia, p·lus an unknown number · of unre.gister--.' · 
. . . . . . . . 

- · ed and, therefore, ill~gal congregations in Nothern Kazakstan gnd Siberia. · 

Finally, let me sugge~~ some items ·coming from the Helsinki Final Act 

which, I hope, will have application fo~ our co~sidera~ion. 

1) With regard to the right to leav~ -- the Helsink~ Final Act yledge~ · to . 

facilitate. free movement i~ general. Thia is a right which has been 

asked for. a~d granted in very small numbers to a half-dozen different · · 

co~mun~bies, · including . Volga ~ermans, ethnic Greeks, as well as some ot 
the central Asian Turkic peoples and .the Jews. 

. . 
.2) Provisions 'for facilitating the reunifi~ation of families. ··This is . . .. 
. one of .t~e .cruelest and, therefore,, one of .the .. most important dimensions· . 

. of our concer~ beca~se ~t . has reached th~ level . of beini .Soviet policy 

· to divide 'families, husband from wife, and children from parents • 

. 3) Reaffirmation of -a variety of other interna~ional instruments which 

have over -the years . stipulated the right to leave one's country. I · 

sugges~, that the Helsinki Act gives a special cogency and undergirding 

to those other international instruments. 
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4) The right to live culturally according to one's individual choice 

and this is appropriate to the communities of Muslims, Jews, Buddhists, 

Lithuanian Catholics, Ukrain£in ... Catholics, Armenian Catholics. The Helsink. 

Final Act reaffirms freedom of religion both individually and in community. 

Next, it guarantees the possibility of international contacts and meetings 

by religious organizations; it envisages cooperation among _national 

minorities across borders in the fields of culture and education; and, 

finally, it reaffirms several.other international instruments containing 

pioyisions guaranteeing freedom of religion and mino~ity rights. 

To conclude -- we are faced with a bodi ~f legislation and years and 

decades of administrative practice which are designed to ridicule, denigrat1 

and, finally, annihilate religious belief and concommitantly with it the 

cultural baQkgiound, the cultural gestalt which supports the possibility 

of -religious belief and practice. It is precisely the· right to educate 

· the next generation, to perpetuate the cultural values and the religious 

beliefs of these numerous communities that must be the overriding concern 

·as we discuss the ap~lication of the Helsinki Final _Act to these''prisoners 

of conscience" in the . entire Soviet Union. 
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·· _ §~QQMQ~~ITNES2: Mr. Ilya Levkov, Soviet emigre and research expert 
for the National Conference on - Soviet Jewry. 

. I 
I would like. to touch on four points in general; the present situation.::. 

in emigration, the ·repression of the S'oviet Jew.ish culture , new di

mensions of anti-Semitism, an~ recent Soviet iriterpr~tation of the . . . ' . 

Helsinki Final Act, together with Western expect~tions . . 

One of thi most pressin~ situations today c6ncerris reunification of 

Soviet Jewish families. ·Last year the South ·Florida Coun~il on Soviet·· 

.Jewry published a selection of 54 cases of such separated families in 

.. . .. 

~ book · called "Orphans of the Exodus .'' · Since last year we have compil~d · 
-

more ·cases of such poignant, tragic cases of family members who only 

know bn~ ~nother from photos and memories. A g~?UP of refusniks 

recently ·petiti·oned to be given written reasons for the refusals of .. 

visas, but the Soviet authorities. state that the OVIR do~s· not -have · to 

give any reasons for its refusals. Meanwhile harassment ·against promi

~ent . Soviet Je~ish activists continu~throughout the Soviet U~ion . .. 

One -of the_ most h~avily endorsed appeals. to the OVIR_, · 163 ref.useniks 

. fr-0m 13 citi~s declares that the situation i? which would-be ~migrants 

"are brought to utter .despair by being constantly refused quite 

illegally and for ·m~ny y~a~s can no · longer be · tolerated. ~ . 
I would like to stress severa~ aspects of this _ emigration problem. The-

Helsinki Final Act urges ·facilitation of fr·ee.r movement both individual-· 

ly ~nd - collectively : 

The participating states .~mak~ ~it .:t6~ir aim to facilitate freer 
movement and contacts, individually and coliectively, whether . 
privately or officially among persons, institutions arid . organiza- ~ 
tions ·or the participating States, and to contribute to the , 

· solution 6f the hucianita~ian problems that · arise in that connection. 

In order to promote further development of contacts on the basis of 
family· ties the participating States will fa~orably consider 
applicatii:)ns for travel with the purpose .of -a1lowi·ng persons to 
enter or . leave their territory ~emporarily , or on a regular basis .. 
if desired, in order to ~isit . memb~rs . of their ·families. 

Applications. f~r temporary visits to meet members 6f their fami~ies 
will be . dealt with without distinction as to . country of. origin or . 
destination; existing requirements for travel documents and visas . 
will be applied in this spirit. The preparation and issue of such 
documents will be effected within reasonable time limits; cases of 
urgent necessity -- such as serious. illness· or death -- will be 
given priority treatment. They will take such steps as ~ay be 
necess~ry to ensqre that the fees for offic~al travel documents ~nd 
visas are . acceptable . 

~ .. ··- -------=--.-- --: .. ---·· -··-.. . . ..... ·-- ·- .... -· ·-··· · . . . ... ·- · ---, ·---:----. ~- -- ·· . . 
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The situation of Soviet Jews did not improve last year. The same 

problem faced by a singnificant number of Soviet Jews in the absence 

of a free emigration policy by the USSR and the continuation of harass· 

ment against those who seek to emigrate to Israel. 

I have some statistics which may be submitted later, but I would like 

to mention these: In 1973, the number of Soviet ~ews emigrating was 

34,933. In 1974, the number fell to 20,69?; in 1975 it was 13,459. 
In 1976, the number was 1~,113. Howev~r, the number of persons 

requesting the invitations continues to be much larger . than the number 

of permits. Thus i~ 1976, there were 36,000 persons who asked for 

visas and 19,500 renewed their .requests for visas. 

There are now 27 persons who are in prison as a result of this denial 

of human rights. The situation of the prisoners is extremely bad, 

due to harassment and anti-Semitism on the part of other prisoners and 

prison administration; Their lives are unbearable. 

In a number of c.ases, Jew-s were tried on criminal charges rather than 

political to serve as an example to other pr~spective applicants and 

in order to conceal from world public opinion the real reasons for 

· their arrests and tri~ls. This kind of pressure from Soviet authori

ties contt~dicts both the letter and the &pirit of the Helsinki Final 

Act. · 

The authorities . are trying to prevent the Jewisp activists from various 

cities from maintaining contacts. Materials about Israel are being 

confiscated. Applicants are being dismissed from work or demoted to 

lower positions, and their salaries cut. Reserve officers ·have had 

their pensions cancelled. Telephones are cut ·off, and mail confiscated, 

including affidavits sent from Israel. 

Another matter of the atomization of Jewish society is t~e r~dio broad- · 

c~sts t~ansmitted to the Soviet Jews. Even ~hose about Jewi~h history 

and Hebrew lessons are bei~g jammed systematically by the Soviet ahthori 

ties. This is in contradiction to the Law on International Tele

Cqmmunication and the agreement on it signed by the Soviet Union. 

Jewish students are expelled from universitiesT young Jewish men are 

. conscripted into the army to prevent their families from applying for 

emigration . 
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Some Jews have . been denied exit visas for a long time. In late. 1976 . 

they appealed to the Minister of the Interio~ of the· VSSR and the 

Di~ector of All Union OVIR to protest ·against the difflcult situatipn~ 

they had been placed .in. They tried to organize a protest de~on~tration . 
. . 

in the streets of .Moscow ·near the . Supreme Soviet Pr·aesitj.ium •. · The demon~ ··. 
. . . 

strators ~ere seized by ·the authorities, beaten and sentenced to 15 .days; 

women . among them were fined. . ... 

.[Al1I1LE~1!N1QNS 
The Helsinki Final Act ha~ much to . ~ay about this matter . I cite· only 

a few passages: .. ·· 

· The participating States will deal in a iositive · and 
. · humanitarian spirit with the applications of per~ons 

_who wish to be r,united with members of their family, 
with special attention to be given to requests of an 
urgent char~cter -- such as requests submitted by pe~
sons who are ill or old. 

1hei wi~l dear with ~pplications in this field as ex-· 
·peditiously as . po~sible~ 

1hey. will lower ~here ~ nec~ssary ~he fees c~arged in .· 
connection with these applications to ~nsure that they . · . 
are at a moderate level. · · 

· ... 

In spite of the ceµtrality of this issue, the list of separated families · 

is long and it .is · sat~rat~d ~ith human tragedy. These- persons ~re ybung~ . . . 

they are brave, they have parents living iri what they consider to be their 

historic homeland, Isr~el; y~t, they are held back from th~ir parents. 

Their most productive yeari are spent in waiting, in agony, in un?ertainty. · · 

They: are truly "Orphans of the Exodus", Jews whos& parents · have been 

allowed to emigrate .while they remain. captive in the ·soviet Union. The 

s~me applies to those who are separated from husbanas, ~ives, · •nd chil

dren~ Yet these Jews believe they will be free one day to :live .among 

their own people and be masters of their own destiny . · International 

law is on the~r ~ide, · so .they wait, turnipg to the ~~tside wo~ld t~ ~le~d 
their case. And the families how they s~ffer in ~his ·separation . 

. . 

· I have a list of ·these separated families which I will submit, but these 

groups fall into thr ee· categorie·s: 

1) Those with parents in Isra~l 
2) Thoie with children in Israel 
3) Those with spouses in Israel 

A:natoli Sharansky, . who was arrested yesterd.ay, has a -Wife in · Israel; he 

has tried for a long period to obtain a visa to join her~ This list · 
. . 

is an indictment of the Savi.et' s .. failure to ab_ide by· its own law~ and · 

· · the internati~nal agreements it has signed . It is up to us, as a 
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signatory of this Act, to demand that the ~ovi&t Union begin to reunite 

these families without further stipulations conce~ning the definition of . 

"fami~y" or motives for such reunifications. 

As you know, the ' Soviet Union several months ago stated . that the family 

consists . only .of th~ hu~band, . wife . and . children. Thus the - reques~ to 

. reunite with a grandparent or with aunts or uncles in. Israel is not 

considered a ·valid request. . . 
. . . . . 

. . 
· I -' ve· .mentioned _ befo·re the general spirit of intolerance . which is found 

in vario.us. levels of repress1:on of tQe Jewis~ nationality . in the .Soviet 

Union. ·r wish to touch on several such items now: Cultural Rights, 

Anti-Semitism and · the Issue .of Hatzoh. 

The Helsinki Final - Act stresses time and again 

· rights for the impr~vement of detente. 

the freedom of cultural 

Desiring to contribute to the strengthening ·or peace and_ 
· understanding among people~ and to the spiritqal enrich

ment of the human personality without . distin~tion as to . 
race, sex, language or religion. 

... . 

(pg 113 Conference on Security & Cooperation in 
. ~ Europe Final Act) · · . . · 

r · here submit material a~out the Moscow Symposiu~ on Je~ish Culture in 
. . . 

' the Soviet Union which took place December 19-21 , 1976 and the Soviet's 

reaction thereafter. Jewish professionals, espe~ially scie~tists, have_ 

been dismissed from their positions · in the univer~ittes and at researrih 

. institutes ~fter applying for_ emigra·tion. They are .forced . to remain 

out of wbrk . for a long time, yet have been ~n~ble io lea!e· Iri 

addition · to their poor material situation Soviet authorities do every~ 

thing they can to bring them to spiritual stagnation and pro£essional 

disqualification. Their attemps improve their cond~tipn · by organizing 

Scient~fi~ seminars · and publications of a magazine devoted to~he 

pr~b.lem of Jewish. minority -in the Soviet Union (Jews in the Soviet·· 

Union) are met by strong opposition . from the authorities, . including 

the opening . of formal charge~, arrests of those ~aking part in cultural 

and scientific ac~ivities, etc. · 

The attempt of Soviet Jewish activists to organize a s:pecial Symposium 

in Moscow . dese·rves special attention. Representatives of the Soviet 

Ministry of Culture, Sov~et Cultural Workers, as well as iecturers 
. . . 
and guests from overseas _ were openly inv~ted to parti~ipate in the · · 

Mosco~ Sympasiu~. But the Soviet authorities did their best to prevent 

the symposium from being held. Foreign guests were ~ot ~ranted visas 
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to enter the Soviet Union or their visas were cancelled. Tourist·~ 

who did obtai~ vi~as by accident during those days were expelled. 

The majority of the symposium participants were held under house 

arrest and therefore those o! the symposium participants w~o · were ~ot . . . 

detained held the symposium session, that lasted only a few hours • 

. Soviet policy states that Hebrew is the language in wliich Jews pray. 

Thus, State · Treedom of .religion leaves no legal grounds for prevent

ing the .teaching of .the . Hebrew language »a~ long as there is .freedom 

of · worship and · freedom of religion. However, al though .the langu·age 

is .:.iega.l ., no teaching is · done anO. no text books exist. As a matt.er 

·of fact, texts brought into the Soviet Union. are being confiscate·d ·as· 

Anti-Soviet material . Their. owners are arrested, iiterrogated and 

fined. Western radio broadc~sts of Hebrew are constantly jammed, a 

seri~us violation of the Helsinki Accord. 

M!1~Q!L ___ _ 
. . . 

The recent Soviet decision to ban any importation of matzoh · (unleavened\ 

: bread eaten . by ~ews . during Passover) is a clear-cut example of the I 
Soviet policy to deny Soviet Jews the right ~o pra~tice their faith,and 

• . . . ! 
cult.ural and relrgio.u·s · tf'adition: It goes without saying, that no ; · 

Passover Haggadahs , prayer shawls and other essential item proper for ! · 
. i 

the celebration of the religious holiday aren't bein~ allowed -to . Soviet ; 

Jews. 

RECENT INSTANCES OF ANTI-SEMITISM ---------------------------------

i 
I 
i -
! 
I 

Anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union has deep .roots, in lack of tolerance : . ~ .. 
to strangers and particularly Judaisa, as described by Trotsky and j 

Kruschev. There are various publications on ~he Soviet Union which evei 
t descr~be Jewish history and Zionism which ~x~an~ beyond their original I 
'. 
j 

' 
titles and receive criticism from such loyal communists, as ~ergelis, 

I 

the publisher of Sovetish Hejmland. I 
· 1 

Recently there was a film shown in the Soviet Union, 

called "TRADERS OF SOULS" -- shown in prime time, . it 

January 22, 1977, ! 
i 

was saturated with ~ 
. ! 

' different images, cartoons and clear · negative pictures of Jews. People 

were shown with information about their addresses , telephone numbers . 

and even their bank accounts. One person, Yuri Kosharofsky, bpen~d a 

case against Soviet TV. W~ have little hope he will win the case, 

but the suit is an interesting new &tep, calling a Soviet ins~itution 

- . to trial. 
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The ' anti-s1mitic campaign in .the official . ~ass . media continues -

.Publications with no difference from those · of the grim Nazi period 

-- app~ar in the mass media under the guise of anti-Zionism or Anti- · 

Religious propaganda . A certain ·Prof. Yemeliano, employed by : ~n 
. . 

official organization as a . lec"tiurer, ~as been know.z;i '. lately :· ror his . 

·public lectures aboµt ~ionism.which are full of malicious alle~ations 

directed against the Je~ish pe~ple, their national heritag~, their · · 

religion and history all in ' the manner · of stat~~ent once . made by the 

Naz is. · 

In addition, this film actually starts with the · opening · picture · ~h~te 

- Lenin is b~ing s~ot. Of ~ourse, . the preserit emi~rati~n eff;rt ·has·· 

nothing · to . ~o with the 1929 attempt to assassiriate · leni~. · One could 

equate this accusation with the m~dieval "blood libel" since Lenin 

has. been catapul teq into national adoration. Linked with P.h·otos,. . 

names and addresses of Jewish activists, this 6an only be interpreted 

as an invitation to Soviet citizens t .o harass Soviet Jews whose .only 

wish is to emigrate ·to Israel. This is a clear move to incite the 

general population against the Je_wish activists. 

Th~ final point is the Helsinki 1inal Act. tast Euro~ea~ States had 

a meeting two weeks ago ~o prepare for the Belgrad~ meeting. There 

were several reports afterwards. Some a~ticles were ~dentic•lly 

printed in Pravda and Izvestia. The four poin~s they tri~d to present 

to disclaim any failures. 

1) The so-called dissidents committed anti-Social Acts which .cannot 

be excused by the Final ·Act. · 

. 2) The principles of human rights should be considered wi t 'hin the 

framework of other principles; i ; e . no ·principle of the Final .· 

Act can contradict t he other, such as suze~ii~ty . and.non-~nter~ 

· feren~e. But; accord~ng to Soviet official · definit~on of suze

~ainty, a~ soon as the St~te signs an internationar agreement, 

it becomes the law of the land. and thus there · ~s · no 4uestion of ·' 

suzerainty or non-interf.er.ence is applicable in this . ·c.ase. 

3) _The meeting .in Belgrade, which is actually intended to exchange 

exper.ience aJ?.-d achievements; therefore·, they are very puzzled 

as to 'why Bukovsky should be of assistance to those . people·. 

I z vest i a s·k i pp e d this reason # 3 . 

· 4) ~he ·Final Act was intended to increas~ responsibility for peace. 

Somehow ' th~ Soviet u.nion thinks Western . support for hum·a~ ri·ghts 

may contribute to the deterioration of .detente. 

. . •. -~ . .. . .. 
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In a recent article· published on March 9 in which corresponden~ 

Andronov had an interview with Al Friendly, his final conclusion was 

that the present Carter support of human rights should not be taken 

to~ seriously -- recalling that P~esident Kennedy opened his 

administration with the "Bay of Pigs." Andronov implied that Carter 

may well mellow with cajolery and pressure. 

The Helsinki Agreement does not have the operational formulation which 

would demand compliance, but the Final Act contains no inner contradictions. 
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11!.l.EQ_lIJ.1'.!!~§§: PROFESSOR ~TILLIAM FLETCHER -- "Director of Soviet ·studies 
University of Kansas {Baptis~) . 

Let me preface .my remark~ by ·replying to three q~~stions that have · been 

raised: 

1) HOW MANY RELIGIOUS BELIEVERS ARE THERE IN THE USSR? 

In the last three year~ or so, I have read "two metric tons'~ of Soviet 

Sociology of religion, surely the world~s dullest l~terature: field studies . 

. conducted by atheists, . by academicians -- these data are not g~nerated ·by ; . 

any interest group in the west. The best conclusion, based oh ~he~e . data, · .· 

is that there are approximat~ly 45% . of the popuiation of the USSR ~ho believe 

in .God, about 115,000,000 people who are religiou~ in one ·sense .or anothet. 

2) DOES PRESSURE DESTROY OR PROMOTE RELIGIOUS BELIEF? 

. ~ccording to the last data --· 193J ~ensus which asked "Are you a believ•r 

or not?" {ceti~us later suppressed, allegedly for improper procedures} a ·. 

pretty fair guess · would be 80-90 million believers, which means that despite 

intensive pressure for last · 20 years, th~re has b~en a net gain in the 

number of religious believ~rs . 

. . 3) WHAT IS THE AFFECT OF PRESSURES ON CdURCHES? 

As a · scholar, T have . no data qn that question; but, as a b e.liever m·yself ,. · 

I'm not ·worried; I'm fairly optim·istic es you'. re al?out to s·ee from my 

presentation. 

First, I'd . ~ike to give a brief outline for~ -- one protest m~vemerit among 

the .Russian Baptiats as an il~u~tration of the .commonalty qf doncern of 

.all religious people, indeed all people of good will in the Soviet Union. 

~he Russian Baptists are the · only ~rotestant denominati~n · allo~ed to exist 

on a nation wide scale. In 1960, as a part of the Kruschev ahti-religious . 

. . . campaign, certain changes were made in ·the · legai church· -- T.he All-Union . 

Council of Baptists~ These· .changes included: elimination of prosely.tism 

(no more·· growth), fewer sermons, no ·baptisms under ag~ · 30. Obviou~ly . . . . 

this . is not ·in the' ~aptistic traditibn anywhere in the world, .and i strong 

prritest arose. By 1961 this pr~te~t had becom~ organized. O~ Auguit 16 

.a document issued by the · Ini tsi.at.i-vrd:k.i (meaning .ini tia ti ve-niks, because 

. they .were taking the initiative to correct the situation.)· The .. move-

· ~ent grew like fire -- within a matter of month~ similar docume~ts support

. · · ing ·the Initiative ~niks .•were appearing all over th~ Soviet Union from 

. west~rn boundary to. Vladivostok. It became, in effect, a competing · 

movem~nt wi~hin the Ruisian · Baptist bhurch . 

. . Two poi~ts were · at issue ---
.. ~) The legal authorities of the Bapiist Church (th~ leadership) . 

·. 
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had failed to resis~ improper encroachment by secular authoriiies 
2) In the peti tio~ to the government, they made an im'pres sive case 

that ~he government was not abiding by its own. laws on religion. . . . . . . . 
This w.as the b.asis of the protest, which developed very. rapid.ly. By 19qj .· .. 

it had become -so serious that the State made the then uri-heard-~f tactic 

of 'offering some. limited concessions to the legalized Baptists in order 

t6 draw .·o!f the moderates from the Ini~iative-niks and then ~sing th6 .power . 

of force, · harassment, impri~onment · against the ~ost active. · . In 1965, this 

grouphad invented . another unprecedented tactic i~ _ the siruggie for human 

rights in th, ~oviet Uni~n - a · committee of relatives of · ~~isone~s of the · 

Initiative-niks was formed, to~ally clandestine , and it began to . further : 

do c'umenta ti on on the many known cases of . arrest, trial ao.'d imp:r:i sonment . . 

By i969 matters had progressed to ~uch a point that; in f~ct, there· ~e;e 
two ~aptist Churches: The l egalized ~aptist Qhurch and _the illegal Init-

. . 
siativniki. 

It illustrates the point that 

. 1) None of us · in the Vest ~re prope r ly avare of: it you are lookingfor ~ th~ 
. . 

s~ruggle to obtaib human rights in _ the Soviet U~ion, you look to t~e : 

religious communities. They are the pioneers in terms .of Sarni zda t . 
' • . 

(Baptists w~re doing that bet~~e the ~~~) . Others discovered Samizdat 

only in the late 60s . In terms of data gathering, :this wa-s not inv·ented 

by the ~hr~nicle of current events group among the sec~lar intelligentsia 

h~t three years earlier by the Baptists. In terms of . trying to provide 

leg~l and philo~ophical justification for arguments in favor of their protest, 

you look . to the religious communities. Most Americans are rel~tively 

unaware of religious dissent, thinking of the Sakharovs and Ginzburgs 

as the pioneers, 

.vanguard groups. 

the Congress, the 

but the groups we are studying. here to~ay _ are the · . 

If th~s fact could be gotten across to the President , 
. . 

American people, this would be very ~seful to promote · · 

. a 'more correct . view of what ·i .t is we' re up against.. One further po·tnt _on 

Initsiativniki: in nearly every case, the point at is~ue is shared ~ith 

most of the s~cular intell~gantsia. These people were n,Q~ promoting 

obscure or arcane inte~~•l hassles. They were going to th~ heart .. of 

.. · certain. is sues which apply to all religious gro_ups --: · Christians, " j ews, 

·Muslims, Buddhists and others. So, one . of the i;nqst useful· things we 

could ~cco~plish today would be to examine issues which are common to 

', 

- . .. 
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~~11 . religious people indeed, to all human beings 'living in the Soviet 

· union. 

. . 

Perhaps, it is improper for me to suggest, but if I had my way ·about questions 

that should be brought up for . Belgrade about Basket Three, . I wo.uld suggest 

three si~ple points that could be reasonably insisted upon-- three achieva-

·ble ~oals~ This is not to suggest, that these are necessarily -the ~221 

.!!!l.I22!:1!!:n.:!!· nego.tiative principles. These are pra_ctical things. by which _we 

might do · some good. 

1) Freedom of . Mov·e1:11en~, a question that is basic. : If somebody . is in an 

intolerabl~ situation , he should have the right to le~ve; · ~om~ihing, I 

think, every Christian, every person of good, must support~ must encourag~, ·· . 

indeed, be gratified by the· ~eadership of the Jewish Community in achiev-

ing some token amelioration of this: Let's make this an issue for Basket 

Three. ·: 

... And, we might hope to get . some little success by . expanding the iss·ue 

tb inciude the· freedom to travel - - one of the great thirsts i~ th~ Sov~et 

Union· of any denomination is - C·ontact with fe l low believers. This is true 

of ~ente6osta1s; it is true of Jews, - of Isla~. Should not a huma~ b~~ng 

have the right to consu·l t wi-th:-- a fri-end? If we can take this one issue· of 

freedqm :or movement and put some encouragement to expand this into . what 

.the 'entire civiliied world is used to -- i mean, thi~ is the global 

community! 

travel! 

We are not living in the dark ages. People have a right to -. 

2) The question of registered churches - - a ~atter Prof. Bird brought up 

very cogently. What good is the 1936 Constitutional Guarantee(that -all 

Government citizens have the r ight to religious ~orship) if they are not 

all6wed legally to meet together to · wor~hip? 

I would guess that this is one point . that might be achievable: .to press for · 

~he Soviet authorities to incr~ase the number of registered chur~hes --

! . bave always found it strange that the Brezhnev governement .·has· remained so 

· faithfui to the s'trangest policies of the Kruschev reg;i.me, .i.e. the radical 

reduction in the number of churches.· Between 1959 and 1965, as nearly as 

I can tell, the number of Orthodox churches was reduced from 15,000 to 

7;500 . The num~er of Baptists churche~ was red~ced· from ~omtnal 550Q 

.to -a nominal 3200. The Lithuanian Catholics lost one-half of their 

ch,u-rches (correct me if I am wrong). The number of Jewish synagogues-'.'" 

! ·'need not tell you -- was reduced during that five year period from more 

than 400 to gpproximately 40 today. The sam~ is true of every other 

:denomination; most emphatically, including . Islam in which, at most, there 
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are maybe 400 mosques, to serve 35 mi llion believers. 

It seems to . me, th~t it is not entirely against the best interest of the 

Soviet State, regardless of differences I may have Yith their ideology, 

to urg~ that they implement this measure to increase the n~mber of 

permits for houses of worship. 

3) The ' matter of religious education: It is excepti9nally strange in 

the Soviet Union that it is f llegal to give religious education to any

one under 18 . Surely this is nonsense for.any civilized society; Surely 

some encouragement could be given to the Soviet State to rectify this 

most extr aordinary restriction again the basic human right of bringi~g 

up your own children as you see fit. 

I would suggest then, that these three points might b e enough . We could 

b e able to do some good when we advise our leaders and our ~ellow 

Americans and athers in the We s tern v.orld, as to what we mean to accompli : 

this summer . 
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PROFESSOR ·HOWARD GREENBERGER 
New York University La~_ School 

.. Let me begin by reiterating wha~ Sr. Ann and Prof . Bird· have so we l l 

summarize4 before -- The Soviets have a disarming tendency to always · 

argue that any claim that we make about human right~ is ~an intern•l 

affair" and, therefore, beyond the scope of criticism by international 

humanitaria~s. The fact is, h6wever, that the Helsinki Act culminates 

a series of international agreements that the So~iet Union is bound to . . . . . 

adhere to by their own freely e~ercised agreement. Starting·Yith .t he 

United Nations Universal Declaration of Humari .Ri~hts~ the Convention ·:~· 
on the . Elimination of All Forms of Racial Dis6rim~riation in 19651 The 

~nternational Covenant ori qivil .and P~litical Righis : oi 1966 and . 

finally ending with th& H~l~inkf Final Act of 1975, ~hich al~ost wqrd . . . 

· for word picks up the language of some of these preceding very import~nt, 

very essential humanitarian Acts A For instance: the Declaration of 

Human ' Right·s in Act 18 "preserve:? everyone's right to freedom of 

tho~ght, conscience and religion" and goes on~ The principle is 

reiterated in the Covenant to ~revent R~cial Ois~rimination almost in 

the same laniuage of the Helsinki Final Act; namely , "the right to 

·fre edom of thought, conscience and religi9n.~' And you might go through 

a number of the articles of the other documents. In t~ese als~ · ~ultural 
·, ; • ' ' I • .;!: ~ ,· 

~ights are mentioned -- the right to nationality , the r ight .to partici

pation in cultural activities are mentioned in the Convention to Pr~vent 

Racial Discrimination. Finally~ th e Helsinki 'Final Act incorporates 

in substance t?ese guarantees from the earlier acts. 

First --- I wish to discuss b riefly the ~resent ~tate qf organized 

· Jewish religio.n in the Soviet Union. To · p.ut it j,n focu·s., we must turn the· 

. clock back · to l.917 . It's hard to believe that period, under .. very vici.ous 

totalitarian ·tsars and state is a place to start for the sake of com

parison w~th pre~ent . conditions in the Soviet Union. Hoveve~, in 1917 

despite a history of anti-Semitism and very stringent controls on Jews 

and Judaism there was a vibrant · and communal . Jewish religious life. There 

was a host of seminaries, synagogues, Jewish and Yiddish ~res s, Yiddish 
. . 

.theatre, . cultural exchanges, emigration rights and education of· the 

young. 

In the Soviet Union today -- there is no central organizatdon ~ no 

federation of congregations is permitted· for those that still exist; 

· No communic'a ti on is permitted among the various Jewis·h communities in 

· t;he USSR . Not a single religious publication is aliowed , whether in. 
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Hebrew, Yiddish or ijussian~ No Hebre~ bibli has been auth~rized or . 

published since 1917. As best ~s we can tel:~; there ~re · three . or· four · 

very aged ra.bbis (on~ · is in his 80s);no. edit~o!l o.f our si.ddur or · 
. . 

prayerbook was ~ublished · between 1917 and 195~. In 1956 a sin~le edition 

of 3000 copies was · authorized and indeed published; the only ~ublication 

sines 1917 of any prayerbook.· Obviousiy, rio government aid is given . 

. T~at mai not mean so much until you realize nQ publishing house may 

pu~lish and no paper is a v~ila.ble for publishing. The manufacture of 

prayer shawls, phylacterj,.es, ·ma tzoh is pra;ctically forbidden . . · As. best 

as we can tell, the~e was ~ne 

25,000 worshippers . ba~ed on a 

testimony from Prof . Fletcher 

;ynagogue and one rabbi · perhaps ~ f6~ · ~a~h ·· . . . . . 

1960 ·estl.mate. We have ·already 'recei.ved 

abou~ the closing of numerous synagogues 

since then. · In any case, the number of rabbis has declined. 

: Regarding their Yeshiva, from Russian testimony, it is supposed . to have 

about · four stud~nts, but it has g~~duated no rabbis~ ~o there is a . 

que~tion about whether it ev~n exists. No foreig~ contacts are permitted. 

· There has been one visit by the Chief Rabbi of Moscow recently ~n th~ last 

7ear o~ two --- . the only visi( outside the · Soviet Union in many tears . 

. Even the import o.f religious articles has been interdicted or confiscated. 

I wish to emphasize, if i ~~y, th~t the number of Soviet Jew~ p~esently 

able to· read or speak Yiddish has dwindled considerably. : This is not 

surprising, ·when . you realize that the education of ·the young has been 

prohibited from the inception by the Soviet Sta~e and, therefore, the 

number - probaoly in the population as .of 1970 is . les·s than 400,000 . . . · 

Thus when you read ·or hear that the USSR has two .publications · in Yiddish 

(Sov~tish Heimland-~ published monthly) and a small · t~rice-week pap~r· 

. in ihe so~called autonomou~ Jewish Republic. That so~nds i~pressive but 

. in reality, is very littl~. Nothing like either of these publications, · : 

as limited as they are, is published either in Russian or in· - H~brew. 

Thus ·t.he .ability to understand anything ·like tha.t becomes very. limited. 

Since 1959 two dozen books have been published in Yiddish .for this very 

' limited audience an~ since 1970 noQe at all. No literature in Hebrew 

. is published~ The Hebrew language broadcasts have .been jammed arid no 

relevant Jewish publications are printed . in Russian. Basically ~ne 
. .. . 

c6uld summarize the present situation of Jewish life in Russia by 

. saying that it doesn't exist -- from cradle to ·grave. 
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I ' would just be belaboring the point by mentioning a f~w iristances sin~e 

1975 and thereafter which is, of course, after the signi~g of the 

Helsinki Final Act. 

The Rosh ' Hashnah demonstraction outside the main Synagogue in Moscow in 

1975 -- and later similar fracai around Sukkot time in 1975 -- indicate 

police and plain clothesmen not only involved but actually ~rime movers 

in a rather unsee~ly fracas. 
Next, there is the . continuing squabble about matz6h. In 1976 thej 

prohibited the ma~ufacture of · matzoh ~~cause · they . cl~i~ed ~he ' old meh 

who baked it w.ere making mone~ from this illegally -- there.fore in 

one place especially th~ men we~e deprived of . their pension~ Some 

years, as in this year, they claim to have made provision~ for the 

baking of matzoh in the . three towns of: Moscow, Leningr~d and Kiev. 

So they now prohibit the . importation of any alimentary dough or flour. 

The viciousness of this c~n be seen when you realize that in ~mall 

towns there will be no . matzoh at all . 

I mentioned ~cradle to grave" because of t~e continuing ·problem in 

conducting Jewish f~nerals; any kind 0£ Pesach or Chanukah celebra

tions, etc. There have been arrests, seizure of Hebrew publications. 

There ~as one terrible situation in a ~ittle town in Mpldavia wher~ 

the authori~ies destroyed a Jewish ~emetery and prohibited any ·. 

burials there and arrested a few persons who attempted· to ~ury their 

dead in the old cemetery. 

It goes on like a litany -- Kishinev to Ki~v to Saratov --th~y've 

done everything they could to eliminate Jewish life; but it still seems 

to spring ba c.k. 

There's no doubt we're interested in eraigrating but we're also very 

interested in a meaningful Jewish life for those who wish to stay. 

Unfortunately hope becomes dimmer every year and I might say, ·r 
completely concur .w1th Prof. Fletcher's suggestion regarding an 

emphasis on two or three major points that probably could be 

obtained to alleviate the situation for so many Soviet Jews who 

. probably wish to remain. 
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NOTES FOR R. MA.l\SS I RB'tl\RKS 

AT NEC. OCTOBER 1983 - ALSO AS REFERENCE 

FOR HIM AND OTHERS FCR FUTURE PRESENTATIOt·JS - SIDNEY LISKOFSKY 

Jews, as individuals and t hrough their representati~e bodies, have a 
long and intimate .connection to the ideal and the movements for human rights, 
in both their nati onal and international expressions. The closness ar.d tha 
continuity of that connection has obviously much to do w1th their experience 
as a vulnerable minority over the centuries in many lands .· But that melan
choly history is not the entire explanation, for the connection has deep 
and wide roots in our religious tradition and ethic . 

America's own connection to the human rights idea and ideal is .,_ls~ 
equally close, reaching back to our founding as a nation. Our Decl aration of 

" Independence, you will recall, speaks of "inalienable rights" to life, 
liberty and pursuit of happiness, to which "all men" are entitled. And what
ever may have been our sins of omission and commissionj·-and tltey--nave ·bean· 
maRJ _,.._ our country's involvement with human rights has been a continuing 
theme throughout our ~tiGAal 's history - from our 19th century "hum(natari an 
interventions" (as the internationa1 lawyers label them) on behalf of per
secuted fhristian and Jewish minorities in the Near East ,(ands of the Ottoman 
Empire to the recently-ended Helsenk;Accord compliance-review conference in 
Madrid . Incidentally, the record up to ~·Jorl d War II of our country 's human i
tarian interventions (today we mi ght rather describe them as "intercessions") 
on behalf of Jewish minorities are recorded in a source-book the American 
Jewish Corrnnittee commissioned many years ago under the title, "With Firmness 
In The Right . " 

AJC, as we all know, was founded 1906 in response to denial s of Jewish 
rights and to p,.6grams in Czarist Russia. The U.S. Government reacted in
dignantly to those events by abrograting .a commercial treaty with that country. 

~(l {' .: V"v"'..£.c( ~ 
How sad and ironic f\ eight decades and an earth-shaking revolution laterAin 
the name of .e~uality, justice and brother hood in that same countr-v1lp~eava-1s 
~we remain locked in moral conflict with it over its denials of the human 
rights of Jews ~and others. 

- 1 -
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AJC leaders, among them the noted constitutional lawyer, Loui~ Marshall, 
were deeply involved in the human rights-related plans and debates at the 
Paris Peace Conference and in the aftermath of the First World War. In 19~ 
at the UN Founding Conference in San Francisco, under the leadership of 
Jacob Blaustein, our organization. played a leading role, together with the 
then Federal Council of chruches, the .AFL and other civic organizations, in 
making the promotion of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all a 
principal purpose of the new world organization . An in the years that followed, 
up to the present, 'Ne have endeavored in many ways -- through research, 
education and advocacy -- to advance that purpose. 

One of our important vehicles has been The Jacob Blaustein Institute 
for .the Advancement of Human Rights, created in 1971,/to honor and perpetuate 

. the memory of Jacob Blaustein by encouragi.ng projects in thos~ areas, 
especially human rights, with which he was closely identified. Working with 
and ~hrough academic institutions and non-governmental organizations in our 
own and at.her countjfes, the Blaustein Institute has sponsored scholarly 
un.dertakin%designed to clarify basic concepts or issues relating to human 
rights and, in the process, to advance particular standards. It has initated 
projects intended to encourage the use of international human rights prin
ciples and institutions to bring moral and political pressures to bear in 
support of victims of human rights denials; to enrich the human rights con
tent of teaching in primary and secondary schools, and in college-level and 
graduate-1 evel education; to dev_elop a constituency, including young people, 
qualified and co11111itted to work for human rights; and to strengthen human 
rights advocacy organizations. Many of our projects have culminated in 
valuable publications. 

* * * 
Optional: Examples of Specific JBI · Pro.jects" 

In. 1972, \at the Un.iversity of Uppsala in Sweden, the JBI brought together 
a large assemblage of eminent international law scholars and human rights 
e~perts to discuss the question of freedom of movement on the world scene. 
A' declaration adopted by the conference, with our own Jerome Shestak chair
ing the drafting conmitte~, focused world attention on the refusal by some 
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countries to permit their nationals to emigrate - a clear violation of the 
international law of human rights. 

The following year, we sponsored a coll~quium in New York City to explore 
policies the U.S . should pursue to further implement the 1975 Helsinki Accord 
particularly to consider how the U.S. should prepare for the next compliance 
review conference, scheduled for November 1980 in Madrid. 

In 1974, we convened a conference in Montreal, Canada, to discuss the 
place of human rights in Jewish tradition and experience, and several years 

,. A"'-
1 ater, in 1982, another Mount Kisco, New York, to explore their place in 
other religious traditions. 

In 1981, we sponsored a tex-book on the International Covenant on Civil 
--and Political Rights, to provide an authoritative interpretation of its 

principles. Our purpose was to safeguard its libertarian and humanitarian 
spir't and intent against pressures by political and ideological forces inimical 
to them, particularly important in the early stages of the implementing pro
cess provided for in the Covenant. 

In 1980, we established an Andrei Sakharov Fe11owship to encourage 
scholarly or other pursuits relat~d particularly to his human rights endeavors 
and ideals. The first award in 1981 went to Dr. Vratislav ~.r'echota, an 
eminent scholar in international law, for a study of "The Right to Know One's 
Human Rights," one of the most important principles of the Helsinki P.ccord. 
We are privileged to have Dr. Pechota among us this evening, and to announce 
the publication in a Blaustein Institute brochure of an abridged -version of 
his study, even a~,(,1wait eagerly the completing of his 1 arger study. 

A second Sakharov award, for 1982, was made to Valery Chalidze, a Soviet 
'-

human rights activist and scholar, who in 1970 founded with Andrei Sakharov 
the Moscow committee on human rfghts. He undertook to write for us a 
retrospective\work, with reflections on the future, concerning the Soviet 
human rights nx>vement. We look forward to its publication in some form -- a 
first draft is ~completed -- within the year. 

* * * 

- 3 -
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Wind-up 

Jacob Blaustein left us and the world a valuable heritage through, his many 
roles in his lifetime in support of the rights and freedoms of Jews~~( all 
human beings. With the Jacob Blaustein Institute, his fam~ly has established 
a fitting memorial to him. We take pride in it. 

I 

. \ .· 
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Decernb er 19, 1983 

MORAL C~SIDERATI~S: THE VALUE Of HUMAN LIFE 
STATEMENT Of RABBI MARC A. T~ENBADM 

DIRECTOR, INTE~AT I~AL RELATI~S DEPARTMENT 
AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

My experience on three fact-finding missions with the International Rescue 
Committee to all of the refugee camps in Southeast Asia 1 it er ally changed my 
life. My exposure to the Cambodian proolern began in December, 1978, W"len I went 
to Aranyaprathet, which was among the first major camps in Thailand that 
received several thousand Cambodian refugees. 

I walked through the medical clinic and sew some 125 men, women, and 
children in that desolate clinic starving, children who were begs of bones, with 
bloated stanachs, hair turned orange by virtue of protein malnutrition. I saw a 
mother who was a starved wraith of a person, and yet going through the ritual of 
putting the flap of her breast into the mouth of a child, and she did not have 
enough nourishment to sustain her own life. Both of than collapsed and died~ 
And I saw one physician and one nurse running through that clinic, trying to 
ward off death, and in most cases unsuccessfully. 

That was an experience whose only antecdent for me was Bergen-Belsen and 
Dachau. These were the sane starved bodies, wracked with fever and disease, of 
Jewish men, wanen, and children. The only difference now was the pigmentation 
of their skin. · 

As an American Jew, as a Jew, I came away fran the Nazi experience with an 
obsession that is an oosession for most Jewish people today; it is epitanized in 
a paraphrase of a verse in the Book of Leviticus: "You shall not stand idly by 
while the blood of your brothers and sisters cries out to you fran the earth:." 

It is simply inconceivable that we are here calmly discussing statistics 
and cqnventional approaches as though this were just ano~her social proolern • . It 
is inconceivable to me that 40 years after the Nazi Holocaust that the in
ternational community can respond so blandly to the destruction of millions of 
human beings in Cambodia and else..tiere, and then consider casually -- as if it 
were a daily weather repor~ -- the horrendous fact that if this food is not 
gotten through in the next few months, some 200,000 people will die, and by 
extrapolation an estimated two more million people may well perish before our 
eyes within the period o( the next several years or so. 

I simply cannot understand how the international ccmnunity can go on with 
its conventional affairs and not feel the urgent sense that the sanity of 
mankind is at stake here. 

That really is the is~ue -- whether the human canmunity can continue to 
indulge the conceit of regarding itself as sane end civilized and ' endure the 
reality that there ere now several million people despe~ate for food and have~, 
~ose very lives hang on having food brought to their mouths now, et this 
manent. 
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The world refugee prct>len is enormous. A total of 12.6 million people were 
refugees from their hanelands or displaced fran their hanes within their native 
countries ('internally displaced peoples') at the beginning of 1981. While in 
recent months the world's at t ention has been focused on the plight of Southeast 
Asians -- the Vietnanese boat people, the. Cambodians, the ethnic Chinese, among 
others -- the most tragic, 'life-threatening' refugee prct>lens today are to be 
found among the 6.3 million refugees and displaced persons on the African 
continent. 

According to the '1981 World Refugee Survey' plblished by the United States 
Committee for Refugees (on whos.e Board of Directors I an privileged to serve), 
the worldwide refugee total dropped 3-:4 million over the last year, because of 
the improving situation in Southeast Asia, where millions of Canbodians who were 
displaced by war and famine have returned to their fanns. But in Africa, whose 
53 countries nlJTlber among the poorest in the world, the number of refugees and 
di s placed p.ersons jt.mped fran 4 million to 6.3 million as a result of political 
turmoil, religious-ethnic-tribal conflicts, and a spreading catastrophic 
drought. Africa today hes one refugee to every 75 people. 

About a fourth of all Africa's refugees ere in one country -- Somalia. 
More than 1.5 million people have crossed the borders of this small country 
( with an original population of 3.6 million) seeking refuge fran the war between 
Somalia and Ethiopia over possession of the arid Ogaden region. The land they 
are leaving, as well as other East African countries -- Ethiopia, Djibouti, and 
Sudan -- is in the grip of a persistent drought \ltlich has forced thousands of 
people to move for survival. 

In this barren region of Northeast Africa, there are now sane ).9 million 
refugees and they represent one of the world's largest concentrations of 
su ff eri ng peoples. Except for the major international relief agencies a~· the 
Christian and Jewish refugee agencies who are involved in seeking to bring 
relief agencies who are involved in seeking to bring relief to these tragic 
hunan bei~s, the plight of the Sanalian and other African refugees is virtually 
unknown to most peapl e. Tens of thousands will surely die before the world 
wakes up and responds adequately in time to save their lives. 

In Southeast Asia, there are still 700,000 Cambodian refugees in camps in 
Thailand and on the Thai-Cambodian border. In addition, the flight of 
Indochinese to other Asian countries persisted through 1980 and 1981. More than 
160,000 refugees escaped fran Vietnam and Laos, among than an estimated 75,000 
boat people. The flow fran both countries continued at a rate exceeding 10,000 
a month during the early months of 1981. (Since 1975, more than 1.6 million 
refugees survived their flight fran Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. The nlJJlber of 
those who died during the exodus is huge, probably in several hundreds of 
thousands, .although there is no way to count thBTI.) 

It should be noted here that the response of Catholic, Protestant, 
Evangelical, and Jewish leaders and institutions to the Southeast Asia tragedy 
was one of the glorious chapters in the history of these religious bodies in 
this century. Si nce 1975, sane 400,000 Southeast Asians have been resettled and 
rehabilitated in the United States alone , and 70 per cent of these human beings 
were sponsored, resettled and rehabilitated -- restored to their human dignity 
-- by such groups as Lutheran Relief Service, Catholic Relief Services, Church 
World Service, World Vision, and the American Jewish Joint Distribution 
Committee end the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society. 
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That life-saving program was a transl at ion into human realities of the 
basic Biblical effinnations of the dignity of human 1 if e end love of neighbor 
that is inspiring in itself, but, . equally important, is a paradigm for our 
future collaboration in seeking to hllllanize the conditions under which so many 
millions of fellow hllllan beings are forced to exist, frequently through no fault 
of their own. 

It should appropriately be acknowledged that Dennerk, Norway, and Sweden 
rank among the top contributors to the United Nations efforts to help refugees, 
when measured on a per capita basis. (The United States accepted more refugees 
-- 677 ,000 -- than any other country but ranked fifth on a per capita basis. 
The USA also contributed more money than any other nation in refugee aid,. but on 
a per capita basis ranked 12th in its financial contributions. Israel accepted 
one refugee for every 37 residents, and Malaysia, Australia and Canada also 
accepted more ref~ees per capita than the United States.) 

In looking to our common work in this area of vital moral and human 
concern, we need to ponder our responsibilities for saving lives not only in 
Africa, but in Pakistan as well. Next to the Sanalian refugees, the plight of 
1.4 million Afghani refugees who fled to Pakistan after the Oecanber 1979 Soviet 
intervention represents one of the great tragedies of our time. To canplete the 
picture of hLrnan tragedy, we should know of the magnitude of the world refugee 
situation: Asia and Oceania, 2 million; Africa, 6.3 million; Middle East, 3.5 
million; Latin America, 240,000; Europe, 350,000. 

The world hunger and population problems are also part of the refugee 
canplex of problems. Despite the recent heroic efforts to provide massive food 
supplies -- in which Christian and Jewish institutions also played a leading 

· role both morally and practically -- sane 800 million people in Asia, Africa and 
Latin America continue to starve or suffer from severe malnutrition. It is 
estimated that several million people will die from hunger during the ceming 
year in the developing countries. 

The world's pr~sent economic condition, Robert Heilbroner wr~ter~, re
sembles an immense train, in which a few passengers, mainly in the advanced 
capitalist countries, ride in first-class coaches in conditions of canfort 
unimaginable to the enonnously greater numbers crammed into cattle cars that 
make up the bulk of the train's carriages. 

For Western civilization with its liberal, humanitarian ideals and for 
peoples with our unambiguous Jewish and Christian ethical heritages to temporize 
in the face of the greatest moral chal.lenge in the last decades of the twentieth 
century is to risk the betrayal of everything morally meaningful that we profess 
to stand for . What is at stake in the way we respond during the caning months 
and years t'o this unparalleled world fanine is our capacity to arrest the cycle 
of dehumanization and callousness to suffering that is abroad in the world, 
ultimately affecting all peoples. We need to set into motion forces of caring 
and compassion that are the singular qualities without which en emergent 
interdependent -- and peaceful -- world cannot be sustained. 

The Christian and Jewish communities, I believe, in concert with other 
cultural forces in our societies, can make a distinctive contribution, namely 
the definition end articulation of a new 'Ethic of Scarcity' for peoples in our 
West ern ( and other) societies. The Western net ions, in particular, hev e been 
blessed since their founding with what appeared to be almost limitless natural 
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resources and raw materials. We seen to have been living on a set of unexanined 
assumptions that constitute an 'Ethic of Abundance' which has rationalized and 
justified endless cons um pt ion, self-indulgence, and perniissive hedonism.· The 
waste at our business and social functions -- conferences, conventions, wed
dings, confirmations, barmitzvahs, even funeral wakes -- have verged on the 
scandalous, especially when seen against the background of the needs of the 
world's starving masses. We have in fact entered a new experience of growing 
scarcity of resources and energy supplies as a long-term permanent condition, 
and our nations require a definition of values and h1.111an priorities that will 
result in greater self-discipline, restraint, and a genuine motivation to share 
out of a more limited supply of the earth's goods. 

The cruel irony is that there is the capacity to provide that food now. 
The whole issue of whether human beings will be kept alive or will die depends 
on politics and ideology, that is, the callous presumption that business is 
usual. 

In my perspective of moral philosophy, stat es and ideology are created for 
the sake of serving hunan beings. Hunan beings are not created for the purpose 
of serving the state or politics or ideology. To the degree that the inter
national political conflrct represents an obstacle to saving lives, to that 
degree does that conflict represent a central moral and human issue· ¥1tiich world 
leadership mu~t resolve. The saving of hunan lives is the supreme issue, not 
the shoring up of one or another regime. 

~ As Leo Cherne has made clear, as the Catholic Relief Services and others 
have made clear, the food can be made available today. The fund s have been 
allocated. But if we allow this issue to continue to be another routine polit
ical proolen, it will be months before that food will be gotten through. That 
means that tens of thousands, perhaps hundreds of thousands, of human beings 
will die before our eyes, and to me that is a moral d>scenity. I cannot see how 
the human communit y can allow that to go on without recognizing the price we 
will pay in moral anarchy. 

The whole question of the value of life is at stake, and the "'1ole meaning 
of human existence is at stake. 

How many Nazi holocausts, how many genocides can the world endure and 
regard itself as worthwhile to continue? 

It seems to me that it is absolutely essential that in addition to the 
extraordinary contribution made by the American people and Congress -- whose 
record has been, I think, one of the most glorious chapters in Ameri'can history 
in ternis of reflecting the generosity of American people and concern for this 
issue -- that an initiative must be taken now, not two months fran now, now, to 
bring about an emergency conference through the United Nations of the major 
nations of the world, including the United States, the Soviet Union and Vietnam 
and Cambodia and China, before ¥1tiom the issue of life and death survival is put. 

There was a conference in April 1981 of the international community 
regarding Vietnamese boat people. it did make a difference. 

I am persuaded of we can create that kind of forum on which the eyes and 
ears and concern of the world are focused -- above all, on those nations who are 
standing in the way -- that sane battering through of resistance must take place 
now, not three months fran now. To that end, we have discussed today a proposal 
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for a meeting with the U.N. Secretary General. This is the time of the winter 
solstice, which is the darkest per.iod of the ye~r. But it is also a period of 
light, and in this moral darkness we must find a way to bring some light to 
these people by calling a conference shortly ·-- it is a 1 it tie more important 
than even holiday vacations ~- to ma_ke i~ possible for us to save as many lives 
as we can day by day . 

I just want to say in closing, Mr. Chairman, that there is a proposal for 
organizing a truck convoy, an international truck convoy, and I am hoping that 
we can do everything possible to assure that that takes place within the caning 
weeks, and that we realize that the time factor is critical for the survival of 
a great many human beings . 

In my work I travel throughout the United States. The American Jewish 
Cammi ttee conducts int er religious programs with Catholics, Protestants, 
Evangelicals, Greek Orthodox, Black churches, Hispanics, and Muslims in almost 
every city in the United States. I have been traveling through virtually every 
city in this c'ountry since I have come back from Southeast Asia, helping 
organize Christians and Jews in prograns of sponsoring refugees, of. receiving 
refugees, organizing prograns for ·rehabilitation, jobs, housing, medical care, 
social welfare, education, legal aid. 

I have never seen such a mood among the American people of care and 
compassion and wanting to be present to relieve the suffering and hurt of so 
many millions of people. 

The Catholics, Protestants and Jews in this country have already brought to 
this country 75 percent of the nearly half million refugees who are here since 
1975. · Christians and Jews have becane a "canmunity of conscience," and with the 

· leadership of Congress and groups like the International Rescue Committee, I 
think we can really make a fundamental difference in saving hl.lnan lives and 
restoring sane sense of personal confidence and trust and meaning about being a 
human being in the kind of world in which we live today. 

Y089-122083-IRO/ el 
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The proposed resolution on ''Violations of 1-h.nnan Rights and Interna
tional Law" submitted t o the National Cmmcil of Churches of Christ in the 
USA by the Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese of New York and All 

·North America i s a z.ro_:;s..and <l~J.iJ?~re-te ~imRresent~,,i2n .. _gf _f'!S,!.,"'~1.~s 
toII:_ Not only are its asse:tions concerning the "~.2_~:: .S~!!:J!.~?. ..... ~~- simpl y 
1:fiCorrect, its "~tts"411_£ fi~.§.,~f~~t~,~d its S<?,,~~,.Etl:~er 
bi~ecLor-misquot~.Q, but tne transparent i~!~nt .9f'.:Xt.1~~@1'µlg~ .. -~9"'~r: 

~ l __ u·s ions i s to inflame. In tne·~·mteresYs~ -.. a~~~hJ.t.J>9:UJ,i.st~~4-?, ~-grqBa
gandisti"c-effe-r-t- to single out the State of· Isi:a~-~,~!]~ .. -~J.or.,. .. yil!~Hl. on 
the . internationa:1- scene;-hl.5torynas-oee"fie'fgnorea; -ieali ty distorted' and 

__, Isra:.1) Ud~ed·~by~standards --~~t ~~PP,,tf~1L~iii~h~f~:~ ~~!fu~iPTu!~.@~Uil':-· 
speci'tTird-;--and~·mdocumentea · cnarges of "defiance of rnternationa~ law" and 

i "violation of the Human Rights of Palestinians and other Christians and 
Muslims in the Middle East" in the resolution's preamble exemplify the 

~ familiar pattern of vicious anti-Israel rhetoric . 
( '">.,..___..,.._.......:;crr. ~JC )$4 P' ~--~~•-W<,<i oa=w 

Moreover, the resolution .is a disservice to the .caJJSe of true reconcil
iation . Not only does it ignore the signs of hope representea'"''ln'tne~·current 
Mtddre-Ea."st-p~~:ce:p-Tocess,. -iLstands opposed to the very procedures by which 
peace has been achieved: dialogue,' accorranodation, and mutual recognition. 
Rather than advancing the cause01"'genuTnel1.umartr1ghts,' the adoption of this 
resolution would have the unforttmate effect of strengthening the hands of 
those extremists who manipulate the language of human rights to further their 
true objective: the destruction of the State of Israel. 
~ ... ~~~-~··~-~.,,..l'W:"' ll .l- -

The resolution i s discredited by an objective analysis of the "clear 
evidence" which the authors present to support their false claims. 

1. The resolution compares the status of Christians and Muslims in 
Israel with that of Blacks tmder apartheid. This is patently false . The 
~ite4 States DeP.arPU,ent_of State' s 1979 _ColJJ)trJ; E~ports gn.......Hum9,ri_Right s 
Pracfices ~~fil'J..?;~s:rs~r.a_e1:::~;~:.;.:_~l,t.ll.§i!g~g--:P.~::-k-i.@.L~.llµ,,cy __ demo.e:t.a .. ~Y 
~i tn extremely_h:i:gh~s.tandards ... of~,':15.t.iG~,...an~,,.h~-"t~gbJ~~~!.;...,Ju1 .. ~ .. t~~J 97 8 • 
study, Freedom House ,.~m~.-1).0.~.:I?.S.tt.~~~-IB~1H.'lJtion..,tha-t ... mon.:i..t.<?.~?.,.,_J~~!~~e ,, ~i~:~~aai~~it~~ ___ ,. ~:~~- · . }Ae~t.if\~4. J.~!~.~Lj~.$ .... tll~~<m1x-~';fr.~~; .. ,,~~-
----------b 1-:...~. 

Israeli law applies equally to all i ts citi zens -- Jews, Christians, 
and ~lims . Israel's more than 500,000 Arab citizens have equal voting 
rights; Arabic is an official +angy~g~_ofJ.lW'S):?te _."":-E~ch-re'ligious com
rrruni ty enjoys "'not ..... onlytne·-rfght to_ freedom oT w6rsft1-P: .. om"tne·?Ight to 
exercise its own rel}g}~.,~l~gfil~i1=.0:il"'~l.I)~·matte-r~9t::p,~f~ori~[ .. s~_atus , and 
the right to have it$ own r~l~giou~ .. egy,s:!3-t.ipn~l-"'~~-1.~-.~hat_ parallels or 
suppl ements the Sta:te·~system: · In4~~-9,,...~on.g, ,the.,..cotmtr.i.,e.s._of.~the Middle 
East, Israel alone· guarantees· freedom of religious belief and observance 
to al 1 its citizens·~~--·~~~-. ..;·..,'-~"·'·''~.. ·. -... ,.. . ' ··----------·~----' 

.__.......... 

Equality tmder the law in Israel also has a tangible impact upon the 
lives of its citizens . As the State Department Country Retorts note: 
"average per capita income among Arabs in Israel is pTObab y higher t han 
in any of the surrotmding cotmtries . .. " M>reover, 90% of Arab children 
attend $Choo! (compared to a figure of 45% before the creation of the State 
of Israel in 1948). 
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· 2. The question of Israel's "annexation" of Jerusalem and the status 
of that city in inteniational law is not gennane to the issue of human rights 
with which the resolution purports to deal. This question can be .properly 
discussed only in the context of international law. There is an extensive 
literature on this subj·ect, and we would refer interested parties especially 
to Mayor Teddy Kollek's article "Jeruslaem" in Foreign Affairs (July, 1977). 

'The specific accusations that Israel has "systematically bulldozed 
Christian and Muslim homes in order to 'Judaize"' Jerusalem is both p.erni
cious and false. The use of the term, "Judaize'', clearly reveals the-oias 

'Can<l- animosity which pervades the resolution. The use of .the narne~-""JeW''' 
or the pame of any other group as ·an expression of derogation and opprobrium 

__.. betrays an attitude of contempt and hostility . 

. The only ·evacuations of more than a · few individuals took place im
mediately after the 1967 War when Israelis entering the ancient Jewish Quar
ter of Jerusalem (where Jews. have lived and prayed for many generations, but 
from whic::h they were totally excluded as a result of Jordan's occupation of 
the Old City from 1948 to 1967) fotmd the wanton destruction of Jewish 
schools, synagogues, and rabbinical seminaries. The Israelis discovered 
that squatters had est~blished makeshift hovels in the ruins. The Israeli 
Goveniment cleared the ruins in order to reconstruct the Jewish Quarter, but 
granted the squatters compensation and alteniate housing. 

The charge of "systematic bulldozing" of Christian and Muslim homes 
is tmtrue. According to the International Committee of the Red Cross, 
a dozen homes were demolished in the last two years, almost all for urban 
improvement and development . Compensation was given to the owners. This is 
an extremely low ntnnber for a thriving city of ove! 300,000 inhabitants. 

Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek's policy of "tmhindered development of 

( 

the Arab way of life in the Arab sections of the city" has manifested it
self in Muslims administering Muslim Holy Places and Christians adminis
tering Christian Holy Places; in a free Arab press of three daily newspapers; 
in an Arab curriculum in the schools for Arab children; in the building of 

( Arab vocational training schools; and in the right of Arabs of Jerusalem to 
, remain citizens of Jordan as· well as citizens of Jerusalem. · 

Constructive thinking should be directed toward developing concepts 
and programs to improve life for all the city's residents, rather than re
tuni Jerusalem.to its tmhappy past of barbed wire fences, mine fields, and 
concrete barriers. 

---
3. The charge of Israel bulldozing "hundreds of Arab villages" is 

presented without any documentation. Moreover, the resolution is unclear 
as to where. the alleged acts took place, whether in Israel proper, or in 

.'the West Bank or the Gaza Strip. (The latter areas are discussed in the 
conte~t of settlements in response to section 8 of the resolution.) 

' 

If the resolution refers to Israel proper, there is, to our knowledg~, 
: .no sub,stanti9-j_ion-fo.~ this_implausib~~c;:..c.Y§!:~on,!. __ . The language in which 

this canard is presented is itse].f~inflamrii~Jol'¥-:.> To refer to Jewish settle
ment Within Israel as "expansion"tand "cOlonization" reveals the basic hos
tility of this resolution. --- '- -. ·~-~ .. · -- ··· · ·· - ... · · 
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.. 
4. & s . . As to charges 'that -Israel i s guilty of improprieties in its 

juridical and prison system: 

In 1978, the International Red Cross conducted 1,287 visits to Arab de
tainees or prisoners. Only in six per .cent of the cases did Red Cross repre
sentatives · hear complaints from the detainees or prisoners, and these led to · 
thorough investigations by t he State Attorney, ·the full details of which were 
submitted to the International Red .Cross. 

. . 

[ 

Furthennore, the fact that Israel, tmlike a number of Middle Eastern 
cotmtries, has cooperated with the Red Cross· in facilitating prison visits . 
and that the ICRC has ·met with few ·complaints from prisoners renders the 
charge of systematic brutality and abuse invalid. . ' 

· ·Acco~di.~g to the. ICRC, in .. 1978 th~re .:~ere about 3,000 Arab prisoners in 
Israeli jails, nearly all of whom were captured while on-terrorist missions 
against Israel, or were in possession of anns and sabotage plans • . The U. S. 
State Department has -reported that only :about 20 prisoners are being held . 

· -- under administrative detention--in accordance with the Fourth Geneva Conven
tion (Article 78) and international law. 

. . 
The assertions of Israeli mistreatment of prisoners in the West Bank 

and Gaza invariably stem from ;:uiti-Isr~el sources, and therefore suffer from 
a severe bias and lack .of credioIIity. :-Israeli .sources from all walks of life 

"Ocategoric"cl!ly~denrsucn.''ii'fegatlons ~-: These denials should not be dismissed 
as merely self-serving, since. Israel's character as an open.and self-critical 
society is well known. Her vigorous and politically pluralistic free press, 
quick to point out every · weakness and shortcoming, would have exposed this 
alleged system of· torture if it -existed. It does not exist. 

To repeat the charges ·Of Alexandra U • . Johnson, whose reports have been 
thoroughly discredited, as "doctunentation" in the resolution r eveal s the au
thors' deliberate disregard for the t.JUth. The .gross misrepresentations and 
bias of·Ms.Jollnsb'rt"""ana-"th-e-i:iif("°iaI Washington Post reports of alleged Israeli 
torture have been exposed. Ms . Johnson, who resigned after failing to receive 
tenure from -the State Department, was engaged to marry one of the 29 Arabs who 

.,..- claimed to have been tortured. The ·Palestinians who alleged torture were all 
seeking entry visas to the United States ·and they knew that such visas are 
not granted to convicted criminals, especially those convicted of terrorism. 
Only by lying and claiming coercion by torture would they have a possibility 
of gaining.·entry .to the U.S. · 

The Washington Post, shortly after publishing Ms. Johnson's allegations, 
acknowledged that its initial reports were "seriously flawed",. and its par
tial quotations from Ms. Johnson's reports were "confusing and misleading." 
For its .part, the State Depar.tment did not find any '~systematic practice of 
mistreatment of prisoners" by Israel, and it noted that such practices vio
late Israeli law and that individual violat ors have ~een purlished. 

There are nioti ves .. to make spurious charges. A prisoner ·who confesses 
voltmtarily may claim he was tortured to protect himself against retribution 
from his fellows . · Moreover, some· of· those who claim to have been tortured are 
highly P?l itically motivated ·persons who are part of the terrorist organization. 
A terrorist who ha~ no scruples against killing chil dren is not l ikely to have 
scruples against lying about torture. · 
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Despite the thousands of kill:ings and maimings of Israeli citizens by 
terrorist bombings, Israel has n0t once applied the death penalty· .to Arab 
terrorists. In fact, Israel has executed only one convicted criminal-
Adolf Eichmann in 1962. 

6. & 7. 1be resolution condenms .Israel for its actions in Lebanon as 
if there· were no prior history which precipitated these actions. Despite the 
many Arab wars against Israel sine~ 1948,-the Lebanese-Israeli border had been 
one of peace until the Palestine Liberation Organization and the Syrian Army · 
entered Lebanon in the 1970s .. , 1be .great tragedy of Lebanon has been the way 
these two parties manipulated a delicately balanced Christian-Muslim State and 
brought death, destruction, and utter chaos. It is a mockery of reality to 
refer to Lebanon as a "sovereign" State when; in fact, it has become an occu
pied country dominated by the military forces of Syria and the PLO. 1be Leban
ese "Gov~rnm~n:t" is .clearly incapable of exercising sovereign authority within 
its boundaries, is evidently not in control of its own citizenry, and its anned 
forces and police are incapable of maintaining minimum public order. Since the 
PLO uses Lebanon as a base for its murderous terrorist attacks against Israel, 
the Israeli-GoveTilJl\ent is left with only the customary international law norms 
of necessity and self defense. 

1be United Nations Charter did not foresee the use of terrorism as sur
rogate warfare, llU.lch less the fact of non-State and private armies making war 
on a neighbor4ig State. In its decision in the .Corfu Channel Case (1949), the 
World Court held that ·States are under an obligation not to knowingly allow 
their territory to be used for the purpose of violating the rights of other 
States. No State- is required to endure attacks on its citizens. 

In 1978, following the terrorist raid on the Israeli coastal road which 
culminated a series of attacks from a PLO-controlled Southern Lebanon, Israel 
exercized its legal right of self defense and entered Lebanon to destroy ter
rorist bases. Since the objective was protection of her citizens, not ter
ritorial gain, she withdrew several months later on the promise that a UN 
force would prevent ·the reintroduction of PLO forces into Southern Lebanon. 
1be UN force has not met that obligation, and continued terrorist attacks on 
Israeli civilians have left Israel no choice but to attack those centers of 
terrorism. She has continually sought to avoid civilian deaths, but unfor- · 
tunately the PLO has deliberately s~t up their bases among civilians--.using 
innocent Palestinian women and children as hostages--so it can say to the 
world that Israelis kill civilians. 

There would be no Israeli reprisals if the PLO ceased its murderous 
acts. Let the PLO test that proposition: stop the terrorism and then see 
if the reprisals continue. 1be only hope for both the Christian and Muslim 
connm.mi ties of Lebanon lies in the withdrawal of 30, 000 occupying Syrian 
troops: More than any other factor, Syria's continued determination to con
trol Lebanon stands in the way of healing, reunification, and reconciliation. 

8. While there are respectable arguments for and against cur.rent Israeli 
settlement policies there is no substantial basis for the charges that these 
policies are "illegal." Illegality presuppos~s an occupying power which has 
displaced a .legitimate sovereign. Jordan an~ Egypt, the, previous ruling pow
ers, .respectively, did not enjoy that status on the West Bank and Gaza. 
William V. O'Brien-; : professor of government at Georgetown University notes: 
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•.. ~e West Banl«case differs ·from tradit1onal belligerant oc
cupation in two important respects. First, the West Barile was 
not and is not clearly the sovereign territory of Jordan, from 
whom Israel took it in a war of self-defense in 1967. The West 
Bank .is .an ~ntegral part of the Palestine Mandate withift which 

. ·a Jewish national home was to be created. 'In this senSe the 
'territorymiist be considered today to be tinallocated territory. 
Jorda.ti's seizure of the West Bank in 1948, .in defiance of the 
UN partition plan, was rec<?gnized only by Britain and Pakistan, 
i:iot byinost states, intluding · ~e"lhi:i.t~ S~ates and even the 

. Arab states. It should be remembered that Jordan was original~ 
ly .recognized as ''Transjordan," a ~tate on the East Bank of the· 
Jordan. Moreover, Jordan's cla'ims to the West Bank have been 
consistently thrust aside by the Arab states . The current neg6"
:tta1jon? .with Egypt certain.ly ~o. not operate ·ori the assuinptfon 
that Jordan is· the temporarily displaced sovereigri of the West 
Bank territory, although Jordan's special role with regard to 
that territory is recognized. So, although the West Bank is 
"occupied" by Israel, it is. not at all clear that the area is 
occupied Jordanian territory ••.. 

Israel, while 'denying the strict ·applicability of ·the 1907 
and 1949 Geneva Conventions, applies their basic principles as· 
guidelines to what has been an extremely positive and hwnane 
occupation. Jordanian law has been retained for the most ·part; 

· but with constructive· changes. A degree 9f local self-govern- · 
ment; far- exceeding anything permitted by Jordan, has been 

=i achieved. Women have been given the vote and the rriale franchise 
has oeen enlarged . Education and health standards have been im
proved decisively. · This· is · r~flected in· a ten-fold and t:Wenty
fold increase in · the education and health budgets respectively . . 
Criticisms of Israel's provi?ions for West Bank self-government · 
and due process of law llUJSt be cons'idered in the · light of a very 
poor record compiled by Jordan on both cotmts in the · 19 years · · 
preceding the Israeli occupation. ·To be sure, many Palestinians 
are dissatisfied with Israeli occupation, but by any reas9nable 
standard thay are better, more efficiently and more htnnanely · .' 

.· go_ve~ed than .they were tmder Jordan. Given present trends,- · 
they could not expect better government under most contemporary 
Arab .. regimes . · · · 

To be ·sure, Article 49 of the 1949 Geneva Convention IV pro
vides that, "The occupying power shall not deport or transfer 
parts of its own civilian population into the territory it oc
cupies."" · Since · the convention· is ·not clearly appli~ble it .'· 
might be ignored. But the Israelis · insist with reason that they 
are in compliance with Article ·49 properly interpreted. It is 
·clear from the context in ·which the 1949 Convention was drafted 

· that the prohibited activity envisaged was . the kind of World War · 
·=II genocidal transfers of Jews 'and other victims ofi discrimina

·tion from Nazi Gennany to occupied territories·. · SuCh practices, 
of course, .have .hothing to do· with Israeli settlements on the 

:·. West Bank'. · Moreover, inhabitants: of the settlements are not 
''deported" or "transferred". Their choice of emigration is . pri
vate and free, often based on religious grounds, and as often 

"· 
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effected against Israeli government r~sistance as with en
couragement. 

An intense debate has taken place in Israel over the Government's 
decision to use a very small plot of private Arab land for an Israeli set
tlement on the West Bank. Indeed, the Supreme Court of Israel has recently 
IUled that th~ land nrust be returned to its Arab owner-- a striking demon
stration of Israeli democracy at work. 'Ihere are two crucial points here. 
One, Israel is a society based on the rule of law where an independent judi
ciary, not the military or political rulers, has the final say. Second, the 
appropriation of private Arab land created such a furor -precisely because it 
was an exception to the rule of not interfering in the life of the Arabs . 

'Ihe Camp David Accords of 1978 deliberately left open both the question 
of settlements and the ultimate status of the West Bank. For Israel to ac
cept in advance· of negotiations the principle that Israeli s cannot settle on 
the West Bank, is to make UIU1ecess~ry the negotiations still ahead. It would 
also be a signal to hostile forces that Jl).i.litary aggression is without im
punity: if they win, they keep the land; if they lose, they still expect 
Israel to·meet all their demands prior to negotiations. 'Ihis would be de
structive of all peace efforts, and is certainly counter to the intent of 

. Camp David. 

Moreover, between 1948 and 1967, with no Israeli settlements on the West 
Bank, there was no movement toward peace; oil:the other hand, exist-ing set
tlements in the Sinai in · 1979 proved no hinder.ance to the achievement of pe~ce 
between Egypt and Israel. 

·9. The -res0lution charges that Israel. is unwilling to deal with the 
refugee problem. 'Ihis is totally false. Both UN Security Council Z42 and 
the Camp David Accords speak to the refugee issue, with the understanqing 
that a solution must address itself not only .to Arab refugees, but also to 
the 800,000 Jews who fled from Arab lands and have resettled in Israel . Israel 
is prepared to negotiate on repatriation and compensation of Arab refugees. 
Why is there no mention in the resolution of compensation for the Jews who fled 
persecution in Arab lands and came to Israel, and whose per.sonal properties and 
assets were confiscated7 These problems can .be worked out today as they could 
have been 30 ,years ago had the Arab states sat down to negotiate with Israel. 
Significantly, India and Pakistan were able to rehabilitate and resettle eleven 
million Muslim· and Hindu refugees within two or three years. Why is the 
Palestinian refugee problem the onl y one in the world that has not yielded to 
a solution? 

It is clear that Israel ' s enemies hop~ to gain through a carefuUy 
orchestrated propaganda campaign what they have been unable to achieve in re
peated assaults on the battlefield: the weakening, and eventual undennining, 
of the Jewish state. To that end, defamatory attacks on Israel's l;>ehavior 
from any source, ·no matter how partisan or politicized, are invok~ as if they 
represented disinterested judgments. Undocumented charges, motivated by mal
ice, are continually repeated although their .sources and substance have been 
discredited. Reports .of United Nations agencies, composed of nations having 
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no diplomatic relations with Israel and openly hostile to the Jewish state, 
are footnoted as objective truth-- even when these agencies have overridden 
and contradicted the findings of their own investigative committees. Since 
anti-Israel forces have an automatic majority at the UN, the target of this 
smear campaign is the hearts and minds of .American Christians, who.se support 
for Israel is base<;I .on their conviction that Israel is a fellow democracy-
imperfect, as is any nation-- but with a proven commitmerit to justice, liber
ty and human rights~- the only state in the Middle East with such a record, 
and one of the few in a world in which .freedqm ~~ a , dwindling commodity • . 

. . . . ... ...... .. . . 

It is at the end. of section 9 of the resolntion that the .true motiva
tion behind ail ·these anti-Israel charges and attacks emerges. The resolution 
speaks of the rights of Palestinian people to seek " ..• the liberation of their 
homeland from the military occupier." This is clearly the rhetoric of the PLO 
for whom the "liberation" of Palestine means the destruction of the Jewish 
state. Just as terrorism is perceived by the PLO as a legitimate. means of 
achieving that erid, so too ate the' tactics of smear and deliberate misrepre-
sentation. · 

In addition to its smear tactics, the resolution is striking for its 
total lack of constructiveness. Egyptian leaders engaged in nearly 30 years 
of similar anti-Israel rhetoric, but when President Anwar Sadat decided that 
the needs of his country and his people were more important, he abandoned the 
aim of destroying Israel and turned to negotiation. Through the give and take 
of face-to-face meeting and nrutual recognition, Sadat has achieved more for 
hi.s people than all .the· anti-Israel rejectionists combined. · 

We are convinced that the Sadat-Begin-Carter peace initiative is the . 
wave of hope in the Middle East. In the long run, others too will actively 
seek constTIJctive .and peaceful ways to solve practical problems. This positive 
approach will lea~ to better life for all the peoples of the region,' Egyptians, 
Lebanese, Syrians, Jordanians, Israelis, and Palestinians-- for Christians, 
M..tslims, and Jews '. The proposed resolution flies in the face 'of facts and · 
truth, and its unrelenting hostility to Israel pollutes the moral climate in 
~ch a. true, lasting, and just Middle East peace will ultimately be achieved . 




